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]]) Tntroductlon
G'midsnce activity gener_l_y relates to the pertt_bation of spacecraft
trajectory or state by the application of translatlonal control effectors.
The Space-Shuttle mission inclu_les t.hree relatively distinct ga_idance phases:
Atomospheric Boost (characterized by an adaptive guidance law), Extra-At-
mospheric Activities and Re-Entry Activities (where aerodynamic surfaces
a_-e the principal effectors). G_idemce tasks include pre-_mneuver targeting
and powered flight guidance (where powered flight is defined to include the
. application of aerod_m_v_c forces as well as tlu-uster forces). Figure 3.1
is a flow chsn:t wl_ich follows guidance activities throughout the mission from
the Pre-latu_ch p.hase through touchdown. Table 3.1 lists the main guidance
programs a_]d subroutines used in each phase of a typical rendezvous mission.
A brief description of each such program and routine follows. Detailed
software design requirements are presented in Vol. Ill.
i. Atmospheric Boost Guidance
This program, when completed, will (at a _inlmum) provide a programmed
pitch over and attitnde hold until sometime after max-q. It may also include
some Iminimal closed-loop g_idance to limit dispersion in the presence of wind
disturbances. Tl_s progT_1 (not yet sub1_dtted) will fulfill funct-and gust "-*" _ _
ional requirement 2GI*.
2. Multi-S_%ge Boost Guidance
These powered ascent guidance equations provide inertial steering commands
during boost to insertion. The equations accommodate to engine throttle cap-
ability and to discontinous boost, i.e., PSR shutdown and jettison with con-
trolled thrust from the I_S. These equations fulfill requirement 2G2.
3. Rendezvous_i_
ii This Targeting Routine has the capability of constructing inflight the. rendezvous man uver seque ce which satisf es the requirements of the par icular
'I, _ission. The routine c,_nhandle .sequences with any given number of _n_euvers,
i each of which can have a variety of constraints. These equations fulfill re-
quirements 3G2.
4. Rendezvous Brakinn_ii "This Targeting Routine has the capability to bring the vehicle into thestation-keeping zone by automatic line-of-sight corrections and braking cor-O rections. These equations fulfill requirements 3G3.
_ _'Functiorm_l Requirement Module (See App. I).
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_b-,__-t._geting Routine is for use duz-ing the station-.keeping phase and
dc,_zgned to maintain I orbiter in a small zone which ms,),be arbitrarily
J.ocatcd with respect to t --oarget vehicle. The orbiter is maintained in the
;;OP. by +_ er_ o _ _ _..l _ "-' ,"1, . p ......... , .. .... , , of snell velocity corrections computed so as
- t_ ,_,,i:._L'_ u_c av_,_'_-c __- ,_.k_-e of propellant per orbit. These equations
6. beorbit Tarc_tin _
This targeting Routine is for the computation of an optional phasing
mneuver to place the veh_79 4n a phasing orbit prior to landing, and an
in-plane mi_imum fuel deor_z_ maneuver satisfying entry-interface and landing-
site constraints. The pro_am is designed to allow the crew to determine
The program-.--. _ __.- z,i_: deorb__ oi-_, :: _-:" :., and to select one desired.
satisfies requirement 3C:6.
7. Powered FliKht Guidance
These Guidance Routines are for use in computing steering and engine
cutoff commands during either a maneuver with a specified velocity change,
or a Lambert aim point maneuver, or a deorbit _neuver. The concepts of a
c_._:"-_,'_positi_, off_,_i'_,!![i_ ,I state-vector navigation are used for the
L_: - _ and dec it _ .... ;, " Cross product steering is used for all man-
euvers. These equations saomsfy the requirements 3GI.
8. Entr_r and Transition Guidance
This routine will provide guidance commands from entry interface through
the heat control phase, through transition_ to 40,000 feet altitude: The
requirements for this phase are 4G1.
9. Approach (Termln_l Area) G_id_mce
This routine pro_;ides steering commands which guide the S/S from an
.,_!t't_:de of 40,000 ft to _ ._oint on the final approach (glide) path at an
......._,t:i_,adeof appr.:,ximately _ _ ft. These requirements are listed as _G2.
i0. Final Approach O'..:,_idr--ce
This routine provid_,o steering commands which maintain the shuttle on
the two-flare approach p:_th through touchdown. These equations satisfy re-
quirements 4G3. '.
ll. Conic State Extr_Do_tion Subroutines
These subroutines ar_ for conic state vector extrapolation as a function
of time (Kepler) or as a f_ction of angle (Theta), and are required both for
_T,zldruce targeting and for _' _igation.
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12. Precision Sis to and Filtor We!g_]__i_uF__{_t_,-_xE_2o_t_:_2_
This subroutine _ms an Encke integration sch_mc which illcludes the
capability for precision extrapolation of a vehicle state vector and the
associated sub_atrix of the Navigation filter weighting _trix in the
earth's J2 gravity field. Additional perturbing accelerations due to
kigher order gravity terms, lunar and solar gTavity, and atmospheric
forces have not been ineluded since the requirements for them have not
been established. This subroutine is presented in Navigation Volume If.
13. Conic Required Velocity
This subroutine is for the solution to the multi-revolution Lambert
required velocity determination problem.
14. Precision Req,J2red Velocity
This subroutine is for use by a targeting routine to compute the
parameters needed by the Powered Flight Guidance Routines to perform a
Lambert aim point or de-orbit maneuver.
15. Abort Guidance. _Taret_n
This program, available only in preliminary form, provides guidance
targeting for the transition from booster failure to acquisition of the
nominal entry trajectory with virtually empty OMS fuel tanks. This pro-
gram fulfills some of the requirements of 2G5.
The Multi-Stage Boost Guidance presentation is by R. F. Jaggers of
the Boeing Co. There are other designs under consideration, but none differ
significantly from the Linear Tangent Guidance which is the basis of Jagger's
pre sentation.
The On-Orbit guidance submittals are the work of C. S. Draper Laboratory.
Rendezvous Targeting is documented by W. H. Templeman, Rendezvous Braking by
P. M. Kachmar, Station Keeping Guidance by Gustafson and Kreigsman, Deorbit
Targeting by Brand and Brennan, Powered Flight Guidance by Brand, Brown,
Higgins and Pu, the Precision Required Velocity routine by T. J. Brand and
the Conic State routine, the Precision State ro,tine and the Conic Required
Velocity routine by W. M. Robertson. An alternative Rendezvous design has
been published by D. J. Jezewski of the NASA/MSC Mission Planning and Analysis
Division. It is anticipated that the Linear Tangent Guidance, in a modified
form, will replace the Powered Flight Guidance design documented herein.
O
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i
_he Entry through Landing guidm_ca submittals are produced by K_iegsman (CSDL)
;,_-_i_.:_rpoid('-TAD) for Entry, NASA/|,_C Crew Procedures Division (documented by Tic) i_
_:_.._E]ias (CSDL) for Approach, and D. Dyer of GCD for Final Approach. Other Entry
_u_d_c_ designs include Fast Time Integration by Sw_ke_ (G&CD), The Harpold design
__,-_dthe Eriegsr_gn design for Entry G_idance are both included in t}_is volume becaus_
both have outstan_llng features and it is conjectured that the final design will
represent a combination of the best features of each. Likewise both the Crew Pro-
ced'_es and the Elias designs are presented in expectation that the final design
will include features of each. An alternate Terminal Area Approach design by T. Moore
(GCD) is more complicated, but is a strong contender for implementation because it
includes capability for low-altitude redesignation.
The preliminary Boost Abort Targeting submittal is by G, McSwain of G&C Div.,
NASA/I_C.
Except for Boost Abort T_rgeting all Guidance submittals are complete, according
to the requirements of Appendix I.
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© Submittal 53 Multi-St_,ge Boost Guidance
Int rod1:ction
The purpose of the powered ascent guidance equations is to provide inertial
steering commands during the boost to orbit maneuver. Throttle setting can also
be provided if this is a requirement of boost guidance, however, this feature is not
incorporated in the equations presented here.
The linear tangent guidance law presented here was developed to meet at
least the following requirements: multi-stage capability, ability to handle flight
perturbations and maintain orbital insertion accuracy, abort to alternate conditions,
engine out capability, and throttle for constant acceleration.
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Col,;1"." .....",._t_c, na] Flow of M_lti-St_:ge Gnidn_ce Eqm',.t_ons
Guidance input and output part, meters are listed and dc.fi_7ed below. Essen-
_,,}Ib, .._uic!a.,_ee input is the presenl :date vector and orbitul par_.,metecs defining
[he desired termiqal state vector, nnd the output is steeriW__" commands and time-
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Guidance Presettings (PRGFLIGtIT INPUT)
ill)
V
D
)
D
G21
G23
Vex.
1
T,
1
TBi
TCi
aLl
I1
Magnitude of desired terminal radium vector
Magnitude of desired terminal velocity vector
Desired terminal flight path angle '
X component of unit vector normal to desired orbit plane*
Z component of unit vector normal to desired orbit plane-",'
Effective exhaust velocity of stage i
Initial m to m ratio of stage i
Nominal burn time of stage i
Coast time between stage i and stage i + 1
Acceleration limit of stage i
Number of guided stages
@
Navigational Quantities (INFLIGIIT MEASURED INPUT)
K
P
P
R
P
Inertial platform measured acceleration vector
Inertial platform velocity vector
Inertial platform radius vector
Inertial platform gravit Z vector
(Calculated function of R )
P
::' Optional inputs are i D, desired inclination, and 0D, desired longitude of des-
cending node.
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Guidance Output
0
e
¢c
TGO
f
Commanded inertial pitch angle
Commanded inertial yaw angle
Time-to-go till orbital insertion
Throttle setting if applicable (to be determined)
Guidance Precalculations
(Coordinate transformation from platform system to desired orbit system)
O
Input G21 and G23, X and Z components of unit vector normal to desired orbit plane.
Compute unit vector in desired orbit plane normal to launch vertical, and unit vec-
tor defined by intersection of desired orbit plan and the plane containing launch
vertical and vector normal to desired orbit.
= 2 _ G232)G22 (1 - G21
1/2
Gll = (G222 + G232)
G31 = 0
G32 = -G23/Gll
G33 -- G22/G11
G12 = -G21G33
G13 : G21G32
1/2
NOTE: For due East launch [G] =
and no plane change ' 1 0 0 1
0 1 0
0 1
O
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sin_ L - C',: !. =TAL
" stn_'LC°SAL1T [ s_%_'D l,sinAL_ intDcOS_0 J
cOS¢,LCOSALJ " ] cos| o J
_T, -" G22/Gll
(;31 = 0 (;12 _ "G21G33
F:'- -
';. ! G21G32
G32 = -G231G]I
DESIREDORBIT
COORDINATE
SYSTEM,
G MATRIX
• _'i,,
Uyl G21
TGO = TGO + TBi + TC|
YES
V
F-q
EXITTO GUIDAHCE
AL = Launch Azimuth
_L = Geodetic Launch Latitude
i D = Desired orbit inclinatien
OD : Desired Longitude of demcen_Lm_
node (measured from launch
meridian)
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ENTER GuIL_.J_EI'r_.t ( AJO,';" C_,.LL''_ LOOP)
_'o = tan-1 (Zz_/X4)
^ ^
UZ = Unit (Rp X Uy)
UX = Uy x UZ
[E] = FUX] UX2 UX3
I,uY1 % uy3
UZI UZ2 UZ3
RG= [El Rp
m
VG
a
[E_ vp
m
= ABS (ap)
= ABS (Rp)
- -(_p _p)/R
INITIAL RANGE AHGLE
LOCAL GUIDANCE
COORDINATE SYSTEM
RADIUS AND VELOCITY IN
LOCAL GUIDANCE FRAME
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gr
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© V
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V12 = O
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I
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v
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iJ_
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4
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O
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i
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j:k
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V
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IiITEGRALS
K = No, of present burning stage
n = No. of final stage
Time remaining after constant
acceleration burn
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Initial Time of constant
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Initialize Summation Loop
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Submittal 37: Hendezvous Targeting
1. INT RODI TCTION
The rendezvous of tile Orhiier (primary vehicle) with a target vehicle (e. g.
the Space Station) is accomplished by maneuvering the Orbiter into a traject(_ry
that intercepls the target vehicle orbit at a time that results in the rendezvous of
the two vehicles. The function of rendezvous targeting is to determine the targeting
parameters for ti_e powered flight guidance for each of the maneuvers made by the
Orbiter during the rendezvous sequence.
In order to construct the multimaneuver rendezvous trajectory, sufficient
consiaints must be imposed to determine the desired trajectory, Constraints
associated with the Orbiter mission will involve such considerations as fuel, light-
ing, navigation, communication, time, and altitude. The function of premission
analysis is to convert these--which are generally qualitative constraints-into a set
of secondary quantitative constraints that can be used by the onboard targeting
program. By judicious selection of the secondary constraints, it should be possible
to determine off-nominal trajectories that come close to satisfying the primary
constraints.
The proposed onboard rendezvous targeting program consists primarily of a
main program and a generalized multiple-option maneuver subroutine. The driving
program automatically and sequentially calls the maneuver subroutine to construct
the rendezvous configuration from a series of maneuver segments. ,The main pro-
gram is capable of handling rendezvous sequences involving any given number of
maneuvers. Enough different types of maneuver constraints are incorporated into
the subroutine to provide the flexibility required to select the best set of secondary
constraints during premission planning. In addition, the astronaut has alarge,
well defined list of maneuver options if he chooses to modify the selected nominal
rendezvous scheme.
As the new approach represents, in essence, just one targeting program,
there is considerable savings in computer-storage requirements compared to former
approaches in which each maneuver used in the rendezvous scheme had a separate
targeting program. The programming and verification processes of this unified
approach will also result in implementation efficieneies.
1. 1 Number of Indepenctent Constraints Involved in a
Rendezvous Sequence
During the Gemini and Apollo flights and in the design of the Skytab rendezvous
scheme various numbers of maneuvers were utilized in the rendezvous sequence.
The range went from two (Apollo 14 and 15) to six (Skylab).
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TIw number of independc_fl con,_traintn (i.e., 1he number of explicilly satisfiedcon-
str:_int',;) in each rende,:vous sequer . _ must equal ll',e ntm_bc, r nf degrees of freedom
i nplicitl':" conlained in the st?qupncc. To establish this nut_lber, a rendezvous con-
figuration can be construct-d by .i,_,::_::i. ''_* arbitrary, conslraints unlil lhe configura-
tion is uniquely defined. For c-" .... '7. :: Coup maneuver eoplanar sequence is
shown in Figure 1, followed by{_,..:S::- -. terminal point. Using the constraints
v i (velocity magnitude), r _" a .._..'::', _ -i_. _ easy,, t_ establish that the total number
involved is 12, assuming- the time of lhe first maneuver has been established. Re-
moving one maneuver will redqce the number of degrees of freedom by three.
Hence, the number of independent e_r_raints necessary to uniquely determine the
maneuver sequences are
Number of n_anetr.:. 'td
in sequence :"
Number of independent
constraints required
1 3
2 6
3 9
4 12
etc
If the above rendezvous are not eoplanar, one additional constraint has to be added
to each sequence to allow for the ou . ',C-plane component,
In some cases the number. ")f ._ ::'y constraints may be insufficient to
uniquely determine a rendezvous trJ_ :tory for the desired number of maneuvers.
One way of overcoming this deficiency in constraints is by introducing sufficient
variables to complete the determination of the rendezvous trajectory and then
determining values for these variables by minimizing the fuel used.
In order to take advantage of updated state vectors due to navigation or ground
updates, the rendezvous targeting program is called prior to each maneuver to
compute the upcoming maneuver. In general, each maneuver computation will in-
volve a multimaneuver sequence as the nature of the targeting constraints do not
allow the maneuvers to be indepen,'-ntly computed., The relationship between the
rendezvous sequence involving n n-': :-
below.
Rendezvous Sequence
Maneuver Sequences
.,ers and the maneuver sequences is shown
Maneuver Segments
i 2 3 4
1
I l 2 max I3 max2
" _ (maneuver points)
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Terminal
Maneuver Points ----... " Point
/ _A v _'4"\_v3 _'''_ v4 L
Figure I. A Possible Set of Constraints Involved in
a Four 1_laneuver Rendezvous Sequence
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IF;lob nlatl_;uv_r s ' . : is colnpc;F,i'd of a llLl!l_bc'l" of F_aFtC_u','or S¢_JllCltt,q ?_lld i.q
basically indepe_ : : :',.,m lira other maneqvcr ._equcnce,__. These sc,quences mu._t
]lav[? t}/o sallM2 I1:, " ','F _ IIIC]Cp_I1(J(?Ul COllt]tl'ailll.'4 ktS t:i_;li!:tt{'ct above.
1.2 The Con.-':)_'tin_,?_ . of a Maneuver Se_w.ent
Each n-l., , " " "'" ". .LOZVOUG sec]ucnc() c}ktt Dr! dJvided into n-1 maneUVeF .qe a-
ments. Each se_ .,_ ,,'_:: . s, ba_]caxl 5, the addition of a maneuver to the primary
vehicle's velocity v, ; ...r .rod all updale of both vehicle's state vectors to the next
maneuver point.
A maneuver segment is herein generated in one of three ways:
Forward ge_,.ration
o
Target generation
• T"
A maneuver Av is computed and added
to the velocity vector in a specified di-
rection. The state vector of the primary
vehicle is then updated through a speci-
fied amount to arrive at the next maneu-
ver position.
The target vehicle is updated through a
specified amount and then offset to establish
a target vector. _n option is available at
this point to compute a coelliptic velocity
vector and update through &t to establish
a new target vector as shown below.
Target _/"" Offset
__ Coell iptic
Initial Velocity
i
The maneuver is then computed by uniquely
specifying the nature of the traverse between
the primary vehicle's position and the target
vector.
Initial Offset
Position
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_[_t_eneration In this case, tile maneuver segment
is computed as an integral part of a
maneuw_r seque_lc(_ involving rr_ore
than Olle nlanouver segment. The
nature of the constraints are such that
the maneuver sequence cannot be sub-
divided" into uniquely defined maneuver
segrc, ents. The maneuver segment will
usually have one degree of freedom,
which will generally be assumed to be
the magnitude of the maneuver.
Each of the above methods is defined by specifying trajectory constraints
by setting certain switches and parameter values. Specifying a trajectory constraint
is equivalent to specifying one or more independent constraints. On the other hand,
specifying an independent constraint can also be equivalent to specifying one or more
trajectory variables. (See I_t_f. 9) A trajectory constraint common to all three of
the above methods is the state vector update switch s
update "
with this switch are:
update
1
2
= 3
4
5
The options associated
Update from time t to time t F
Update through time interval At
Update through n revolutions
Update through O radians
Update to be colinear with a
specified position vector
In the next three sections, the trajectory constraints associated with each of the
above methods will be listed.
Q
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1.2. 1 Maneuver Options il_ Vorward Generalion of
Maneuver Segment
The forward generation of a maneuver segment is accomplished in one of two
ways. Either the maneuver magnitude is uniquely determined in terms of the state
vector at the maneuver time or the maneuver is determined by an iterative search
to satisfy a lerminal constraint.
The maneuver magnitude Av is either calculated or assumed depending on
the maneuver switch s man' and it is applied in a direction controlled by the di-
rection switch
s direct "
1
2
man
3
4
The options associated with the maneuver switch are:
A v is assumed specified
_v is computed based on a post maneuver
velocity vector being "coelIiptic" with the
state vector of the target vehicle
v is computed from the conic circular
velocity constraint
_, v is computed based on a Hohmann type
transfer resulting in a Ah change in
altitude
The options associated with the maneuver direction switch are:
s direct
Apply Av is horizontal direction in plane
of primary vehicle
Apply _v in horizontal direction parallel
to orbital, plane of the target vehicle
Apply Av along velocity vector in plane
of primary vehicle
Apply _v along velocity vector parallel
to orbital plane" of the target vehicle
The selection of the update switch Supdatep determines the update of the
primary vehicle's trajectory following the maneuver to the position of the next
maneuver. A terminal constraint can be imposed at this point by setting the ter-
minal switch s
term
©
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11 Te.rminal constraint is a height constraints term : r inal tr i t i phasil_g constraint
Following the computation of the height/phasing error, 1he maneuver magnitude is
varied in an iterative search to satisfy the height/phasing constraint.
1.2.2 Maneuver Options in Target Generation
of Ma.neu\,er ,_'egrncnt
The target generation of a maneuver segment starts with the selection of
the update switch for the target vehicle. If this switch equals four, 0 will be
augmented by the central angle between the primary and target vehicles before
being used. The position of the target vehi(de is then offset through either (e L , Ah)
or (_0, Ah), depending on whether Sta r is negative or positive, to obtain a target
vector. The "TPI offsets" (e L, Ah) are discussed in Section 5 (see Figure 2 for
definition of eL). If I Sta r I equals two, a coelliptic velocity vector is computed
based on lhe target vector, and a new target vector is defined by updating the co-
elIiptic state vector through At. The options associated with Sta r are:
O Star
-2
-1
0
1
2
Offset target (eL,Ah). Compute coelliptic
velocity and update through (negative) At.
Offset target (eL, Ah)
No target offset
Offset target (A0, Ah)
Offset target (A0,Ah). Compute coelliptic
veIocity and update through (negative) At
The nature of the traverse between the primary
vehicle's initial state vector and the target vector is
controlled by the maneuve'r switch Sman :
S
man
Lambert - the trajectory is time constrained
Horizontal - the" maneuver is constrained to
be in the horizontal direction
Tangential - the maneuver is constrained to
.be in the direction, of the velocity vector
Apogee/Perigee - the trajectory has" an apogee/
perigee occurring at the target point.
There is a minimum Av option associated with the above maneuvers which
is controlled with Ihe optimization switch Sop t :
O
ti
2
4
/
Position Vector of Primary Vehicle
LOS =
Unit horizontal in forward direction for primary vehicle
Line of Sight
i
,
,
If the LOS projection on i is positive:
a. When the LOS is above the horizontal plane. O< eL< _r/2
b. When the LOS is below the horizontal plane, 3frl 2< eL< 2=
If the LOS projection on i is negative=
a. When the LOS is above the horizontal plane, 7rl 2<eL<=
b. When the LOS is below the horizontal plane, =< eL < 3=/2
@
]
]
]
t
Figure 2, Definition of the Etevation Angle e L
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.Minimize the sum of the mavnitude of
the first and the next maneuver (based
on a coe]liptic partin_ velocity) by
varying AI, _,he time of update of the
;arget vehicle.
Minimize the _agnitud_, of the first ma-
neuver by vary__ng At, the time of update
.F the target vehicle.
Minimize the magnitude of the first ma-
neuver by varyin_ AI, the time between
lhe next maneuver and the initial offset
position. (See skelch on page 1-4 )
Minimize the sum of the magnitudes of
the first and the next maneuver (based
on a eoeIliptic parting velocity) by
varying At, the _ime between the next
maneuver and the initial offset position
(see sketch on page 1-4).
This minimization is a('e_m_l,liMm, d by driving the slope (Av/independent variable)
to zero using a Nov:ton R;,!,h.gon iteration scheme.
1.2. 3 Maneuver ()i_tLol_b !_ l!,!_rated General.ion
of Maneuver Segn,c,,t
The integrated generati,m of a maneuver segment involves an iterative solu-
tion to determine a mam:u.er sequence which cannot be sequentially solved for its
maneuver segment coml.,,.:nts. The maneuver is computed by guessing its magni-
tude, assigning a direction and plane through selection of the direction switch
Sdireet, updating the primary vehicle _s state vector after selecting switch s
update
P
and then calling addition. I _J_ane_ver segments until reaching the point at which
the terminal constraint i.% t,, _,,: attained. The maneuver [s then iteratively de-
termined by satisfying tim terminal constraint. The number of additional maneu-
ver segments and the nature of the terminal constraint are controlled by the ter-
minal constraint switch s
t_' JI]]
0
33
Sierra-
(10<Sterm
< 100)
The terminal eonstcaint is a phasing
constraint and it occurs at the I Sterml
i f
maneuver point from the start of the
maneuver segment.
The terminal constraint is a height
constrah]t and it occurs at the Sterm
maneuver point from the start of the
maneuver segment.
Both a height and phasing constraint
occur at the same maneuver point.
The first digit n I of Sterm repre-
sents a phasing constraint that occurs
at the n 1 maneuver point from the
start of the phasing maneuver segment.
The last digit n 2 of Sterm represents
a height constraint that occurs at the
n 2 maneuver point from the start of
the height maneuver segment.
1.2.4 Summary of the Maneuver Segment Constraints
The maneuver and trajectory constraints that can be imposed on a maneuver
segment can be divided into the following catagories (see Figure 3).
Primary vehicle update constraints
Target vehicle update constraints
Initial velocity constraints
Offset constraints
Terminal constraints
Traverse constraints
Table 1 contains a detailed listing of the constraints. The three independent con-
straints (four in the case of noneoplanar traverses) which govern a maneuver seg-
ment cannot be chosen arbitrarily from this list for two reasons:
(1) There is not a one-to-one correspondence between the
trajectory constraints and the independent constraints.
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(2) Selecting some constraints neEates the need for some
others (e.g. selecting a L_mbert constraint negates the
need for a maneuver direction constraint).
In the case of a straight forward rendezvous profile, a basic understanding of the
nature of the constraints should allow the construcfor of the rendezvous sequence
to choose a set of trajectory constraints which determine the required number of
independent constraints. For a complex rendezvous profile, such as Skylab a
more formal approach such as presented in Reference II should be used. One of
the justifications for presenting the three methods of generatin_ a maneuver seg-
ment was to aid the constructor of the rendezvous sequence in choosing compatible
sets of constraints.
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DETAILED LISTING OF CONSTllAINTS
(Sheet I of 2)
Primary and Target Vehicle Update Constraints
Delta time
Initial and final time
Central angle
Number of revolutions
Terminal position vector
Initial Velocity Constraints
Plane
Parallel to target orbit
Parallel to primary orbit
• Direction
Horizontal
Along velocity vector
Magnitude
Circu!ar
Coelliptic
Altitude change
Specified
Offset Constraints
Angle
Altitude
Elevation angle
Terminal Constraints
Height
Phase
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TABLE 1
DE'FAILED LISTING OF CONSTI_AINTS
(Sheet 2 of 2 )
Traverse Constraints
Minimum Fuel
One maneuver optimization
Two maneuver optimization
Apogee/Perigee designation
Horizontal maneuver
Tangential maneuver
Lambert (time)
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NOMENCLATUtlE
. °
- . - _.- .... .-. "-,. - axis of
a. .Matin code i
I
a conic
a 1
a 2
Failure in fuel optimization loop
Falmre in height loop
..... '-''i' :' " _: phasing loop
Fa ._ in obtaining Lambert solution in
General Maneuver Houtlne
a 5 Failure to find perigee/apogee in Search Eouttne
a 6 Incompatible altitudes and elevation angle
a 7
a 8
a
9
C
c h
Failure to find time corresponding to elevation
, w_',. :.._earch t_outine
_.._-:-,-" o find desired position vector in
Desi}'ea Position Routine
Failure to update through O in Update Routine
Iteration counter
IIeight iteration counter
C
P
c I' e2' c3
Ah
Phase iteration counter
l, ,. -,- diate variables
Dc,t_ attitude
Ar
proj Delta projected position
c
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At
/xt
l_lax
Av
_VLC _
_vLV
lkv h
P
Av T
Z_x
A6
Dctta time
,Maxin-,um lime step allowed in Search Routine iteration
Maneuver velocity
Maneuver in line-of-sight coordinates
Maneuver in local vertical coordinates
hv used during height maneuver
/_v used during phasing maneuver
Delta velocity used in fuel minimization loop
Delta independent variable
DeIta central angle
©
e Error
e C Eccentricity
e h Height error O
P
L
Phasing error
Elevation angle (defined in Figure 2 )
i Unit vector
IN Unit normal to the plane used in powered flight
guidance
Number of the maneuver
max
Number of the last maneuver in the
maneuver s eqtre-nce
m Estimated vehicle mass
M Rotational matrix
n Vector normal to the orbital plane
n Number of revolutions
Q
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L" D
_vl e
S
s
astro
s coplan
s direct
Par'_ial used in Newton lqaphzon
iteration
Distance ratio
Position vector
Desired position vector
Target vector used in powered flight guidance
Switch used in Desired Position Routine
Astronaut overwrite switch
Coplanar switch
Maneuver direction switch
S
eng
Engine select switch
s
exit Program exit switch
©
S
fail
S
man
S
opt
S
outp
s
pert
s phase
S proj
s rdes
Failure switch
Maneuver switch
Maneuver optimizing switch
Out-of- plane switch
Perturbation switch
Phase match switch
Projection switch
Desired position switch
s soln
Solution switch
711
/i
0
s search
s
tar
Sterm
s update
Search switch
Target offset switch
Terminal constraint switch
Update switch
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t F
v
v
v
v
c
x
• , ;ty vector
Veri;(-al component of velocity
/-i. i, .t _'," _r veloci[y,
Ii,_cpcndent variable in Iteration Routine
Yp, Yp
YT
Out-of-plane parameters (see Figure 6a)
a
Radial component of velocity divided by v C
I-g:, .ontal component of velocity divided
-by v C
¢1 Tolerance on time in fuel optimizing loop
¢2 Tolerance on height in height loop
.1
¢3
¢4
(5
E 6
¢7
_8
T
Tolerance on central angle in phasing loop
To],,rance on central angle in Search Routine
E
Tol.:. ance on elevation angle in Search Routine
Altitude increment in Search Routine
Tolerance on central angle in Desired Position Routine
Tolerance on central angle in Update Routine
Flight path angle
O
Ix Gravitational constant
t9 Central angle
(} Perigee angle
P
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Subscripts
F Final
i Numi),_r of the maneuver
I Initi_d
LOS Li he- of- s iKht
LV Lx)cal vertical
N New
o Oid
P Primary
S Stored
T Target
TA Targcl for primary vehicle
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2. FU1NCTIONAI_ FLOW DIAGRAMS
The rendezvous tar[/_,ting program consists of two major parts--a generalized
maneuver subroutine which basically cornputes a maneuver and updates the state
vectors of bolh vehicles to the time of the next maneuver and a main program which
sequentially calls the subrcmtine to assemble a rendezvous sequence. These pro-
grams call a number of subroutines which are briefly described be].ow and in de-
tail in Section 5.
Search
Phase
Match
Desired
Position
Update
Coelliptic
I_laneuver
To update the state vectors to either a
specified apsidal crossing, a time, or
an elevation angle.
To phase match the target vehicle's
state vector to the primary vehicle' s
position vector.
To compute an offset target vector or a desired
position to be used in a phasing constraint.
To update a state vector through a speci-
fied interval.
To compute a eoelliptic velocity vector.
Iteration - To determine a new estimate of the in-
dependent variable in a Newton Raphson
iteration scheme.
The functional flow diagram for the main program is shown in Figure 4. The
main function of this program is to sequentially call the General Maneuver Routine
to compute each maneuver segment for maneuvers numbered from i to i
max "
There are three major options that can be exercised prior to the calculation of the
first maneuver' segment:
(1) A search for the time of the first maneuver.
This time can be specified by:
(a) An elevation angle, which is to be
attained at the maneuver time.
O
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Yes [r Ox, erwrite _ v in local-vertical or
"3. line -of -sight _'oordinates
J
Figure 4. 51_iti l)rograrr, = Fui_ction Flow Diagram
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(b) Whotller the nexl maneuver shou].d occur at
the next apsidal crossing, the next perigee
-- crossing or the nth apsidal crossing.
(2) A phase matching of the state vector.
(3) A rotation of the primary vehicle _ s state vector
into the plane of the target vehicle.
There are three separate iterative loops built around the call to the general
maneuver routine. One loop serves to minimize the fuel used during a maneuver
segment with the options determined by the optimizing switch.
The other two iterative loops involve maneuver segments which contain con-
straints that do not allow the explicit calculation of the maneuver. These con-
straints are height and phasing constraints imposed at the end of a maneuver seg-
ment and controlled with the terminal switch. The iterative loop will involve
several maneuver segments if sufficient constraints are not imposed to solve each
segment uniquely.
The functional flow diagram for the general maneuver routine is shown in
Figure 5. This routine generates the departure veloeity at the initial point in one
of two ways:
(1) As an explicit function of the initial state vectors.
(2) By defining a target vector and then computing an
intercept trajectory based on a specified constraint
(ag indicated by the setting of Sman). The target
vector is determined by offsetting the updated posi-
tion vector of the target vehicle. Depending on the
setting of the switch Sta r , a coelliptic velocity vec-
tor is computed at the offset point and the coelliptic
state vector is updated through At to obtain a target
vector.
Following an update of both vehicle's state vectors to the time of the next maneu-
ver, the Av used or the terminal height/phase errors are calculated as required.
O
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The inputs to lhe orbiter cendezvous targeting pro_ram can be divided into
five catagories.
Pre-Maneuver Switches
Upon selecting a man{:uver from the rendezvous sequence, these switches
(specified for each mancuveJ) serve in determining the state vectors at the maneu-
ver point, the out-of-plane parameters and the calculation of a desired position
vector. These inputs can also be used in determining the time of a specified apsidal
crossing or the time at which a specified elevation angle is to be attained.
S
coplan
Sexit =
Soutp :-
. : pert
0!
Coplanar switch
Bypass
Rotate primary state vector .;nto 0]:_,le
of target vehicle's orbit
Exil ._;witch
Bypass
Exit from routine
Out-of-plane switch
Bypass
Compute out-of-plane parameters
Con_iJ_Jte out-of-plane parameters and
modify maneuver by -2) p
Pertu cbation switch
Do conic state vector updates
Include oblateness based on a
2
Other perturbations as required
S
phase
r- 0
1
2
-1
-2
Phase match switch
Bypass
Phase match state vectors (target leading
prin)ary)
Phase match state vectors based on target
leading primary by more than 360 °
Phase match state vectors (primary
leading target)
Phase match state vectors based on primary
leading target by more than 360 °
O
O
O
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Sl.de s --
Ssearch
Desired position switch
0 Bypnss
1 Compute desired position vector based on (e L, 5h)
1 Cpnlpute des/red position vector base(! on (A0, Ah)
.qearch switch
-4 Compute elevation angle
-3 ScaFch for elevation angle
-2 llpdate to time t i
-1 Search for next perigee crossing
0 13ypass
n Search for the nth apsidal crossing
(n>O)
Maneuver Switches
These switches (specified for each maneuver) set the constraints employed
in determining the maneuver segments.
Direction switch
I
!
!
O
O
Sdirect = ,_
S =
nq an
-2 g_v in direction of primary_s velocity
vector, parallel to primary's orbital
plane
-1 _v in horizontal direction, parallel
lo primary"s orbital plane
0 Bypass
1 Av in horizontal direction, parallel to
target's orbital plane
2 Av in direction of primary's velocity
vector, parallel to target's orbital plane
Maneuver switch
1 Av is specified
2 Av is based on coelliptic velocity
3 Av is based on circular velocity
4 Av is based on altitude change
5 Lambert maneuver to offset target vector
6 Horizontal maneuver to offset target vector
7 Tangential maneuver to offset target vector
8 Perigee/apogee insertion at offset target vector
$37-25
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S
opt
S
soln
Star
.,,Jneuvel" optimizing switcl_
'. ' "_&SS
: :_nimize Av i
2 _T;TTimize Avi + Art + 1
- _,:_. . ::voiution solution switch
_-1 " Sotutton with smallest initial flight path
angle (measured from local vertical)
1 Solution with largesl initial flight path angle
-2 Offsel target (e L, Ah). Compute coelliptic
v,q¢)city and update through (negative) At
-1"_ ,, . target (eL , _h)
0 -,,o t .rivet offset
1 Offs(_t target (ZXO, Ah)
2 Offset target (A0, /Xh). Compute coelliptic
velocity and update through (negative) _t
Sterm
Terminal constraint switch
n (< 0) Compute phasing error and back up
• 'n + 1) maneuvers for start of phase loop
0 _ _,'r"-_;S
n =.-:: - _<i0) Compute height error and back up
n - 1 maneuvers for start of height loop
n (10_ n < 1007 Phase and height loop terminate
on sarne maneuver. For phase loop back up
x- 1 (where x is first digit of n) maneuvers
for start of phase loop. For height !oop back
up y- I (where y is last digit of n) maneuvers
for start of height loop
Update switch
Q
Supdate =
0 _" ' _ ['_ass
1 Opdate through t F - t
2 Update through At
3 Update through n r
4 Update through 0
5 Update to be eolinear with r D
Parameter Values
The parameter values (specified for each maneuver) are values for the con-
strained parameters.
O
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A h Delta altitucle
AhF Delta altitude, final
A9 Delta central angle
A t Delta time
& v Maneuver magnitude
n Number of revolutions
r
t Final lime
F
e L Elevation angle
Post- Maneuver Switch
This switch determines the options available following the calculation of the
maneuver.
Astronaut overwrite switch
I
i
]
@
@
0 Bypass
1 Overwrite maneuver in local vertical
Sastr ° = coordinates
2 Overwrite maneuver in line-of-sight
coordinates
Maneuver Call Variables
The maneuver call variables have to be specified for each call to the maneu-
ver sequence.
rp, Vp State vector of the primary vehicle
r T, v T State vector of the target vehicle
i Maneuver number
t Current time
.th
t. Time of the 1 maneuver
1
s Engine select switch
eng
m Estimated vehicle mass
Depending on the rendezvous sequence, there may also be some switches that have
to be modified as a function of the maneuver number.
Excluding the maneuver call variables, all the input variables can be set
prior to the flight.
The output parameters for the initial maneuver in the sequence are more
complete than for the succeeding maneuvers.
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O-_tpu{ Par:'_meters for the Initial Maneuver
/x v i Maneuver magnitude
_--' LCYS i Maneuver in line of sight coordinates
_--'LV i Maneuver in local vertical coordinates
r le Target vector used in Powered Flight Guidance
Routine (See Ref, 5)
iN Unit normal to plane used in same routine
Other [,a.rameters such as delta altitude, phasing angle, elevation angle and perigee
altitude can be compuled as required.
Output Parameters for the Other Maneuvers in the Sequence
t Time of the maneuver
v Maneuver magnitude
Illustration of Inputs
Table 2 contains a set of inputs for the Orbiter targeting program based on the
five maneuver Skylab rendezvous configuration. The following switches and para-
meters are not used as inputs to the Orbiter program:
s s s s s At),
astro ' exit ' opt' outp ' soln '
t
The inputs in Table 2 are set prior to the mission so they will not have to be in-
serted by the astronaut. The astronaut will have to modify the following quantities
upon resetting the maneuver number as well as inserting the time of the next ma-
rie UVe r.
©
0
i = 2: Sterm2=0, Sterm 4 --32
i = 3: Sman3 -- 5, At 3 = -LtNSR_TD I
i = 4: Sterm4=O
0
/
-
S 3 7
ii
.:7
J
'i
:i
i
i
:i
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O
TABLE 2
INPUT VAltI/kBLES I,'Ol_ SKYLAB t_ENDEZVOUS CONFIGURATION
1_,,_a 13e rive r
i
O
O
Input
Variable
Scoplan
Sdirect
S
man
S
pert
s
phase
Srdcs
Ssearch
Sta r
S
term
s
updatep
s
update T
e L
i
1YI ax
n
r
t F
0
At
Lkh :°
A h F
bv
1 2 3 4 5
(NC[) (NC2) (NCC) (NSI:I) (TPI)
i t 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 2 5
1 ] 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0
-I -1 0 0 0
-2 -2 -2 -2 -3
-2 0
0 j 0 42 0
3 3 2 1 2
1 4
e L e L e L
4 4 3 4 5
nrNCJ-NC2 nrNC2-NCC
tTPI tTp I tTp t tTp I
AtNSR -NCC
AhNc C AhTp I
AhTp I AhTp I
AvNC I AvNC 2 AvNC C
AhTp I
OTPF -TPI
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4. DESCRIPTION c',l __,QUAT1ONS
The only equad ..... ;dained ih this document which are not trivial are those
involved in computing ,a_ t J-averse between two specified position veclors. The
required equations can be derived from the equation of the conic expressed in tim
form
r = F_,/ r I = _9_ / I1 + e c cos (6)+ O. p)]
where
_I and B I
of velocity.
-'[ = 16)p -- cos ( /9 1 - 1 )/ e c (perigee angle)
v : (_ / q)1/2
C
are the normalized (with respect to re). radial and horizontal components
The above equation can be expressed
Ps/q : _ = c2/('_i si_ 01/_I - cl) O)
where
c 1 = cos 8 - l/r
c 2 = 1 - cos 8
Ps = semilatus rectum
For a maneuver that is constrained to be in a horizontal direction,
can be solved for flI as a function of the specified c_I .
flI = [ (_I sin 0+ (0e2 sin 2 6) - 4 c 1 c2 )1/2 ] /2 e 1
Eq. (I)
As there has to be both a positive and negative /_I solution to this equation (one
trajectory in each rotational direction), the sign eho{ee is resolved in favor of plus
.For a maneuver that is applied along the velocity vector, the flight path angle
)'1 is to be held fixed. Using Eq. (1)
©
@
:|
]
@
Therefore
,_:: [c2/(sino tan_,:-c :)]I/2
i
By interchanging the I and F subscripts, Eq. (i) can be expressed
Ps : rF c2/(C_F sin 0/fl F = cos O + rF/r I)
Combining with Eq. (1) using the apogee/perigee constraint a,F/flF = 0 results in
tan_0 = _I/_I = (1 - 1/r)/tan(0/2)
Inserting into Eq. (1) gives the required horizontal component of velocity for apogee/
perigee designation maneuvers.
PI : [ r c21(r - cos 0) ] 1/2
The derivation of the equation
O : cos -1 [ rp cos (eij)/rT] - e L '
where
:J_L, if eL -< ?r
e_
L- 7r if eL, > _"
for computing the desired central angle
satisfies the TPI constraints (e L , Ah)
treed in the Desired Position Routine.
0 between two positions (rp, r T) which
is discussed in Ref. 12. This equation is
O
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-5. DETAILEE) FLOW DIAGR\MS C;- _,
Fig, ures 6 and 7 contain the detailed flow diagramsof the main Orbiter rendez-
vous targeting program and the general maneuver routine, respectively. Tile follow-
ing six routlnes are called by these two programs.
Iteration Routine
This routine contains a Newton Raphson iterative driver based on numerically
computcd partials. The routine computes a new estimate of the dependent variable
x and returns tn_ old values of the error e and x. If the iteration counter c
exceeds 15, a convergence switch Sconv is set equal to one.
Coelliptic Maneuver Routine
This routine computes a coelliptic velocity vector v N based on a target
vehicle's stale vector and a delta altitude.
Phase Match
This routine phase matches the target state vector to the primary state vec-
tor. The controlling switch (Sphas e) equals tvo if the leading vehicle leads the
other vehicle by more than one revolution: otherwise the switch equals one. If the
primary vehicle leads to target vehicle, the switch is negative.
Desired Position Routine Q
This routine updates a specified slate vector to the time t F and then offsets
the updated state vector throtl_h either (A0, Ah) or (e L, Ah), depending on the
setting of the switch s, to obtainr D. The routine contains an iterative search to
solve the (e L , Ah) offset problem, where e L is defined in Figure 2 and Ah (posi-
tive when the target orbit is above the primary) is defined as shown below. (This
represents the TPI geometry used in Apollo and Skylab. )
TPI point on target orbit
)
Ah
L_
v F
r D
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This r{,.. . ,dates a
[:,
i
I ....
Supdate ./ • ;
= 5
' ? -
Search Routine
state vector based on the update switch Supdate
Updates through the tilne t F - t
Updates through the time A t
Updates through n r revolutions
Updales through the angle
Update.q to where the orbit intersects
the line defined by r D
This rou • .... :s the following computations depending on the setting of
the search swi _--_ search
O s search
(-
= n
(>o)
-- -I
=-2
' -3
Finds the time of the n th apsidal crossing
and updates the state vector to that time
Finds the time of the next perigee crossing
and updates the state vector to that time
Updates the state vector through the time
t F - t and computes the elevation angle
Finds the time associated with a specified
elevation angle and updates the state vector
to that time
The detailed flow charts for these routines are shown in Figures 8 to 13.
The iterative algorithm used to determine the time associated with the elevation
angle is described in Ref. 8.
Each input and output variable in the routine and subroutine call statements
can be followed by a symbol in brackets. This symbol identifies the notation for
the corresponding ,ariabte in the desired description and flow diagrams of the
called, routine. When identical notation is used, the bracketed symbol is omitted.
O
J-_il
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INPUT V AI_IAI_LES
PR OG R A M
CONSTANTS
el' _2' (3 I
c =Cp=Ch--
_-p,_ Vp, _r T, v T, i, t, t i, Seng, rn
For each i (l_i < total number of maneuvers):
s t' s , s ,Sastro' Scoplan ' direc exit rnan
Sopt ' SOutp' S S _ ,S , S ,pert' paase se._rch soln Srdes 'star'
Sterm, Supdatep, Supdate @imax, nr, el-
t 0, _h Ah E A0 kt Av
i£
=
yp= 0; imaxs imaxi i S = i
i
Call Search Routine
Input: rp, Vp, r T, v T, t, t i, Spert i' Ssearchi ' eLi
Output: rpi, Vpi, rTi, VTi, t i , eLN
-01
=0
.= 1
r'"" I= --rPi i2' YP =Vpi" !2' YT --VTi" i--1
I.po.=.0o.,
Call Phase Match Routine
-- i , s pbase
Input: rpi' Vpi' rTi' VTi Sperti i;
Output: rTi, VTi
/_ l i = u..u (_Ti ×v--Ti)
<S_eopl_Epi -- rpiunit[Zpi-(_rpi-i'i]
V IvPi Vpiun't [v;i (ZPi -1)'l-]
/ _/_0 Ilnput: r_.'[rl v_.[v]t, t,-,.
I eL1 AhFi (Ah), _0, Spert SrdesfS]
J, I°ut_ut; ._
,L - I
Figure 6a. Main Program - Detailed Flow Diagram
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At i = tS + 2
Call GMR (see below)
Cl = AVT, At i = t S - 2
CaIIGMR (see below)
e -- (Cl - ART)/4
Yes
Call Iteration Routine
Input: e, e, t S (x), e 0 , tS0 {x 0)
Output: e, t S(x), e 0,iS0(x 0),s fail
Call
= 1 _.]Set Alarm]|Code a, [
General Maneuver Routine(GMR)
Input:
Output:
rpi, Vpi' rTi' XTi' rD' ti'
tFi' Oi' /_ti' Avi' Ahi' _ei'
n r , m, e L . ,
S 1 , S i , S ,S
direct i eng' Smani opt i pert
Ss°ln i' Stari ' Stermi ' Supdatepi '
s updateTi
rp(i+l)[rpN]' Vp(i+l) [vpN; '
__rl c. i N , Av i, ti+ 1 _tN_' Av i,
ArT, eh, ep. Sproj, Arproj
Figure 6b. Main Program - Detailed Flow Diagram
O
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i=i+l+Cl ]
-- +
Call Iteration Routine
Input: Cp , ep , Av i , ep0 , AVp0
OLltput: c , Av i , ep0 , AVp0 , s failP
= 1
._+°t,,...,o,°.,_ FXIT
Figure 6c. Main Program - Detailed Flow Diagram
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O
Q
e
O
_ 7_: 0
• 2:
V
1
i = - unit i = unit (VTiX_Ti)" i =iyxi
-z (-rpi);-y - '--x
M =[i i i -[; ZXv = M T . av + (s . -1}(O,-3rp, O)
LV k--x -y-zj --hVi l_V --i outpi .
...... Y (t-- - --U | _ --x--y
_ =[ix__iy__iz]; ZXV. = AVLosi = MTos Av i• " .C)S -1 MLV AvLVi ;
astro
astro =2
[ 3'Zi = I_{LOS _vhOSi l
_ Input: _.VLv i
Input: A__LOSi I
/_ _vi = ME\ r AvLV i _-
Figure 6d. 1Main Program - Detailed Flow Diagram
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CONSTANTS INPUT VAHIABLGS
q
0
_vpF Zp + _v i }
Call Update Routine
Input: _rT [_r_r], _vT _], .rp [_rd. t, s pert' Supdate = 5
Call Coelliptie Maneuver Routine
i_put:-_N' -_[-q' _ - "P_[_]
'_ ? Output: _vpF \ /
(Figure 7e) O
:_ Figure 7a. General Maneuver Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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O= 0- sign[(rp× rT}' (rp _p ] cos -1 r ]_ v ) [__p.XT! p_T] !
-T
Call Update Routine
Input: rT[_r]. XT [v]. t. t F. At, n r. 0, Spert. Supdate T
O_tput: Zwr[__r]. _Tr[ZF], tF
_'5
-_t = t F - t _-
Call Desired Position Routine
Input: rTF[_r], vTr[v] . tF[t], tF. eL, _h.._0, Spert, Sta r[s]
Output: _rwF[rF], VTF[_F] , _:TA[_:D ]
Call Coelliptic Maneuver Routine
Input: rTF[E], _VTF[V__], (rTF - rTA ) [_h ]
Output: VTA [V N]
Call Update Routine
Input: XTA[_r]o y_TA[V_], tF[t]. At. Spert, Supdate =
Output: rTA[rF]. _Vwa[VF] , t F
Call Precision Re uired Velocit Determination Routine {Ref I) ii]I
..... rteq Y ....... •
Input: rp[r0], Vp[X0], _TA[-rl], tlt0], tF[tl], m. nr[nrev},Ssoln. Spert, S e
Output: vpF[v'0], rpN[E 1], vpN[Vl] , rlc , iN , Sfail , Sproj , &rproj
=1
Figure 7b.
Set Alarm
Code a 4
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General Maneuver Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
24
}
i!i
J
=. :.
t
1
.>:8an.,
(rp" rTA/rprTA)" _l + g
-1
= cos 0- l/r; e 2 = 1 - cos 0
o.'£p ," '
c 3 = (a 2 sin' " ' i ':2 )
fl= (c_ sin 0- e3)/2 e I
]_ -- [ r e2/(r - cos 0)1 1/2
q
e 3 = rp • vp/rp (Vp • i) ]
: [ c2/(c 3 SinO- cl) ] 1/2_1(X=flc 3
._t1_ = (a sin O+ c3)/2 c 1 ]
: v c (_ l'p/rp _ fli)
Call Update Routine
Input: t:p[r], VpF[V ], t, tF, At. n r, 0, Spert. Supdate p
Output: _rpN[rF]. vpN[VF] , &t. tN[tF]
Call Update Routine
Input: _ET[r ] ',," J"! t, .St, Spert, Supdate =
Output: k'TN frr]. -YTN [Y-F]
C: , ::! Maneuver Routine - Detailed Flow DiagramFigure 7c.
0
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Av = ._v sign (.xv , i)
=1
Call Update Routine
_av T = [3.v]-}_______
Input: _rTN[r], .G-pN[V ], _rpN[rD], tN[t ]. Spert, Supclate
Output: _rTp[rF], VTF[Vie ]
Call Coelliptic Maneuver _]_|-_
"I
Input: _.rTF [2], VTF [v], (rTF - rpN) [_X] .
Output: vpN F ,[k'NJ
Av T = I_xv[ + IVpNF - VpNll___ _
Call Update Routine
Input: _rTN [_r], XT N Iv], 2p N [_rD] , tN[e]_ Spert, Supdate = 5
Output: rTN F [rF]
--[ e h = rTN F - rpN -
_-._PN' XpN'-rTN' YTN'-rle" iN' A v, t N, Av, _,v T, e h, ep, Sproj, Arproj ._
O Figure 7d. General Maneuver Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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INPUT \,>Atl IA] _ I ,Y:S
c, e, x, e O, Xo,Sfail
_ 0 ....
>15
OUTPUT VARIABLES t
=o]
1> t Ax -- o/p
_._c =e + 1; e0 = e; x0 =x, x =x-A- _
c, x, Co, Xo, s fail [
0
Figure 8. Iteration Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
UNIVERS AL
CONSTANTS INPUT VARIABLES
a -- 1/(2/r - v • v/#); c 1 = a - Bh
Q
_v N
v v = v • r (a/cl)l'5/r; r N =r- Ah unit (r)
i/2
= [.{2/rN-1/Cl) -Vv 2] unit {(r xv) xr) +VvrN/r N
OUTPUT VARIABLE_
Figure 9. Coelliptic Maneuver Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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INPUT VARIABLES
_p, Vp, r T . v T, t, s po I-'I'
-: ..... (r T x.v T )
r D ......... _t L(rp x Vp) X_rp xi
c 1 = si_,, [(_DxrT).i]
. qiKn (Sphase) {ClI_ cos -I ,._ - (r D I_I"T/rT)
Call Update Routine
Input: r T [ 12-], v T [ v],t.O,Spert, Supdate = 4
Output: rT [ rF ] ' XT [ VF ] ' &t
Input: __rT [r], ZT [v], - _t, Spert = 0. Supdate = 2
i Output: _r_T [_rF ], v T [XF ]
OUTPUT VARIABLES 1
Figure 10. Phase Match Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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IN I KJT VARIAIB],]::S
_h, n_ , Sperry, ._
Figure 11. Desired Position Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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I
D
/_s ---_'ts_ZJ 'r
!
1 (r • r D / r rD) ]
Call Conic State Extrapolation Routine
(Ref. 6 )
[,] [ ]Input: I-- "0 v v0 , O
Output: rF[r], vF[_v],At[_tc]
i t F : t+At [ Call Conic State Extrapolation Routine
(Ref. 6 )
[] [7_tInput: _ fO , v XOj"
o,._. __,[__]. __ [__]
Call Precision State Extrapolation
Routine (Ref. 7)
Input: r[r0], v[v0], t It0], tF, Spert, d=Output: r[rF], V[VF]
&_.
X_ ' l_e_ _1-_° coco_,
Figure 12a. Update Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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Figure 12b. Update Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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CONSTANTS CONSTANTS
"'c
INPUT VARIABLES
h-- • .., /,--:.[ .....
rp, Vp,rT,Y T, t, t i,
Spert ' Ssearch ' eL
!
O -_ - 8 sign (v v
Call Update Routine
Input: r [r] = 0, s = 4
_p_, _gp [v], O, Spert update
Output: ':_; , Kp S VF ' At
=0
t i = t + At I
>0
\7
O _Wigure 13a. Search Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram /5
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Call Update I_s,___fliEe ....
Input: rp [E], Vp[V], t, _xt, Spert, Supdate = 2
Output: _rp[rN], vp[yg], t[t F]
!
t_._ J
Call Update I{outine
Input: rp[l"], Vp[V-], t, t i[tF], Spert, Supdate = 1
Output: rp[rF], Vp[X-'F], tN[t F]
Input: X T[_I"], VT[V ], t, ti[tF], Spert, Supdate = 1
Output: _rT[_rF], VT[VF], tN[t F]
._-a I . r>o '
_ 5 0 _q e = r T - rp+ sign {r T
c=O, t=t i
_ t m0 ti = ti + sign (t. - t) 10
• 1
SetAlarm] k
Cod,_5 ]-_ [
Figure 13b. Search Routine - Detailed Flow Diagram
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L iCall Iteration Routine
l_r,,t:,,.,_.:_;_,L;",'t[% ]
Output: c, [j Ix], e O, t[Xo], Sfail
]_ Yes 4 ti= t +sign(ti_ t).tma:]
; _ - ja
. _¢ - yj, -
I
CalI Update Routine
,:[_r], VT[V], ts[t ], ti[tF], Sport, Sup.date=
_T[rF).ZT[-%-]
OUTPUT VARIABLES
_lr_p, Vp, r T, v T, t i, eLN j
\7
Set Alarm
Code a 7
?
L_x_TI
1
/\
i_0\,
-_
0
]:,.,_,_o 13c. Search Routine - Detailed F]ow Diagram
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1. INTR ODIjCTION
The purpose of tile Rendezvous Terminal Phase Braking Program is to
provide the means of automaticalty bringing the primary vehicle (Orbiter) within
desired station-keeping boundaries relative to the targ'et vehicle (or satellite).
To accomplish this task, the program of necessity contains navigation, targeting
and guidance functions.
The program isinitiated subsequent to the last midcourse maneuver of
the rendezvous targeting sequence. Line-of-sight corrections, braking correc-
tions, and filtering of rendezvous measurement sensor data to improve vehicle
and target state estimates are performed in a sequential manner. At program
initiation, the relative range is on the order of three to five miles.
When the primary vehicle has achieved a position (and velocity) relative
to the target which pIaces it within the desired station-keeping boundaries so that
the station-keeping function can be initiated and maintained, the program is
terminated.
0
i • S41-1
)1
4
1
e .
1
f .
1
i
prev
i
-p
i
--2
k
1
k
2
N(&ll.NC, ,AT1. ,{ t_
Number of biases to be estimated in Unified
Navigation l, ilter program
Measurement code identifying i th measurement
at t
m
Thrust of the engine selected for the maneux, er;
used in the Powered Flight Guidance Routines
Previous range gate passed; subscript used in
braking (range) gate loop
Unit vector in direction of relative position vec-
tor,
Unit vector which defines center of station-keeping
boundary, relative to target vehicle
Constant used to determine the range at which
each range gate search starts when approaching
that particular range gate
Constant used to determine how often the line-
of-sight targeting loop ix entered; integer
number of terminal phase program cycles
©
0
k Constant value of range rate added to the mini-
mum range rate at a given range to insure
primary vehicle intercept of target vehicle
Constant used to determine how often the range-rate
correction targeting loop is entered
m Current estimated primary vehicle mass
M
It-B Traflsformation matrix from reference coordinate
frame to body axes coordinate frame
s41-2
O
-
¥d
j
© M R -I,OS
M
R-M
M
R -SM
MNB -B
M
NB-M
MSM-NB
n
Transformation matrix from r_fercnce eoordit_ate
frame (in which vehicle states are expressed) to
I.OS coordinate frame axes
Transformation matrix from reference coordinate
frame to measurement coordinate frame
Transformation matrix from reference coordinate
frame to stable member coordinate frame
Transformation matrix from navigation base frame
to body axes
Transforrnation from navigation base to measurement
coordinate frame
Transformation matrix from stable member coordinate
frame to navigation base
Number of discrete braking gates in the range/
range rate correction schedule
@
qi
qPN
r l__
i th measured relative parameter at t
m
Process noise acceleration
Local vertical relative position vector (target vehicle
local vertical)
rp
r T
r(t A )
Primary vehicle position vector
Target vehicle position vector
Aimpoint vector used in Lambert targeting calcula-
tions
s B
S
eng
Sfreq
Switch which controls braking gate targeting cycle
Engi'ne select switch
Switch which controls measurement processing
(navigation) cycle
!
O
S41-3
1
i
4
1i
-i
'I
}
GM
S_itc:l_ whic.h indicates _uidancc mode to be used
in Powered Flight Guidance Routine; ':Z".- two axis
thrustil,g; "3" rnodified Delta-v mode; _'4"
modified Lambert mode
©
sinit
s LAM
Signifies first entry into Unified Navigation Filter program
Switch used to select type of targeting scheme
used in the Terminal Phase Brakipg'Sequeneing
Program.
SLOS Switch which controls line-of-sight targeting cycle
Ssearch Indicates target search routine is needed in the
Unified Navigation Filter program
Smk
s
Av
Switch which controls navigation cycle
Switch which indicates if a velocity correction is
to be made or not
SAv LOS Switch which indicates LOS correction is to be made O
t Current time
e
t .
lg
t
m
t
s
Maneuver ignition time
Measurement time
Time.associated with primary and target vehicle
state vectors
Time of bias estimate
v L Relative velocity, vector in target vehicle local
vertical frame
0
s41-4
_I
,4
!
!
!
!!
1
vp
O XT
W
I
2
1
_t B
5tLC _
.6t
m
At
m
AV_B
Av LIM
aX LOS
-y
Yb
Primary vehicle velocity vector
Target, vehicle velocity vector
Initial filter weighting matrix
Measurement variance used in filter to process
- ith measurement data
Elevation angle of line-of-sight in n_easurement
frame
Delta time to ignition for a range-rate correction
maneuver
Delta time to ignition for a line-of-sight correction
Time between successive measurements within
the measurement loop
Basic sequencing cycle time
Velocity change expressed in the body coordinate
frame
Magnitude of velocity change below which no maneuver will
be applied
Velocity change expressed in line-of-sight
coordinate frame
Value of station-keeping boundary cone angle
Current estimate of bias
Gravil;ational constant of the earth
V Relative velocity vector
, _ $41-5
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4"
':{[
I
!
t
:i
!
:]
!
!1
TAM
LOS
oJLOS
£
PBi
P£
#max
i
Pmin .
1
-Poff (LV)
%
( )'
Upp, ' bound on stalion-keeping veloc ty
L( ' und on station- keeping velocity
At. ". "'.",9_ [ty lower limit below which no line-
of ..". ,ction is maOe; value to which line-
of -':.-::; ;::" ,'ar \'clocity is driven if a line-of-
sig,. _ ,:: -, - :on is made
Angular velocity vector of the line-of-sight
betw%_,, _he primary and target vehicle
Magnitude of _wLO S
MaL.::_ ..... f relative position vector, _0
Range rate between the primary and target
vehicles
Relative position vector
Range of the ith braking gate
Lov-. • .._:d on station-keeping position
Range rate desired at i th braking gate
and maximum between braking gates i and i + 1
Minimum range rate desired between
braking gates i and i + 1
Offset aimpoint relative to target point expressed in
target local vertical frame
Uppe: . .:.:td on station-keeping position
Azimuth angle of line-of-sight in measure-
ment frame
Vector expressed in measurement coordinate frame
Prime indicates previous values of a variable,
e.g. prior measurement parameters, prior
measurement time, etc.
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2. FUNCTIONAl, FLOW IbL.\Gf_AM
The functional flow diagram for the Rendezvous Terminal Phase
Braking Program is shown in Figu:'e 1. The program is initi:_ed after the last
rendezvous midcourse correction .maneuver of the rendezvous targeting sequence.
The relative range between the primary and target vehicle at this point is on the
order of three to five miles and closing.
The program sequencing begins with the updating of the estimated
primary and target vehicle relative state parameters with the appropriate sensor
data.
These relative paral_eters are then used in the Terminal Phase Target-
ing Program where the necessary calculations are performed to see if _ line-of-
sight and/or a braking correction is required to maintain the desired character -
isties of the rendezvous trajectory. The line-of-sight corrections (if performed)
maintain the intercept by hulling out line-of-sight rates which exceed a desired
rate. At selected ranges between the primary and target vehicles, braking
corrections are performed to reduce the closing rate to that specified in the ter-
minal range/range rate profile, if the closing rate exceeds the desired value.
During the program sequencing a continuous cheek is made to insure that the
closing rate is sufficiently high so that the primary vehicle will intercept the
target.
If either a line-of-sight correction and/or range-rate correction is
necessary, the veioeity correction is applied usi_:g the appropriate guidance
mode.
The program sequencing is then repeated. The program is terminated
when the desired relative position and velocity conditions are achieved so that the
station-keeping mode can be initiated and maintained,
Q
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Update primary and target vehicle rela-
th, e state parameter estimates using
rendezvour, sensor data ]
Determine if line-of-sight velocity cor-
rection is needed to maintain intercept"
trajectory
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needed to maintain desired closing range/
range rate profile
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No
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Figure l. Rendezvous Terminal Phase Braking Program,
Functional Flow Diagram
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3, INPUT AND OUTPUT VAI:{rABLI£S
The Terminal Phase Braking Program consists of three basic functions-
navigation, targeting and guidance. The following is a description of the ir_put
and output variables for 1he basic sequencing program, the navigation program
and the targeting program. The Powered Flight Guidance Program is described
in Ref. 3.
3.1 Terminal Phase Braking Sequencing Program
Input Variables
rp(ts),
Vp(t s) Estimated primary vehicle state vector at time t s
rT(ts),
V_T(ts) Estimated target vehicle state vector at time t s
Number of discrete range gate corrections
O
P
B0 ....
PBn
PB0 ....
PBn
Sfreq
s LAM
Range values of the n braking gates
Range rates desired at the n braking gates
Switch which controls navigation cycle
Switch used to select type of targeting scheme
used in the Terminal Phase Braking Program
rp, Vp
Output Variables
Primary vehicle state vector for use in station-
keeping phase
=1
i!
t
O
rT' ZT
t
s
Target vehicle state vector for use in station-
keeping phase
Time tag of above state vectors (can be different
for active and passive vehicles)
S/+l-9
4!
q
=
t
rp, Vp
r T , v T
P
i
co LOS
(°LO S
M
R-B
Terminal Phase Targeti_nn_Routine
Input Variables
Primary vehicle state vector
Target vehicle state vector
Relative range between primary and target
vehicle
Range rate between primary and target
vehicle
Unit vector in direction of relative range vector
Angular velocity vector of the line-of-sight be-
tween the primary and target vehicles
Magnitude of __WLOS
Matrix transformation between the reference
coordinate frame and body coordinates
©
M
S
t
C
i N
rlc
R - LOS
LA M
Matrix transformation between the reference
coordinate frame and the line-of-sight coordinate
frame
Switch used to select type of targeting scheme
Current time
Output Variables
Unit normal to the trajectory plane (in the
direction of the angular momentum at ignition )
Offset target position
_J
{ s4_ -_o
@
tJ
--4.
Av B]
it
i _ _ LOS
"if
i
1 _XLV
i
] s eng
!_ s Av
i "
1
s proj
ii SGM
I4
!i
Time of upcoming maneuver
Velocity change of upcoming maneuver in body
coordinates
Velocity change of upcoming maneuver in line-
of-sight coordinates
Velocity correction in local vertical coordinates
Engine select switch
Switch which indicates if velocity correction is to
be performed during this sequencing of the Ter-
minal Phase Braking Program
Switch set when the target vector must be
projecte'd into the plane defined by i N
Switch which indicates guidance mode to be used
in the Powered Flight Guidance Sequencing Program
3
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4. DESCtlIPTTO_ ©_;. "h!'_-,TIONS
4.1 Te_nrninal l_l;. _;. :: _.',_Sequencing Program
The Terminal Phase ]Braking Sequencing Program (Fi_lre 4), which is
the main sequencing t)roffram for the terminal phase, is initiated after the last
midcourse correction in the rendezvous targeting sequence.
The r&nge/ra:- ;- _oc terminal braking schedule used in the program
is determined prior to the initiation of the program and consists of discrete range
gates and their assoeiab ' _ , : ,:d range rates. A minimum range rate is atso
specified throughout the. - , , _:al phase to insure primary vehicle intercept of
the target vehicle. An example of such a braking schedule is shown in Figure 2.
The sequencing begins with the processing of rendezvous sensor data
to obtain estimates of range, range rate, line-of-sight rates, etc,. These
estimates are derived from processing the sensor data in the Relative
State Updating Routine (which is also used throughout the rendezvous sequence,
Ref. 2)
©
These relativ -. ,, eter estimates are then used in the Terminal
Phase Targeting Routine ,_ _q,termine if a maneuver (either a braking maneuver,
line-of-sight correction or a combination of both) is to be perforrn.ed. The associ-
ated maneuver time and guidance parameters are also computed.
If a maneuver is to be performed, the Powered Flight Guidance
Sequencing Program (similar to the Servicer Routine in Apollo) is entered with
the appropriate inputs to accomplish the maneuver-.'
This basic sequencing is repeated until the primary vehicle is within
desired station-keeping" boundaries relative to the target vehicle (Figure 3). "
4. B Terminal Pha " t ar_/eting Routine
The Terminal Phase Targeting Routine (Figure 6) computes the neces-
sary maneuvers to maintain the primary vehicle on an intercept ,aith the target
vehicle while keeping the range/range rate profile within the desired boundaries.
Two modes of operation are available. The first mode is referred to
as automatic-line-of-sight control braking and the second automatic Lambert
braking.
©
©
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NOTE: Change of scale on range axis.
Figure 2. Typical Range/Range Rate Schedule
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Relative offset vector in target vehicle local
vertical, used to target Lambert braking cor-
rections; primary vehicle will intercept this
point in the station-keeping zone
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When SLAM is set to zero, the automatic line-of-sight control braking
mode is used. If the line-of-sight rate as determined from processing the sensor
data is above a set limit (typically 0./mr/see), tim line-of-sight correction neces-
sary to drive the line-of-sight rate to some level is computed and the appropriate
ignition time, engine selection and guidance mode switches are set. Since these
line-of-sight corrections are made frequently, the maneuver magnitudes are small
{several feet/second or less) and hence the small RCS thrusters are used to ef[ect
the maneuver. The maneuver is accomplished by using two-axis thrusting normal
to the line-of-sight.
The line-of_sight correction check is typically made every two cycles
of the main program. (Line-of-sight cycling is determined by k 2)
The range/range rate checks, to insure that tim desired terminal profile,
is being followed, are made after the line-of-sight cheeks. If the range rate at
certain pre-selected ranges exceeds the desired range rate a braking maneuver
is performed to reduce the closing rate. Continuous checks are made to insure
that the ciosing rate is above the minimum value to maintain intercept. If it is
not, then the closing rate is increased.
The ignition time which is set 5 t B seconds from the present time allows
the necessary burn preparations to be made before ignition since the,qe correc-
t.ions typically involve significant maneuver sizes.
The second mode of operation, the automatic Lambert braking, targets
for an intercept point (either the target vehicle or a point offset from the target
vehicle indicated by 0off0 Figure 3) at each pre-setected braking gate,
Line el sight rate is implicitly corrected to maintain the intercept trajectory when
using this mode of operation.
When the range between the vehicles reaches (1 + k 1) times the pre-
selected range gate, the time of arrival at the range gate is computed. The "cal-
culation assumes the present range-rate remains constant until the range gate
is reached. The primary and target vehicle state vectors are then advanced to
this ignition time.
The time of arrivaI at the intercept point is redefined by the equation
t
go
(Range at ignition)
(Desired range rate at
this range gate)
i1 s41-15
4This t is then used to calculate a new targe_t \'ectof for use in the Lambert
go
routine to determine the necessary velocity correction.
By redefining the inte_'cept point in this manner, the Lambert solution
forces a reduction in range rate to the desired range rate, insuring intercept in
a length of tirqe equivalent to the time it would lake to travel the present range
at the constant desired range rate. The line-of-sight rate is automatically cor-
rected in the l_ambert solution to assure intercept.
The new target vector, time-of-arrival, ignition time and guidance
mode switches at'e then used in the Powered Flight Guidance Routines (Ref. 3)
to effect the maneuver.
Between braking gates, line of sight corrections are made when necessary
(as in the first mode of operation) to insure arrival at subsequent braking gates and
to insure intercept, based on the latest navigated state estimates. (These additional
line of sight corrections are not normally needed until the last braking gates has
been passed since the Lambert targeted corrections at each gate are adequate to
maintain _:endezvous intercept. )
O
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5. D_ " '-_ i,KD FLO\V DU_GRAMS
Thi , ', -,retains detailed flow diagrams of the Terminal Phase
Braking Sequeii"i_, _q.o_ra_)_, and the Terminal Phase Targeting Routine.
Each input and output variable in the routine and subroutine call stat-
ments can be followed by a symbol in brackets. This symbol idei_t[fies the nota-
tion for the corres_onding ",,ariable in the detailed description and flow diagrams
of the called r, " - .'/hen identical notation is used, the bracketed symbol is
omitted.
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UNIV ],?.RS ,_, I_
CONSTANTS
|
t_, m, f , M NB_B [
PR OC }}A iM
CON., FAN In
l_z' w r' £i
INPUT VARIABI,ES
rp(ts), V_p( t s
rT(ts), VT( I s
PB 0 ..... PB n '
r-W o = --rT
t = t i0 s'
(ts ' XT0
= O, Sinitprey
= vT(t s
=1
bB0 ..... bBn,
SLA M , MR-SM'
0 off(bV)' Sfrest_
.o&
[
Call Shuttle Unified Navigation Filter
Program (Ref. 2)
Input:
Output:
2[p], t m, Sinit, Sseareh, 0[ST]. 0[ Sbeaeon],
2[Spert]' l[Sq l' qPN' 0[LXtm]' 0[LXt a]'
__rp(ts)[rp],X p(ts)[V p], t_ t p], r T(ts)[r T],
XT(ts)[XT], ts[tTl.b, 0[nBl, O[r sun],
0[ 0 ]. 0[nrCB], 0[nriiS], 0[az0 ], 0[tEF].
ZB(bXl),ty, 0[sDV], 0[Srendv ], 0[rET],
O[rTD]
E p(ts)[r p]' X p(ts)[X p]' ts[t p]' r T(t s)[r T],
vT(ts)[XT]' ts[tT ]'-r L 'v L' OIEt_TI'-0t-v R 1'
O[P T]._B(b×1), ty
=0
j
).n
t
S
O
Q
Figure 4a. Terminal Phase Braking Sequencing Prograrn,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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i = unit (r T - y_ p)
-p
£ : (X-'T Vp )
: . i
_-Los : (i x .)/p
--p
= I
MR_LOS = (unitunit
I MR-t3 : MNB_B
-P )][ip× .r p (t _t
M SM- NB
[Read current time t c I
Call Terminal Phase Targeting Routine
Input: rp(t s )' Vp( t s )' rT(t s )' VT(tS )
SLA M , P, t_, _LOS' c°LOS' ip , MR_ B
MR-LOS ' -Poff(LV) ' t c
Output: S,sv, t i E' S eng' s GtV[' Av B' Av LOS
AXLV ' rle, Sproj, iN
O
Figure 4b. Terminal Phase Braking Sequencing Program.
Detailed Flow Diagram
: S/+1-19
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Input:
Call Powered Flight Guidance
Sequencin'g Program
.... SG M '
cdther Ax, LV
or tA t2 ' -le' Sproj' - N
depending on SGM
Output: _rp (ts) ' Vp(ts )
Call Precision State and Filter Weighting
Matrix Extrapolation Routine
Input: (t
0[k], 0[Sq], 0[qmag], 0[ Scont], O[6],
o[v_J, O[r con],_0 [V_con ] , 0 [r l, 0 [x'),
0[r')
)utput: _rT(t s) [_r F],_.v T(ts) [VF], t s [tF]
Figure 4c.
P = r_T - _r_v-- v T - v_
\7
Terminal Phase Braking Sequencing Program,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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[Read current time tel[
''_
[w..Or,o+_t,o,_q_o.
I
Yos
OUTPUT VARIABLES
rp(ts), Vp(ts) ,
r T (ts), VT( t s)
Figure 4d. Terminal Phase Braking Sequencing
Detailed Flow Diagram
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UNIVFRSA L
CONSTANTS
P E OG 1"_ALI
CONSTANTS
w t.tM' AvI_,[M, &IB, hi, l
. IZ .[I ..:,, 4
e
No
.No
tig tc tLo S
Call Precision State and F'iltei Weighting
Matrix Extrapolation Routine
Input:
Output:
Input:
Output:
i
Call Precision State and I .. . -:eighting
Matrix Extrapolatior, . _ :m
- OJr -]t
t s [t o J t 't
-rp(tig'[r F]' vp(t ig) Iv ii, ]
i
Figure 5a.
INPUT VARIABI,I?A
Ep' XZp' _T' VT'
s LAM' '_ ' _ ' Nt.OS'°"I.OS
i M MR
-p ' I_-B ' -I.OS'
-Poff(l_V)' tc'StLO8
i
Ires
Yes
7 \?
(1;'igure 5e)
Terminal Phase Targeting Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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" i = unit - r )
-p (_" T - P
P = lrT'rp[_ _
£ = (v T - v p )
= v i
-- --p
(i x _,)/p
,.,21.0S = . -p -
'°LOS = I _OLOSI
_-LOS B = MR -B _ LOS
_-LOS (w LOS - C°LIM )
unit (cOLOS )
B
Av B
v LOS
= p (A_WLosX(MR_ B i ))
-p
: .MR_LO S MR_B T Av B
AvLO S
s
Av 1, SGM : 2, set Seng
M
R - LV unit (v p X r p )
\-unit (rp)
Figure 5b.
Call Precision State and Filter.Weighting
Matrix E:_rapolation Routine
'rp],..,V,r(tm) f ],
Inpttt: rT( i _] Vt m t_ ti_,Ltl,,j, 2[Spert],0fd i
Output: J;'l'(ti_ ) [-rF ]', -vT(tig )rv_-l" ],
Call Precision State and Filter Weighting
Matrix Extrapolation Routine [
lnllul:
()Utl)ut:
'-,,_:m?[-_o]:, "--_¢'m>['-o7 i
m LieJ. 'i. LtFj'e[sp<-,-<];°[<'] i
)Fr_'l v_(t. I[v_] /rl-,(_. ig L-i'd'-V lg i_-l'J J
t
=/"'r'i'IxP"iO ,<>]
_unit [r p(tig /i
_z \7
(Figure 5d)
Terminal Phase Targeting Routine.
Detai!ed Flow Diagram
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5
AV_BC
Figure 5c.
(Figure 5e)
T
t A = P(t ig)/rmax, i+tig
Call Precision State and Filter Weighting
Matrix Extrapolation Routine
Input: rT(tig)[r 0] , vT(t igl[Y-0 j '
Output: rT(tA) , vT(t A)
poff = _ unit['T(tA)×rT(tA -_off(LV)
\-unit r T (tA) ]
IS r-I = rT(tA)+2°ff 1
et s eng
CaB.Precision Required Velocity
Determination Routine
,_p_, ___"ig_[:o]'_,_"i_[_-o]'
,i_[to]. t_[tl;.
Output: _pV , Lvv 0'.] , _r le'__s to' iN
_ (Figure 5e)
Terminal Phase Targeting Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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Figure 5d. Terminal Phase TargetinR Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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Figure 5e. Terminal Phase Targeting Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFOR MATION
The Rendczvous Terminal Phase Braki:_g Targeting and Sequencing Pro-
grams utilize an inertial state vector formulation of both the target and primary
vehicle. This formulation is the same as that employed throughout the rendezvous
phase and therefore the navigation filter used to p'roeess the relative measurements
is the same in both phases.(see !%el. 1).
The.Targeting Program contains two options; (1) "Immbert" maneuvers
at the discrete braking gates with line of sight corrections performed as needed
and (2) corrections down the line of sight at the discrete braking gates with line
of sight corrections as needed.
Powered flight guidance studies have shown that for reduced thrust cap-
ability in the terminal phase powered flight guidance is required.
Thus, in this situation, option 1 above would be preferred.
Final studies are presently being done to answer the following questions.
1. What is the relative range between the target and
primary vehicle beaow which it is necessary to
switch to a relative state formulation of the problem
as is done in the station-keeping phase?
2, What modification of the Powered Flight Guidance
Routine (if any) is necessary to improve per-
formance in the reduced thrust situation and provide
the best performance in the nominal thrust case ?
3. What modification is necessary to a standard
(nominal) range, range rate braking schedule for
reduced thrust cases to provide adequate time
between range gates for thrusting and navigation
functions ?
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St,'bmitt al 46: Station-Kee. _:_1 :.in__Guiclan'_e-, ,.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of tile station-keeping _B_idance system is to automatically keep
one orbiting vehicle within a p_escribed zone fixed with respect to another orbiting
vehicle. The active vehicle, i.e, the one performing the station-keeping maneuvers,
is referred to as the shuttle. The other passive orbiting vehicle is denoted as the
workshop. The passive vehicle is assumed to be in a low-eccentricity near-earth
orbit.
The primary navigation sensor considered is a gimballed tracking radar lo-
catedon board the shuttle, It provides data on relative range and range rate be-
tween the two vehicles. Also measured are the shaft and trunnion axes gimbal an-
gles, An inertial measurement unit {IMU) is assumed to be provided on board the
orbiter. The IMUis used at all times to provide an attitude reference for the ve-
hicle, The IMUaeeelerometers are used periodically to monitor the velocity-cor-
rection burns applied to the shuttle during the station-keeping mode,
The guidance system presented here is capable of station-keeping the shuttle
in any arbitrary position with respect to the workshop. This objective is accomp-
lished by periodically applying velocity-correction pulses to the shuttle. These
velocity corrections are computed by the guidance routine with the objective of
minimizing the average expenditure of propellant (by the shuttle) per orbit.
2. FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM
A functional flow diagram for the station-keeping guidance routine is shown
in Figure i. The overall structure of the routine is simple and straight-forward.
There are two basic subroutines: one is used for computing the normal velocity
corrections (Smode =l) and the smallmidcourse corrections (Smode = 2); the
other is used for computing boundary-avoidance velocity corrections. The guidance-
routine call times and mode selection are accomplished by the Station-Keeping Ex-
ecutive Routine (Ref. 7).
Both subroutines use relative position and velocity (shuttle w. r.t. workshop)
from the Station-Keeping Navigation Routine (Ref. 6) as a basis for computing the
required velocity corrections. Local-vertical coordinates are used in the normal
and mideourse-correction modes, workshop fixed coordinates are used in the
boundary-avoidance mode. In-plane and out-of-plane velocity corrections are com-
puted separately in the normal and midcourse correction modes.
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Figure 1, Station-Keeping Guidance Routine,
Functional Flow Diagram
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NOMENC LA T UR E
Notational Conventions
• Upper-case letters represent matrices
e Lower-case and Greek letters reserved for scalars
and vectors
Vector quantities are underlined, e.g. x
e Vectors are assumed to be column vectors
unless explicitly noted
Symbols
A Dummy 2 × 2 matrix used in velocity-correction
computations
i
!
@ a Elements of A
B
b
C
Dummy 2 × 2 matrix used in velocity-correction computations
Elements of B
Dummy 2 × 2 matrix used in velocity-correction computations
c Elements of C
htc
fiiL
Dummy variable used in velocity-correction com-
putations
Height of desired station-keeping limit cycle
Unit vector along r (local-vertical coordinates)
©
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i1
iRW
- NW
iXW L,
iyw L,
_iZWL
ML- w
ML- P
q,
r
m
• _j .ector along r (workshop-fixed coordinates)
_n ' ,,: or normal to station-keeping cone boundary
• (_ "< _._'_op-fixed coordinates)
Workshop-fixed frame unit vectors (local-vertical
r -," _dinat es)
Midcourse-correction fractions
Tr.-:'.;formation matrix from local-vertical to workshop-
fixed coordinates
Transformation matrix from local-vertical to stable-
member coordinates
Dummy test variables used in boundary avoidance
c_1 culations
Sh_._. _e position w. r. t. workshop (stable-member
coordinates)
r L Shuttle position w. r.t. workshop (local-vertical
coordinates)
r w
rXZ
rMIN
Shuttle position w. r. t, workshop (workshop coordinates)
Magnitude of component of r in workshop frame
X-Z plane
Lower limit on r w along workshop Y-axis for which
boundary-avoidance velocity corrections may be required
rDL Desired target position for orbiter w. r, t, workshop
at terminal time t F
i $46'4
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SoPG
SVCORR
Smode
Snut F
t
t F
v L
VDN
Ymin
ZMAX
z.MIN
z 0
7"
6V
rain
5v L
0 Z
Switch used to select out-of-plane guidance mode
Switch set at unity if velocity correction is required
Switch to select current mode of operation of routine
Switch set at unity when new t F is required
Current time
Terminal time for current guidance limit cycle
Shuttle velocity w. r.t. workshop (local-vertical
coordinates)
Velocity-correction level used for boundary avoidance
Lowest part on desired limit cycle w. r.t. workshop
(along vertical axis)
Maximum desired out-of-plane distance for orbiter
Minimum desired out-of-plane distance for orbiter
Dummy variable
Workshop angular velocity (stable-member coordinates)
Dummy variable equal to _zw (tF - t)
Dummy time interval (tn - in_I)
Lower limit on computed velocity-correction magnitude
Required velocity correction (local-vertical coordinates)
Station-keeping cone half angle
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_z
]
1
=X
6 vXL,
5 vyL,
6 vZL
Components of 5y_L
_)ecial Notation
( )' A-priori estimated value prior to measurement
incorporMion
(--) Ensemble average of ( )
[( )I Magnitude of ( )
( )T Transpose of ( )
unit (__) Unit vector for (__)
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4. DESCRIPTIO.' :_"- ' JATIONS
4.1 General rnfor ..... _i
The station-k - . _ idance routine is capable of maintaining an active ve-
hicle (shuttle) in a small zone which may be arbitrarily located with respect to a
passive orbiting vehicle (woPksho.p}. The passive vehicle is assumed to be in a low_
eccentricity orbit aro,,_d _t_e earth. The station-keepina is accomplished by the
periodic applicatior, _, _,,_l velocity-correction pu_ses. The size and location of
the station-keeping zone are specified as program constants and input variables
r. , z rDL).(e.g. hfc, Yrnin' '.. . x rain' -
The guidance _,..,_me has three primary modes: (1) normal station-keeping,
(2) midcourse correction, and (3) boundary avoidance. In the normal mode the
velocity corrections required to hold the shuttle in the specified zone w.r.t, the
workshop are computed. In typical situations these corrections are relatively small
(e.g. 2-5 ft/sec or less). The magnitude and frequency of these corrections is
dependent on the size and location of the station-keeping zone. The midcourse-
correction mode uses essentially the same relations as the normal mode. The
basic idea here is tbs_ "..J 2pplying small velocity corrections ip. between the normal
-t
velocity-correction the total velocity-correction propellant expenditure may
be reduced. In the b ..... _ry-avoidanee mode, special tests are made to see if the
shuttle is outside of the statio_-kee.ping zone and heading away from it. Appropriate
velocity-correction pulses are applied to the orbiter to return it to the desired zone.
The times at which each mode of the station-keeping guidance routine is called
are determined by the StaHon-Keeping Executive Routine (Ref. 7).
Three coordinate systems are used in.the station-keeping guidance routine:
(1) stable-member, (2) local-vertic'al, and (3) workshop-fixed coordinates. All
three systems are orthogonal right-handed systems. The relation'ships between
these frame._ are shown in Figfire 2. The stable-member system is fixed w.r.t.
the inertial measur_ ,-nt unit (IMU). The local-vertical system rotates with the
workshop, as shown in Figure 2, with its.X-axis along the local vertical and its
Z-axis along the workshop-orbit angular-momentum vector. The normal-mode
and midcourse-correction Computations in the guidance routine are done pri-
marily in this local-vertical frame. The workshop-fixed frame is fixed w. r.t. the
desired station-keeping zone. The boundary-avoidance mode computations in the
guidance routine are performed in this frame.
4. 2 Normal Guidance Mode
The analytical development of the basic guidance concept has been extensive]y
documented in Refs. I and 3 for AAP misMons, and in Ref. 2 for SSV missions.
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Extensive pe_.:- _nce data is given in these references. It is most convenient to
consider the in-plane and out-of-plane gn_idance equations separately. This ap-
proach willbe f _-_ed here.
The in-pl ii'f _>_'oblem wi],Ibe considered first. The basic idea is to put the
shuttle on a tr_ [ _-_-ythat will terminate at a specified position w.r,t, the work-
shop (rDL) at a fixed terminal time (tF). A typical limit-cycle trajectory is
shown in Figure 3 for the case where the station-keeping zone is above and in front
of the workshop.
The termh_al time (tF) is based on the desiredlimit-cycle trajectory
and desired minimum altitude of shuttle w.r.t, the workshop (Ymin).height (hi[ c )
The basic relal. ;s (Ref. 2):
where t is the current time, and oJ W
2 / 6 Y_c I
= -- 7 (1)t F t + °JW 9Ymin + 4 h_c
is the workshop's angular veiocity.
The required correction (6v L) that must be made to the current shuttle
velocity (v L) in order for the vehicle to arrive at the position (rmL) at the
terminal time t F is computed in a straight-forward manner (Refs. i and 2).
The basic relatic is
6VL = CRV 1 (t, tFI[roL- _RR (t, t F) rL]-V L (2)
where r L and v L represent the position and velocity of the shuttle w.r.t, the
workshop, expressed in local-vertical coordinates.
The matrices ¢RV and _RI_ are submatrices of thematrix @, which is
used to extrapolate the shuttle state w. r.t. the workshop forward in time, using
local-vertical coordinates. The relation is
(3)
where tn_ 1 and tn are arbitrary times (t n>tn_ 1). The detailed relations for
eRR ' _RV' _VR and _VV are given in Refs. (1) and (2} as a function of workshop
angular velocity (_W) and the time interval from tn_ 1 to t n (referred to as _').
Q
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!In the detailed flow diagram for the guidance routine (Fir,rare4) the required
elements of • r and _RV _RR are represented by the matrices A, B, C, and
the dummy variable d.
Two out-of-plane guidance modes are provided (Ref, 2). If the desired sta-
tion-keeping zone is centered in the workshop orbital plane, then Eqs. (2) and (3)
can be used to compute the required velocity correction (6vZL). The basic
equation in this case is simply:
©
6vZL = - COW rL, 2 cot0 - VL, 2 (4)
where rL, 2 and VL, 2 are the out-of-plane components of shuttle position and
velocity w. r.t. the workshop. The quantity w W is the workshop's angular ve-
locity w. r.t. the earth. The dummy variable 0 is given by:
0 = w W (t F - t) (5)
where t F is the desired arrival time at the terminal or target point.
If, on the other hand, it is desired that the station-keeping zone be displaced
from the workshop orbitalplane, then the required velocity correction (Ref. 2) is
given by
 w'4 - 'l wmax rL, 2 sign (z (6)
The parameters Zma x and Zmi n specify the desired maximum and minimum
displacements of the shuttle w.r.t, the workshot_ in the out-of-plane direction. A
velocity correction• is applied only if I rL, 2 I is less than Zmi n and the relative
velocity is such as decreases [rL, 2 I still further (i.e. VL,2 rL, 2 is nega-
tive).
The boundary-avoidance guidance scheme assumes an inverted truncated
cone as the desired station-keeping zone. 'The apex of the cone is at the workshop,
and the cone's axis (iyw L) is assumed fixed w. r.t. the workshop. The lower
boundary of the zone is specified by the parameter rmi n which is its minimum
distance from the workshop. The size of the station=keeping zone is specified by
the cone half angle 0 Z .
©
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Two bmmdary-avoidance tests are made. First, if the shutfle is too close to
ttle workshop (rw, 1 < rmin } and its velocity is taking it towards the shuttle, then
a correction is required. The shuttle in this case is given a preselected velocity
(VDN) away from the workshop. This is aeeomplishedbya velocity correction
( 6VL} of
6v L = (VDN - Vw, 15iyWL (75
where iyw L is a unit vector along the workshop-frame Y-axis (station-keeping
zone cone axis}, and rw, 1 and Vw, 1 are the components of relative position and
velocity along this axis.
Next, a test is made to see if the shuttle is inside the desired zone. The test
quantity ( q} is computed from:
q = iRW, 1 - cos 0 Z (8)
A second test is now made to see if the shuttle's velocity is directed away from the
zone's center line, i.e. the angle between r w and the cone's axis is increasing.
The test quantity ct is given by:
=[Vw, 1 - (v w • _iRw) iRw, 1 ] (95
If both q and ct are negative, then the shuttle's component of velocity (w.r.l.
the workshop} in the direction normal to the station-keeping cone boundary (iNW5
is given a prespeeified value of VDN, directed in towards the cone axis. The re-
quired velocity correction to accomplish this is (Ref. 1).
by w = (VDN
where the required velocity correction
is tt_e relative velocity (v 5.
-W
- v w • iNW} iNW (lO}
6v w is in workshop-fixed coordinates as
©
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5. Dt'2TA!I,ED FLOW DtAG}_AMS
A detailed flow diagram is shown f_,r the Station-Keeping Guidance Routine
in Figure 4. To operate this routine, navigation info_;mation is requieed from the
Station-Keeping Navigation Routine, The mode selection and routine-call
times for both the Station-Keeping Guidance and Navigation }Routines are controlled
by the Station-Keeping Executive Routine_
©
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Figure 4b. Station'Keeping Guidance,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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©Submittal 28: Deorbit Targeting
1. INTRODUCTION
The large entry crossrange capability of the shuttle permits deorbit to a
specified landing site to be accomplished with a single maneuver. Since the re-
quired velocity change is smallest when no plane change is made, the equations
presented here are designed to target the Powered Flight Guidance Routines (Ref-
erence 3) for an in-plane maneuver. Tile ignition time for this maneuver is se-
lected to satisfy entry interface and landing site constraints with minimum fuel
expenditure.
If the shuttle had no erossrange capability, then an in-plane deorbit maneu-
ver to a specified landing site could only occur when that landing site, which ro-
tates with the earth, intersects the orbital plane of the vehicle. Assuming the
landing site latitude is less than the orbital inclination angle, and neglecting the
effects of precession, the landing site will intersect the orbital plane twice every
twenty-four hours. However, the time difference between these two intersections
is in general not twelve hours. In the case when the landing site latitude is equal
to the orbital inclination there will be only one intersection every twenty-four
hours.
Since the shuttle has a high crossrange capability, deorbit does not require
intersection of the landing site vector and the orbital plane. It is possible when-
ever the angle between the landing site vector and the orbital plane is less than
approximately 20 deg. In general, there will be two sets of opportunities
every twenty-four hours. Within each set, there may be several deorbit oppor-
tunities occurring on consecutive orbits with varying crossrange requirements.
When the latitude of the landing site approaches the inclination of the orbit, these
two sets merge to become one. It should be noted, in addition, that if the landing
site latitude is greater" than the orbital inclination, the landing site may still fall
within the crossrange capability of the vehicle, With these facts in mind, this
routine has been designed to continue stepping through successive solutions, allow-
ing the crew to select a particular deorbit opportunity based upon entry crossrange,
time-to-ignition, required velocity change, landing site lighting conditions, urgency
of the return, .etc.
The desired entry range and flight path angle will be considered inputs to this
routine, since available data relating to footprint size and shape, entry heating at
various ranges, and optimal entry flight path angle are only preliminary. In future
revisions, consideration should be given to computing the optimum values of these
quantities for the particular situation.
1
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-. FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM
A functional flow diagram presenting the basic approach to the deorbit target-
ing problem can be found in Figure 3. In addition to the state vector, the primary
inputs to the routine are the landing site location (latitude and Iongitude), the entry
downrange distance, the entry angle (at 400,000 ft) and the earliest desired time of
landing. Since the high crossrange capability may make deorbit possible on two or
more consecutive orbits, after each solution the crew has the option to recycle
the program to determine the next possible deorbit opportunity. To give the crew
the flexibility to evaluate solutions in the future without stepping through all earlier
opportunities, the earliest desired time-of-landing is included as an input, ttow-
ever, the vehicle is assumed to be in coasting flight until the deorbit maneuver,
and therefore the effects of any maneuvers prior to deorbit are not accounted for.
After the vehicle state vector is extrapolated forward to the earliest desired
time-of-landing, the solution process is initiated. This consists of three major
steps. During the first step the vehicle state is further advanced until the landing
site, which rotates with the earth, lies sufficiently near the orbital plane so that it
is within the crossrange (or out-of-plane) capability of the entry phase. During the
next step an iterative process is used to select the ignition time for this deorbit
opportunity which requires the smallest velocity change, thus minimizing the fuel
expenditure. Since the first two steps involve several conic approximations to
minimize the cornputer time used, the third step fine tunes the solution by gener-
ating a precision trajectory which satisfies the constraint on the desired entry angle
while accounting for gravitational perturbations and the non-impulsive nature of the
deorbit maneuver. After completion of this step the results are displayed to the
crew. They may then elect to accept the solution, recycle the routine to solve for
the next deorbit opportunity, or exit. If they accept the solution, a few minor
computation_ are required to initialize the Powered Flight Guidance Routines for a
modified Lambert aimpoint maneuver.
To aid the reader in understanding the functional flow diagram, each of the
three major sleps in the solution process is discussed in more detail below.
©
2. 1 Determination of the Next Deorbit Opportunity (_tep I)
To determine the next possible deorbit opportunity, it is necessary to calcu-
late the inertial location of the landing site (which rotates with the earth) at the
time-of-landing. Then the angle between the orbital plane and the landing site can
be used to estimate the erossrange required during entry. To accomplish this. an
estimate of the time-of-flight difference ,_tDE between (1) the interval from de-
orbit through entry to landing, and (2) the time spent in orbit over the same total ©
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Qcentral angle is used. Analysis has shown that a constant is probably adequate to
represent this difference since more precise calculations in lhe following step will
compensate for any error.
Upon completion of the initialization process, the state vector is extra-
polated forward to the earliest desired timefof-landing. Then the inertial location
of the landing site at the present state vector time, biased by the time difference
_tDE, is computed. This landing site vector is projected into the orbital plane,
allowing the in-plane central angle elp between the vehicle position and the pro-
jection of the landing site to be determined°
__ LAND,NO S,IE INTO
_"_'-_ LANDING SITE
POS,IIO N..___..__
Figure 1. Out-of-plane Geometry
O
The conic routines can now be used to determine the time-of-flight Atip
required to coast in orbit through the central angle Sip . If the state was then
propagated through this central angle, its position vector would be aligned with the
previously determined projection of the landing site vector. Unfortunately, the
landing site will move slightly due to earth rotation while the vehicle transfers
through the central angle. Therefore, the inertial location of the landing site must
be recomputed, accounting for the time difference AtDE explained previously.
Thus, an iterative process is required to precisely determine the location of the
landing site at the expected time-of-landing. During the first pass through the de-
orbit targeting routine, the previously described steps are repeated once to insure
convergence. However, on subsequent passes no iteration is required, since the
initial guess achieved by extrapolating the state vector one orbit beyond the previ-
ous solution guarantees a small value for the time-of-flight correction Atip.
Aseuming the deorbit maneuver is _n-plane, the angle between the orbital
plane and the landing site location at the estimated time-of-landing can be used to
measure the crossrange required during the entry phase. If the crossrangeis
within the capability of the vehicle, the solution process continues on to the next
$28-3
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step. If not, the vehicle state is extrapolated forward one revolution to the nex.t
potential deorbit opportunity and the process of estimating the crossrange is re-
peated.
It should be noted that the process used to deternhine the crossrange require-
ment is only approximate, and therefore a small increment is added to the tolerance
used in the crossrange check to allow for this. A small number of cases which
pass this check will actually lie outside the vehicle crossrange capability, how-
ever, a more precise check later will screen these out.
2.2 Ignition Time Selection (Step 2)
During this step in the solution process, an ignition time is selected which
minimizes the impulsive velocity change required. For these computations the
projection of the landing site into the orbital plane is assumed to be the real landing
site. Then, based upon the desired entry downrange distance, a target position at
entry interface which also lies in the orbital plane can be defined. This target
position is set 400,000 ft above the Fischer ellipsoid.
DEORBIT POSITION O
/
ENTRY iNTERFACE
TARGET POSITION
ENTR.Y RANGE
LANDING SITE PRO
Figure 2. In-plane Geometry
Using this entry interface target, and the desired entry flight path angle, a
search is made on the central angle 0 D traversed between the deorbit maneuver and
entry interface to locate the position and time of the minimum av maneuver.
@
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Then the time-of-flight required for the deorbit and entry phases can be accurately
determined. Using this time-of-flight, an accurate calculation of the inertial loca-
tion of the landing site at the time-of-landing can be made, and the entry interface
target can also be updated. To preserve the central angle of the deorbit phase, the
impulsive maneuver time is adjusted. Then the ignition time is biased from the
impulsive time by half the expected length of the maneuver and the state vector is
extrapolated to this time.
Since the location of the landing site at the time-of-landing is now known
accurately, the angle between the orbital plane and the landing site is recomputed
to precisely measure the entry crossrange required. Then a precision check is
made, and any solution exceeding the crossrange capability is rejected, thus
returning the routine to step one to search for the next opportunity.
2.3 Precision Solution (Ste_ 3)
O
During this step a precision integrated trajectory from deorbSt to entry inter-
face is generated which accounts for both the finite length of the thrusting maneuver
and the effects of gravitational perturbationS. Since the time-of-flight from de-
orbit to entry interface is known, the PrecisiOn Required Velocity Determination
Routine can be used to generate this trajectory. However, the effects of conic ap-
proximations in the previous steps and the finite length of the maneuver can cause
significant error in the reentry angle. Therefore, the resulting entry angle is
checked and if it is in error, a slight modification is made in the time-of-flight
from the deorbit maneuver to entry interface to adjust the entry angle. Then the
precision trajectory is recomputed. After satisfying the flight path angle constraint,
pertinent data relating to the maneuver can be displayed to the crew or transferred
to the Mission Planning Module.
O
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?._OMENCLATURE
_
a
a I
a 2
Semimajor axis
Alarm c. _& .... _.i:=_i],re in _v minimization loop
Alarm _:'_,_. - f,_ure in Precision Required Ve-
locity D¢_ - n_i_,..tion Routine
a F
a T
b F
d
Semimajor axis of Fischer Ellipsoid
Estimated magnitude of the thrust acceleration
Semiminor axis of Fischer Ellipsoid
Number o: c,,i_mns of navigation filter weighting
matrix (s _- _ . ._ in this routine since the matrix
is not required) @
dACR
dCR
dDR
f
fACS
Maximum acceptable crossrange distance of Orbiter
Estimated entry crossrange distance
Entry downrange distance
Magnitude of the engine thrust
Magnitude of the attitude control system
translationa[ thrust
fOMS Magnitude of the orbital maneuvering
system engine thrust
h EI Entry interface altitude (400,000 it)
O
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i
iE I
i'EI
i'EI, z
Unit vector formed by the cross product of the
angular momentum and the landing site vectors
_. Unit vector in the direction of rE I
First estimate of iEi
Z-component of the unit vector i'Ei (z-axis
assumed North)
i h
_iLSP
i N
Unit vector in the direction of the angular momentum
Unit vector in the direction of the landing site
projection into the orbital plane
Unit normal to the trajectory plane (in the direction
of the angular momentum at ignition)
O
k
7
m
Sensitivity coefficient used to compute adjustment
to time-of-arrival at entry interface
Estimated vehicle mass
Iteration counter
n
max
n
rev
Iteration limit
Integral number of complete revolutions to be made in'
the transfer (set to zero in this routine)
PD
P
7
P PF7
Semilatus rectum of deorbit trajectory
Secant squared' of the desired entry flight path angle
Secant squared of the offset entry angle used by the
Powered Flight Guidance Routine
r 0 Precision position vector
O
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rEl
r .
-- Ig
r LS
rpFT
s
eng
s fail
° r
:. ... :
Entry i ",:. ,_ ..... . _.i_ilon from Precisfon Required
Position of the impulsive deorbit maneuver
Entry inte,'f_ _c _.nsition
Position vector at ignition
Estimate,-!:_._ ::_!_ site position at the time of
landing
Q
s FP
s
pert
Powered flight offset target vector
Engine select switch
Switch s¢._ " _,_?!_ate non-convergence of Pre-
cision Re,_ :,-_ ' _=locity Determination Routine
Switch set equal to one after the first pass through step one
Switch indicating which perturbations are to be
included in the Precision State and Filter Weighting
Matrix Extrapolation Routine (See Reference 5)
O
s
proj
t
0
t 1
Switch set when the target vector must be projected
into the plane defined by _iN
Precision __,. "ector time
Time of impulsive deorbit maneuver'
t 2 Time-of-arrival at entry interface
Estimated t'me at which irv-orbit position vector is
coincident with _he landing site projection into the
orbital plane
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t ETL D ......!_ _:} earliest time-of-landing
..... " "-- ;'. ';-,_ .=_:, _::,::, "Line-of-landing
.,.. ) _:, :,_'_.. ... .
t
LTL Desired latest time-of-landing
v 0 ._;_.:i_! "_:n velocity vector
I!
v 2
v_D
v EI
Entry {nterface velocity from Precision Required
• - .;_._q¢,,. ;7 'etermination Routine
Pre-impulse velocity
Entry interface velocity
V .
-lg
v PFT
VRD
Ignition velocity vector
• r.:. : iL: :?.ssociated with the powered flight
:/_G.;"., ::'_ et vector
Post-impulse radial component of velocity
v
-- req
V !
-req
v
HD
5to1
AP T
Required velocity
Required velocity on the coasting trajectory
Post-impulse horizontal component of
Adjustment to At 01
Increment added to the acceptable crossrange,
, :ed in roughcrossrange check
Diffi'.:¢rlce between the predicted and desired PT
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_ Ar proj Out-of-plane target miss dueto the projection
of the target vector O
At 01
At 12
At 23
At B
At DE
Transfer time (t 1 - t o )
Transfer time {t2 - tl )
Transfer time (t3 - t2 )
Estimated duration of the powered maneuver
Time-of-flight difference between (1) the interval
from deorbit through entry to landing, and (2) the
time spent in orbit over the same total central
angle
At IP
_V
Av p
A8
AO 0
£
PY
_e
YI
Time-of-flight required to transfer through the
central angle 0ip
Required velocity change
Previous value of lAy I
• Increment in in-plane angle 0 D
Initial increment in in-plane angle e D
Convergence criterion on A py
Convergence criterion on angle AS
Post-impulse flight path angle
Desired entry flight path angle measured
from the horizontal
O
LS Landing site longitude
In-plane angle between precision state vector
and entry interface
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.Angle between precision state vector and the
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0
P Previous value of 0 D
Gravitational parameter of the earth (product of
the earth's mass and universal gravitation con-
stant}
_LS Landing site latitude
O T Orbital period
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z4. DESCRIPTION OF EQUATIONS
To minimize the size of the Deorbit Targeting Routine, extensive use is
made of other routines. Therefore, this routine consists primarily of simple equa-
tions, logical operations, and calls to other routines. Since most of the complicated
equations requiring detailed explanation are contained in the description of the
other routines, this section will be limited to a list of items not covered in the text
describing the functional flow diagram. These items will be listed in their order
of occurence, and are intended to supplement the detailed flow diagram in sub-
section 5.
4.1 Selection of PerturbinKAcceleration during_
Precision State Fxtrapolation
During the first step in the solution process, which may require long term
state vector extrapolation, it is desirable to maximize accuracy by including all
significant perturbing accelerations in the extrapolation process. Therefore, the
switch Spert , which controls the selection of perturbing accelerations in the
Precision State Extrapolation Routine, is set to 2. During the later portion of the
routine, referred to as step three, the switch is reset to l, thus limiting the dis-
turbing acceleration to the J2 term, the second harmonic of the earth's gravita-
tional potential function. Since extrapolation during step three is limited to the
interval from the deorbit maneuver to entry interface, the effects of smaller
perturbing accelerations are not significant. In addition, extrapolation over this
interval lies within an iterative loop, and thus may be repeated several times.
The simplified model can therefore significantly reduce the running time of this
step.
4.2 Selection of O IP Quadrant
During the discussion of the functional flow diagram, it was mentioned that
successive solutions to the deorbit problem (when successive solutions exist) are
about one revolution apart. To find succeeding solutions to the problem, the state
vector is extrapolated forward one revolution and then the in-plane central angle
between the state vector and the projection of "the landing site into the orbital0Ip
plane is computed. Analysis has shown that for some selections of orbital inclina-
tion and landing site, the correction to the assumption of one revolution may be as
large as 29 ° . A lower limit on 6ip of -30 ° was chosen, thus allowing a small
margin from the empirically determinedlimit of -29 ° . The upper limit on 0ip
is +330 ° . Large positive values for 0ip only occur in situations where no solu-
tion existed on the previous revolution.
.
@
To determine 0ip, the following equation is used,
= "l[unit(r0).i'LSPl sign [(r0×i'LS P) ih]Oip cos _ _ _ @
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where
r 0 =
i'Ls P
_ih -_
vehicle position vector
_.._;tvector in the direction of the
_,_.,,.ing s'ite projection
_,_ angular mornentum vector
This places 01p between -180 ° and +180 ° and therefore an additional test, shown
in Figure 4b, is mrde !o"c_rce 0ip between -30 ° and +330 ° .
In order to make the first entry into step one compatible with subsequent
entries, the state vector is initially extrapolated forward beyond the earliest desired
• ,. .-
time-of-landing tl:" L _r ,me-twelfth of the orbital period, to the time t 3, where
@
t 3 -- t ET L + ?-/12
One-twelfth of the period is nearly equivalent to a central angle of 30 ° for typical
(near circular) orbits, and hence makes the firs.t entry into step one compatible
with later entries.
4.3 Effect of Approximate Entry and Deorbit Times-
of-Flight on Fntry _ross_'ange Ca_c:Qi_tion
During the f{ st slop in the solution process, an estimate of the time of
landing is necessary to compute the inertial location of the landing site and the
associated entry crossrange. Since the parameters of the deorbit trajectory have not
been computed, the deorbit and entry times-of-flight are not known. To estimate
the landing time, a constant At DE is used to approximately represent the differ-
ence between the sum of the deorbit and entry times-of-flight and the time spent
in orbit over the same total central angle. Preliminary analysis has shown that
if an average value is selected for this time difference, the maximum error will
be about 6 minutes. This analysis, described in Reference 7, did not include
variations in entry time-of]flight for the particular entry range, but further
analysis is expected to show this e.ffect is small.
During the first step in the solution, this error will affect the calculation
of the inertial landing site vector and subsequententry crossrange computation.
This effect on the crossrange estimate will be largest for deorbit from a polar
orbit, and result in a maximum error of less than 90 n.mi. To insure that potenti-
ally acceptable solutions are not rejected due to errors in the initial crossrange
estimate, the rough check on crossran_e during the first step uses a test criterion
90 n.mi. larger than the acceptable crossran_e input to the routine. In step two,
after the time-of-landin_ has been refined, the crossrange is recomputed and a
precision check is made. Thus a few cases which pass the first test will be re-
O jected later.
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44, 4 Velocity Change Minimization Method
Step two of the routine includes an iterative search to determine the location
of the impulsive maneuver whEeh minimizes the velccity change Av, As shown in
Figure 4d,this iteration uses 8 D, the central angle traversed between the impul-
sive maneuver and entry interface, as the independent variable. A very simple
halving step iterator is used to search for the minimum. Although this does not
converge quickly, it is safe and reliable. The more eff{cient technique of usinga
slope iteration was not selected because analysis has shown that inflection points
exist in the relationship of _v and 0 D. These inflection points would greatly
complicate any iteration designed to determine the minimum by driving the slope
to zero.
Q
4.5 Required Velocity t_quations
The equations used in the previously described iterative loop to determine
the required velocity can be found in Reference 2. These equations, shown in
Figure 4d of the detailed flow diagram, use the initial vehicle position r D' the
entry interface position rEI, and the desired entry angle _/EI as follows. First
the tangent of the initial (post-impulse} flight path angle 1'1 is com'puted by
tan 3' 1 = (1 - rD/rEi) cot teD/2) - rD/rEitan(_EI)
where OD is the central angle between rD and rEI and also the independent
variable in the search. The semilatus rectum p D of the deorbit trajectory can
then be determined from
2rD(rD/rEi - 1)
I )2 2PD (rD/rE PV - (1+ tan1, 1 )
@
The parameter p 3' ' -the secant squared of the desired entry angle, is computed
once during initialization of the routine.
The horizontal and radial components of the required velocity are then
obtained from
VHD = p_p--_D / r D
v RD = v HD tan T1
The required velocity is then formed and differenced with the premaneuver velocity
to obtain the impulsive Av.
Vreq = VRD unit (r D) + VHD unit (_r D×VD)Tgr D
AV = V - V
-- --req -D Q
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4.6 Entry Time-.of-Flight Computation (TBD)
in Figure 4e of the detailed fl.ow diagram, the time-of-flight _t23 from
entry interface to landing is shown as a function of entry velocity, flight path angle,
and range. Functionalization of this time-of-flight willbe included later when entry
guidance analysis is complete.
4.7 In-Plane Effect of Approximate Deorbit
and Entry Times-of- t_[[_[
O
As discussed in subsection 4.3, the first estimate of the inertial location of
the landing site is dependent upon an estimate of the time-of-landing. A constant
time difference At DE' used to estimate the landing time, may be tn error by as
much as 6 minutes. This led to a significant error in the crossrange estimate for
a high inclination orbit, For orbits of lower inclination, where the movement of
the landing site can be nearly parallel to the orbital plane, this same error can
affect the definition of the entry interface location used in the Av minimization
iterat i on,
The entry interface location, computed early in step two, is based upon the
projection of the landing site vector into the orbital plane and the desired entry
range. After the minimization process is complete, the deorbit and entry times-
of-flight can be accurately calculated. As Shown in Figure 4e, another calculation
of the inertial landing site position is made, thus removing the error due to the
A t DE approximation. To maintain the desired entry range input to the routine,
the.en{ry interface position is recalculated. This new position willbe, at most,
1.5 ° (equivalent to 6 minutes of earth rotation} from the entry interface used in the
A v minimization. To maintain the geometry of the deorbit phase, the time of the de-
orbit maneuver is adjusted accordingly so that the central angle from deorbit to
entry interface is preserved. This adjustment in deorbit time St01 is computed
from the following equation
where i'Ei is a unit vector in the direction of the entry interface position used
during minimization, iEi is the new value, i h is a unit angular momentum vec-
tor, and v/2_r is the inverse of the mean orbital rate, The cross product of the
unit vectors is nearly equivalent to the angle between them, and the dot product
gives the proper sign. The mean orbital rate is used to calculate the deorbit time
adjus[ment from the angular adjustment. Following this adjustment to the impulsive
deorbit time, the ignition time for the maneuver is biased from the impulsive time
by one-half the expected length of the maneuver, thus centering the finite thrust
maneuver about the impulsive maneuver.
O •
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4, 8 Compensati _-,,,.Oblateness and Finite
Maneuver I : _i_
Step three c "_,t _:c.!,tion process contains cal'culations which account for
the finite length of " :- .r_ _.:tt,_g maneuver on the required velocity change, and
compensate for the _:['__:_. _,i Lhe J2 gravitational perturbation on the deorbit
trajectory. The Precision Required Velocity Determination Routine is used to
accomplish these objectives, and the reader should refer to Reference 1 for a
description Of the technique. That routine, however, is designed to maintain the
terminal {entry interf_ _) time-of-arrival, and this can cause changes in the entry
angle. Preliminary analysis, described in Reference 7, has shown that the nomi-
nal entry flight path angle error resulting from the oblateness and finite maneuver
length is about 0.2 ° , __ "_anbe as large as 0.6 ° in extreme cases. Therefore,
to preserve the desir,': entry angle, the time-of-arrival at entry interface is ad-
justed slightly. Delaying the time-of-arrival tends to loft the trajectory and thus
increase the entry angle. An earlier time-of-arrivalwill depress the trajectory
and result in a shallower flight path angle.
To determine the time-of-arrival adjustment, the approximate sensitivity
of changes in time-of-flight to changes in entry angle is used. Analysis has shown
that this sensitivity varies by a factor of about 13, depending on the characteristics
of the pre-maneuver :'::.jectory. However, the sensitivity divided by the deorb[t
time-of-flight varies 1 "-._ factor of less than 3. This variation is sufficiently small
such that a constant can be used as the sensitivity coefficient for all cases.
To reduce the computations required to constrain entry angle, both here
and in the Powered Flight Guidance Routines*, the secant squared of the entry angle
p is Used rather than the actual angle. In particular, no inverse trigonometric
Y
function evaluations are required.
The sequence of calculations designed to reduce the entry angle error are
shown in Figures 4f and4g. First the error Api _ in the secant squared of the entry
flight path angle is computed from the following equation:
1
[ lAp._ _- 1- unit (r 2 ) unit(v'_. ) 2 P_'
¢!
where r'_ and v2 are the terminal position and velocity determined by the
Precision Required Velocity Determination Routine and p_, is the desired value,
If the error is too large, the entry interface time-of-arrival t2 is adjusted as
follows:
t 2 = t 2 - k._ Atl2 Ap,/
The Powered Flight Guidance Routines, described in Reference 3,
t_se the same basic technique described here to maintain entry
angle in the event of off-nominal thrusting conditions.
@
©
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where k_, is the sensitivity coefficient described earlier and Atl2 is the time-of-
flight from deorbit to entry interface. After adjusting the time-of-arrival, 'the
Precision Required Velocity Determination Routine is recalled with the adjusted
time-of-arrival and the results are checked.
4.9 Offset Entry Angle
In the process of computinga required velocity, the Precision Required
Velocity Dete}'mination Routine computes an offset target for use during the
powered flight. For the deorbit maneuver, the powered flight guidance also
requires an offset entry angle. This offset entry angle, actually the secant squared
of the angle, is computed from the following equation
[ ]PPF_ 1 - unit (rpF T) unit (v_PFT) 2
where r PFT is the offset target for the powered flight guidance and VpFT
the associated velocity.
is
@
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Figure 4d. Detailed Flow Diagram
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Figure 4e. Detailed Flow Diagram
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Figure 4f. Detailed Flow Diagram
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Submittal 25: Powered Fli_ht Guidance
i. INTRODUCTION
The- objective of the Powered Flight Guidance Routines is to issue the proper
steering and engine cutoff commands such that the desired terminal conditions of the
maneuver are satisfied. The basic powered flight guidance law used in the orbiter is
a velocity-to-be-gained concept with cross-product steering.
The two principle modes of the Powered Flight Guidance Routines are:
1. Delta-V Maneuver Guidance Mode
2. Real-Time Required Velocity Up-
dating Guidance Mode.
The Delta-V Maneuver Guidance Mode is essentially equivalent to the
Exlernal Delta-V Maneuver Guidance Mode used in APOLLO. The input desired
velocity change is modified to compensate for the estimated central angle to be
traversed during the maneuver. Then the object of the powered phase is simply to
steer the vehicle to achieve this velocity change.
The Real-Time Required Velocity Updating Mode is a generMized version
of the Lambert Aim Point Maneuver Mode used in APOLLO. The object of these
maneuvers is to place the vehicle on a coasting trajectory which will intercept a
specified target at a specified time. Two new concepts which greatly improve the
accuracy of these maneuvers are introduced. First, guidance during the maneuver
is based on a state vector navigated from ignition in a spherical (Keplerian) gravity
field. Second, the required velocity is not determined using the present vehicle
position but rather an offset position which accounts for the finite length of the ma-
neuver. Since this is primarily an equations document, these new concepts are
treated only briefly in the text, A detailed description and derivation can be found
in Reference 5.
Because the calculation of required velocity can be a lengthy process, the
ability to update the required velocity every major cycle is dependent upon the speed
of the computer. The APOLLO Guidance Computer required portions of several
major cycles to complete the solution. The guidance equations described here will
assume that the orbiter computer will also need portions of several major cycles to
complete the solution for required veioeity. A faster computer would not alter the
basic concepts presented here, but would simplify the mechanization somewhat.
The Real-Time Required Velocity Updating Mode may select a specific
required velocity rouiine to accomplish one of the following maneuvers:
Q
i
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41. Lambert Aim Point Maneuver
2. Deorbit Maneuver
3. Other maneuvers such as a maneuver to an
orbit with certain specified constraints (TBD),
The required velocity routines will be subjects of separate documents.
Since this report is mainly concerned with the documentation of guidance equations,
logic or computations concerned with monitoring or controlling system operation
will not be presenled.
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2, FUNCTiON_._ •:LOW DIAGRAM
Powered Fl_h_., . .+r;,,idance involves both the prethrust and thrusting phases
'- ,,". ;+:_; .¢q'_'. _, +_+ _'ust computations, shown in Figure I, are a single step
F: #}:;_:_• _-+_+'_-'_'_':_'_i"+:._ '_','+] ninutes prior to the maneuver to prepare the vehicle
"+ " +": " - ..... -_ _. .... _mred to process targetin_ parameters to determine the
._:,. ,.,_. -
desired vehicle attitude at iEnition. In addition, the state vector is advanced tea
specified time prior to ignition. At this time, an integral number of major cycles
prior to ignition, the fhF,,sting phase computations, including Powered Fright
N_,igation, are initi._'_cd_ Of course, the attitude maneuver necessary to align the
vehicle to the desired attitude at ignition should be completed before entering the
t+_+"._sti_ -+ ph ::::++ :_' +_A. __t'..,-_s.
+ . . . .
The seq,:.,+t:+'_ _+ :unctions performed during the main branch of the powered
flight phase is illustrated in Figure 2. The guidance computer program known as the
Servicer Routine, which controls the various subroutines to create a powered flight
sequence, is not included in this document. The Servicer Routine will call the main
branch every guidance cycle until engine shutdown has occurred.
Each guidance cycle begins with the reading of the accelerometers and is
followed by the upda++n_ of the state vector in the Powered Flight Navigation Routine.
Then the v+-7,::.c_: .'..+...__,. • ..:- +ned is updated in the Cross-Product Steering Routine.
If steering {_. _++::++_ ::," _: e latter also computes the time-to-go and the steering
command beginntl_g +:-+-:.-_+__,ed time after ignition.
The targeting calculations used to predict and compensate for gravitational
perturbations establish an offset target which assumes that the vehicle is under the
influeflce of only a spherical gravity field after the expected ignition time. There-
fore, in the Real-Time Required Velocity Updating Mode, it is necessary to main-
rain anadditional state vector navigated in a spherical gravity field. This dual navi-
gation should begin at the ignition time assumed in the targeting program if it differs
from the actue, l.
In the Re_._:;.,,_e Required Velocity Mode, another branch of the Powered
Flight Guidar+cc,,'_ . ; _-:i, nvolvingthe calculation of required velocity is operated
independent of the r_]ain guidance branch. This separate branch, called the Velocity-
to-be-Gained R_.tine, is initiated and controlled by the Servicer Routine and may
require port io_.: of several major guidance cycles to complete its solution. Of
course, simple ,'+,]ocity-to-be-gained updates computed by decrementing the previ-
ous value by _n_. _.+ - _ -+,,zlocity change continue in the Cross-Product Steering
Routine every majt::': :, le. Normally, the Velocity-to-be-Gained Routine operates
on a lower priority than the main guidance loop so that the new velocity-to-be-gained
vector is not used by the Cross-Product Steering Routine until the next guidance cycle•
•
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ENTER
Prethrust Routine
Compute Thrust Direction
Desired at Ignition
Advance State Vector to a Specified
Time Before Ignition
Attitude Maneuver
® Orient Vehicle to the Thrust
Direction Desired at Ignition
Powered Flight Guidance Routines
(Fig. 2)
1
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Figure 1. Powered Flight Program
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ENTER (every major guidance cycle)
1,
[Read accetero_neters ]
Update State \;ecto_" under Effect
of Thrust in the Oblate Gravity
Field
@
: Update vg I
Compute t go
Generate Steering Command
Issue or Inhibit Steering Command •
No
No
Update Additional State Vector
under Effect of Thrust in a Spheri-
._alGravity Field
EXIT (To Servicer Routine)
Figure 2. Powered Flight Guidance Routines
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The characteristic of the transfer in the Real--TimeRequiredVelocity
UpdatingModein relation to the singularity coneof the Larnbert problem is deter-
minedby the targeting program before the poweredphaseis initiated. This in-
formation is passedon to this guidanceprogram throughthe s roj switch and is
usedby the Conic RequiredVelocity DeterminationRo'utineto define the transfer
plane. (SeeRef. 3 for a detailed explanationof the singularity coneandRef. 6
for thetargeting procedure).
If the Sproj switch hasbeenset, the transfer will take placein the plane
definedby the unit vector i N in thedirection of the angular momentumvector at
ignition. If this switch hasnot beenset, there are two possibilities. Undernormal
circumstancesthe transfer will take placein the planedefinedby thevehicle and
target position vectors. However, unexpected degradation in engine performance
during flight may prolong the powered maneuver to such an extent that the input
position vector to the Conic Required Velocity Determination Routine is inside the
singularity cone. The procedure to cope with this situation is presented below,
If the Sproj switch has not been set by the targeting program, the Scone
switch, which is an output of the Conic Required Velocity Determination Routine,
is checked at each guidance cycle. If it is found that this switch has been set.
indicating that the input position vector is inside the singularity cone, the Servicer
Routine is directed to bypass the Velocity-to-be-gained Routine for the remainder
of the powered maneuver. In other words, the remaining po_vered maneuver will
be compl.eted simply by decrementing the previous value of the velocity-to-be-
gained by the sensed velocity change as is done in the Delta-V Mode.
When the time-to-go becomes less than some predetermined value,
active steering is suspended and an engine cut-off command is set to be issued at
the proper time.
@
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NOMENC LATU RE
Estimated magnitude of thrust acceleration
Matrix to rotate the target vector to compensate
for earth rotation due to change in time of flight
during deorbit maneuver=
d Dimension of navigatio n filter weighting matrix (d = 0
in this routine since the matrix is not used)
f
f OMS
f ACS
g
is
i N
i x ._iy ,i z
i,rD
k
k
Y
k steer
k tgo
m
nmin
Thrust
Ivlagnitude of orbital maneuvering system engine
thrust
Magnitude of attitude control system engine trans-
lational thrust
Gravity vector in the oblate gravity field
Gravity vector in the spherical gravity field
Unit vector in the direction of the angular momentum
vector normal to the transfer plane
Unit vectors of local vertical coordinates
Unit vector of desired thrust direction
Iteration counter in acceleration computation
Sensitivity used in computing the desired change
in flight time to control entry angle during deorbit
Steering gain
Intermediate variable in { computation
go
Current estimated vehicle mass
Number of guidance cycles used in thrust
acceleration magnitude filter
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n
rev
P N
PT
P7'
r
r !
r
-s
£(t z )
Ar
Saccel
Integer number of 360 ° revohltions used in
Conic Required Velocity Determination Routine
Normalized semi-latus rectum of conic
transfer orbit
Parameter defining the desired terminal flight
path angle
Parameter defining the projected terminal
flight path angle
Position vector navigated in the oblate gravity
field
Position vector on the coasting trajectory
Position vector navigated in the spherical
gravity field
Offset target vector at t 2
Initial position offset
Switch indicating whether the acceleration is computed
[rom sensed _v's
= 0 prethrust estimate)
= 1 sensed Av's
@
S
C one
Switch in the Conic Required Velocity Determina-
tion Routine to indicate if the transfer is near 180 °
(see Ref. 3 for details)
s
guess
Engine select switch
Switch to indicate whether estimate of independent
variable r will be input to the Conic Required Ve-
locity Determination Routine (see Ref. 3 for details)
s
pert
Switch indicating the perturbing accelerations to be
included in Precision State and Filter Weighting
Matrix Extrapolation Routine (see Ref. 2 for details)
s
proj Switch indicating whether the initial and target position
vectors are to be projected into the plane defined by
iN (see Ref. 6 for details)
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Ssoln
Ssteer
Stgo
t
At
At'
At cut-off
At enable
Atto
.Attl
Att 2
At
tail -off
At tail-off,
OMS
Swi*_:_ .-_.{ = :.ting which of two possible solutions
is, :,.;,:,: i. he multi-revolution case (see Ref. 3
3; -._ rfor -,f:o_ -" •
Steering enable switch
_ 0 inhibit )
-., 1 enable
Switch indicating whether initial t computation
go
• :.'.. ( == O1 tgOtgOcOmputednOtyetcomputed )
Current state vector time (during thrusting phase,
this is the time at which the accelerometers are read)
Guidance cycle time step
Durum:: _:°_,_sfer time set to 0
Valut.:yv' , used to define time to issue engine cut-
off col-"_'_ ] and terminate active steering
Value of t which distinguishes between long or
go
short maneuver
Time interval before tig to start thrusting phase
computations
Time interval prior to tig when initial tgo predic-
tion is made
Time " -,-_'_d after rig when steering is pei'mitted
Time interval representing the duration of a burn
at maximum thrust equivalent to the taft-off impulse
after the engine-off signal is issued
&ttail _,t[ of orbital maneuvering system engine
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A
6t 2
t 2
t
go
t .
lg
V
V
--S
V
-g
V
g
V I
- req
V
--req
Av
At tail-off of attitude control system engine for
trans[ational maneuver
Change in time of arrival requircd to satisfy ter-
minal flight path angle in a deorbit maneuver
Time of arrival at _(t2 )
Time-to-go before engine cut-off
Nominal engine ignition time
Velocity vector navigated in the oblate gravity field
Velocity vector navigated in the spherical gravity
field
Velocity-to-be-gained vector
Magnitude of v
-g
Required velocity vector at the offset initialposi-
tion (defines the coasting trajectory)
Required velocity at current position (no initial
position offset)
Measured velocity increment vector due to
thrust in one guidance cycle
Magnitude of Av
@
@
Av k kthvalue of sensed Av saved for acceleration
computation
Desired velocity change vector input to Delta-V
Guidance Mode
Av
rain
Av
N
Minimum sensed Av which wil] allow acceleration
filter computations to be made
_ Av k for nmi n cycles
$25-I0
@
?-I
O
_Vc. "-
AV , A',
x .0. "
Av
z
v exh
Vex h ' (_i\;_
Vexh ' .,.3,."-;
¢0G '
@
Yt 2
F
i
Fp
F
guess
f
K
0
T
In-plane components of AVL\ r
.. <. ,:npensated in-plane c6mponents of AvLV
_,)mponents of Av LV
Exhaust velocity
Exhaust velocity of.the orbital maneuvering
system engine
:;'xhaust velocity of the attitude control system
engine for translational maneuver
Reciprocal of normalized semi-major axis of
conic transfer orbit
Tolerance criterion establishing a cone
around the negative target position di-
rection inside of which the Conic Required
Velocity Determination Routine will define
the transfer plane by i N
Projected terminal flight path angle with respect
to local horizontal (negative downward)
Converged valueof iteration variable used in Conic
Required Velocity Determination Routine
Previous value of F
Estimated value of
Time rate of change of I"
Ratio of r(t 2)1 to [r'(t)[ :
Estimated central angle traversed cluring thrusting maneuver
in Delta-V Guidance Mode
Earth's gravitational constant
0 $25-II
i , •
7! rp
_c
w earth
Time associated with currenl required velocity
Previous value of r
Angular velocity command
Magnitude of the earth's angular velocity
Q
©
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0
Prethrust
Maneuver to ignition attitude
@
Att0
Att2
B
Initialize powered flight navigation
Start powered flight routines (including vg
routine in the Real-Time Required Velocity
Mode)
Initial tg o prediction
Ignition
Start dual state vector navigation if
in the Real-Time Required Velocity Mode
Short maneuver engine cutoff (tg ° < _tenable )
Enable steering
Terminate steering and issue cutoff command
(tgo <Atcut-off )
Engine cutoff
Terminate powered flight routines
Figure 5. Sequence of Events
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k_ UNIV ERS A L PROGB,4 MCONSTANTS CONSTANTS
[Att0' ¢0GIfOMS' fACS,
Attail-off' OMS'
Attail-off, ACS'
Vexh, OMS'
Vexh, ACS
INPUT
VAHIABLES
(Delta-V Mode)
t, r(t), v(t), I
_vLV, tig'[
in, Seng, [
SP eft [
INPUT VARIABLES
(Real-Time Required
Velocity Updating Mode)
t, r(t), v(t),r(t2), ]
t 2, rig, m. Ssoln, ]
nre v' Seng' Sproj '[
_-N' Spert 1
_'_ No @ Yes
f = -Seng fACS I
lAttail-off = Attail-off, ACSVexh = Vexh, ACS
V
aT = m
d = 0
Call Precision State Extrapolation Routine (Ref. 2)
Input: r(t)[r0] ;"v(t)[v0], t[ to], rig [ tFild, Spert
Output: r(tig) [ rF], v(tig) [ VF]
f = Seng fOMS
A ttail_off = &ttail_off ' OMS
Vexh = Vexh, OMS
[ Sguess=O, rguess--O i.
Figure 6a.
Yes
i = -unit[ r(tig) ] 1
i unit[ v(tig) x r(tig) ]
--y
i i ×i
-x -y -z
4
Prethrust Phase,
Detailed Flow Diagram
O
O
O
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Call Conic Required Velocity
Determination Routine (Ref. 3)
Input: _r(tig)[ r0], r(t2)[ _rl],
(t 2 - tig) [ _t] , nre v,
Ssoln' Sguess' I'guess,
( o G [ ¢cone ] , Sproj, i N
Output: Vreq(tig)[V0],
r guess [ r 0 ]
v g(tig)
Ar(tig)
= Zreq(tig) - z(tig)
= _ [vg(tig)[ Vg(tig)
2 a T
r'(tig) = r(t'ig) + Ar(tig)
IS.mess: , i.
Call Conic Required Velocity
Determination Routine (Ref. 3)
Input: r'(tig)[ r 0] , _r(t2)[r 1]
(t 2- rig) ! At], nrev,
• PguessSso]n' Sguess'
¢ OG [ econe ] , Sproj,i N
Output: V'req(tig)[V0],F[ 1"0]
[ Vg(tig) -- V'req(tig) - v(tig) I"
¼
AvLV : [_vLV [
_ + Av iAZxz = AVx ix z-z
eT- [r(t_[ AVLv
[ z(tig) ' __r(tig)]aT
Arc = [AVxz' [unit(_Vxz) c°s(_ "_)
+unit (_Vxz x i .)sin]\'O[--_--)J
--y
_ + AVy iyv g(tig) = Av c
O
Figure 6b. Prethrust Phase,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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_. _ - • - _ _ __i_:_;__::_ _'_Z--_q_:L_ ;_-_= _-_'__
i
i! :. i
.-:[!,,i_""_'to
Vg(t) = VgOig)
iTD = unit /Vg(t)]
I ssue Ignition Attitude Commandb_'f.._- __:; ,_: iTD (TBD)
,1
Call Precision State Extrapolation Routine (Ref. 2)
Input: r(tig) [rO], v(tig) [vO], tig [ t.o], t[ tF]
d, s
pert
Output: r(t)_):i i, _(t)[VFl
'2"
OUTPUT VARIABLES
t, r(t), v(t), Vg(t), Attail_off,
Vex h , a T ' r
@
O
Figure 6c. Prethrust Phase,
Detailed Flow Diagram
:i
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UNIV ERS A L
C ONST.'\N T INPUT VARIABLES
t. r(t), v(t). tig, Vg(t),
a T, Attail_of f, Vexh
_V=0
Av N = 0
k=l
_(t) = 0
Spert = 1
=0Saccel
Stg ° = 0
Call Powered Flight Navigation Routine (Ref. 1)
Input: r(t), v(t), _t'[ At] , Av [ AVsensed],g(t),Spert
Output: g(t)[g(t + At)]
Enter every major
cycle after initial
cycle
®
Read Accelerometers 1Output: Av
. Yes
I = 1Spert
Exit
Return to (_) at start
of next major guidance
cycle
Figure 7a. Powered Flight Routines,
Detailed Flow Diagram
O
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k _ k+
Call Powered Flight Navigation Routine (Ref. 1)
Input:
Output:
r(t),_v(t), A_., AZ[ AVsensed ]. g(t),Spert
_r(t) [r(t +at)], v_(t) [z(t+at)],
_[(t) [ _(t + _t)]
i
.t_-- t'+ _
• - -]
Yes
• No
}'No
Yes
rl
AV N = Avj
.j
Av N
aT -- At
nmin
Sacce I = I ]
Figure 7b. Powered Flight Routineg,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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@
;t
:3
2
kl]
@
@
C
£s(t) -- £(t)
v s(t) : v(t)
_.rs (t)
g s (t) = -/_
lr s(t) I 3
Y
Call Cross-Product Steering Routine (Fig.
Input: _vg(t- At), Av, tig, t, r(t),
Attail-of f' Vex h' S.tgo
Output: Vg(t)
9)
v(t), a T ,
<_VelocityUPdating
\M.L 
Call Powered Flight Navigation Routine (Ref. 1)
Input:
Output:
rs(t - At)Jr(t)], Vs(t - At)[v(t)], _t.
By [ AVsensed] , gs (t - At)[ g(t)] , Spert
rs(t) [ £(t + At)] , Xs(t)[ v(t + At)] "
lls(t)[ g(t + At)]
OUTPUT VARIABLES (Req. -Vel. Up-
t, rs(t), Vs(t), p,s(t). _,g(t), dating Mode only)
. a T , Sacce 1, r(t), v(t)
EXIT
(Return to _) at start of next
major guidance cycle)
O
Figure 7c. Powered Flight Routines,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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PROGRAMCONSTANTS INPUT VARIABLES
St, AItl, Art2, kstee r,
Atenable, Atcut-off
Vg(t - At), Av, tig. t,
r(t), v(t), a T , Attail_off
Vexh' Stgo
I V
Yes
i
g(t) = Vg(t - At) - Av ]
No
o
Yes
\ \7
I Stg = 1
t
1
I Compensate .eor ullage
V g(t)
if required. - l
i
No
= 1 I -"
Ssteer l
tgo = a T
q
_Compute t for short
uver _°(TBD) I
V
Command Engine Cut- 1off at tig + tg o
Q
©
.{J Figure 8a. .Cross-Product Steering Routine, O
Detailed Flow Diagram
.j $25-20 " J-
]@
®
0
lg
No
Ye
No
Vg= I_g(t)l
Ivg. z_,,I
ktg ° = 1 -_- Vex hAv
i Vg • Z__vtg o = k t go Av. ZSv
° _ 0
Y
I Command En-
gine Cut-off at
t + tg o
t
At
+ Attail_of f
yes@ N°
"(No
v × Av 1
_--e'-ksteer Vg_V
-i
1 Issue Steering Command, --cW (TBD) l
OUTPUT VARIABLES
Figure 8b. Cross-Product Steering Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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UNIV ERS AL
CONST.'\NTS
_ earth
PROGR AM
CONSTANTS
k7 ' (0G]
INPUT VARIABLES
t. Zs(t), Vs(t), gs(t),
Vg(t), aT(t), rig, Saece I
INPUT F
VARIABLES [
r. t 2, _r(t2). nre v, ]
1Ssoln' Sproj'iN' P7
rp =r I
r=0
Sgucss = 1
t
t
No
IVg (r) ]
Ar ( T ) = -2 a T (r) v g(r)
r'(r) = r (r) +Z_r(r)
Fguess = I"p + (r - T p) r
Call Conic Required Velocity Determination Routine (Ref. 3)
Input:
Output:
r__'(r ) [ £0 ] , r(t2) [ };1 ]' (t2 - T)[ At] , nre v , Ssoln,
Sguess' rguess' cOG [ econel, Sproj' i N
v' (r)[v 01 v(t2)[v 1] fir 01 Scone
-- req -- ' -- ' ' ' qN" PN
__i
1"
I Obtain current values of t,_v s
t
(t), gs(t) 11
l
Figure 9a. Veloc ity-to- be- Gained Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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i
I
®
@
p, =
V'req(t)
It(t2)]
v' (r) + (t -
- req
" L-<:
C =
1")[_s(t) + gS(T)]
L Vg(t) -- V'req(t} - Vs(t) ]
Yes
r- l_p
1"-rp
y
NO
Yes
- No
Ir'(*) t
K
['- ]6t 2 = -ky py PY (t2 -r)
-sin (_
COS (£0
earth 6t2}
earth 5t 2 )
a
0
i cos (w earth 6t2 )
sin (co earth &t2 )
0
r(t2+ 5t 2) = C. r(t 2)
t = t + 5t
2 2 2
Velocity-to-be-Gained Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
O Figure 9b.
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OUTPUT VARIABLE
©
®
Figure 9c. Velocity-to-be-Gained Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
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Sub_,ff.ttal 41 = '_ Guidance
1. INTROr _'._i ": -_
The Entry-Guidance Routine presented here .is designed to take the orbiter ve-
[icle from e'.! :- :,/.'."i': .: (h _--400,000 ft} through the critical heating phase of
enlry down t(: t=._ n_ :_-,t. _,¢ the approach phase (h _ 100,000 ft). The basic ideas are
outlined in Re_ ,:,:".</_.--"(_). Simulation results demonstrating the feasibility of the
concept are given in Ref. (2).
There are three basic guidance modes:
(1.) :,,-_:_;;'_, programmed-maneuver mode in which the
vehicle is oriented with a zero roll angle {wings up),
and an angle--of-attack corresponding to maximum
q_- m, (_ the point of pullup.
(2.) _ constant heating-rate mode during which the stag-
nation-point heating rate is held constant at a pre-
selected value, chosen essentially to minimize heat
loads on the vehicle without violating maximum
temperature constraints.
(3.) A reference trajectory mode during which the vehicle
follo',-s a prestored stored trajectory designed to get
" ,::._ i_ :le to the terminal point with a minimum re-
;: :: ,__""_:PS weight, and without _dolating operational
Constraints on the vehicle.
Thermal control is provided by varying the magnitude of the roll angle so as
to follow a density-vs. -speed profile. Density information is derived from IMU
measurements of the aerodynamic specific force acting on the vehicle. A-priori
knowledge of the vehicle's mass, effective aerodynamic area, and drag coefficient
(c D } are required in the process. -
Range control is provided by changing the angle-of-attack of the vehicle.
Upper and lower limits on angle-of-attack are required in order not to violate
operational con.-'.._:,:,:,: : s on the vehicle. Lateral trajectory control is obtained by
reversing the d re_t_on of the roll angle.
O
2. FUNCTIONAL F 1,OW DIAGRA4hl -
The basic information flow in the Entry Guidance Routine i s  shown in Figure 1. 
This i s  based on theguidance concept of Ref. (2.  1. 
After the routine is entered, a ser ies  of targeting computations a r e  made. 
This involves the computation of quantities such a s  the cu,rrc-nl vehicle heading ( &  ), 
the desired great-circle heading to the target point ( @  1, range to the target point 
(8 1, cross-track distalice to the target point ( 8  cT 
the target point (8 Dn ). 
and down-raIlge distance to 
The particular guidance mode to  be entered i s  next determined. There a r e  
three possible guidance modes: 
(1. ) Initial progranlmed maneuver 
(2. ) 
( 3 . )  Stored reference-trajectory guidance 
Constant slagnation-point heating rate  guidance 
The constant heating-rate mode is entered when the vehicle's vertical velocity is 
greater  (more positive) than a preselected value. The reference-trajectory mode 
is entered when the magnitude of the vehicle's relative velocity is less  than a pre- 
selected value. 
In the programmed maneuver mode the vehicle is oriented with a zero roll  
zing!< (wings up) and an angle -of-attzc!; c2rrcsponding t c  the maximum aerodymmic 
lift coefficient. This orientation is maintained until the heating-rate mode i s  entered, 
In the constant heating-rate mode, the density altitude (hD required to attain 
) is f i r s t  computed. An angle-of-attack the desired stagnation point heating rate  (6 
command (ac ) is next computed, based on the desired range-to-go for the heating- 
ra te  mode. Finally, roll-angle magnitude commands ( 9  c )  a r e  computed to control 
the vertical-plane motion of the vehicle so as to follow a density-altitude vs. speed 
profile. N o  roll reversals  take place in this mode. 
In the reference-trajectory mode,the required reference-trajectory quantities 
These include angle- a r e  first obtained from the stored table at the current speed. 
of-attack ( c u ~ ) ,  altitude ( h D ) ,  range-to-go ( rGD),  and the ratio of cross-track to 
down-range distance-to-go (Q). The angle of attack command ( N c )  is then computed 
a s  a perturbation from the reference value ('Y,, 1 based on the difference between 
the stored and measured values of range-to-go. 
a r e  computed in the same manner a s  for the constant heating-rate mode, except 
that the desired density altitude (hD) is from the stored table. Roll-angle direction 
is based on a comparison between the current estimate of r )  and the reference-tra- 
jectory value. 
Roll-angle magnitude commands 
s4.4-2 
i]
@
®
START ]
I Desired Density 1
Altitude J
l.
TargetingComputa ons l
Look up ref. I
T
trajectory vari- I
ables at current ]
speed ]
Desired Density-']Altitude ]
Roll angle ].magnitude
Roll angle ]direction
No
Programmed
angle - of- art ack
and roll
Q
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NOMENCLATURE
Notational Conventions
Upper-case letters represent matrices
Lower-case and Greek letters reserve for scalars and vectors
Vector quantities are underlined, e.g. x
Vectors are assumed to be column vectors unless explicitly noted
S$'mbols
a Effective aerodynamic area for vehicle
c0, c 1 Coefficients used to compute aC from c D
c D
e
P
C •
q
CD.
q
CDMI N
CDMA X
Aerodynamic drag coefficient for vehicle
Coefficient in desired-density relation for constant heating-
rate mode
Coefficient used in relation for desired c D
Desired value of c D for constant heating-rate mode
Lowest permissible value of
Highest permissible value of
Drag force per unit mass
c D for constant heating-rate mode
c D for constant heating-rate mode
Aerodynamic force per unit mass on vehicle
@
h N
h
h p
Stored array of reference trajectory altitudes
Vehicle altitude above Fischer ellipsoid
Density altitude
r
S44-4
Q
.1
.. !1
hFprog Vertic_ , - .:ocity at which programmed mode is terminated.
• o .
t_ _ ?_ .--/.-'.."' - ....... --" ..... :, aihbade and derivative w. r. t; time
i-i_'._ _i " .:_'_ "..... ."%_: .... v_ ctical velocity and derivatives w.r.t, time
h s Scale height for exponential density-variation model
h F F il!..__"_-,;_.,z_" -al velo city
ha, l_
. . . . . • P
iRE
Alt_.*,',_4.( .'.,...h,,.h p would occur and its derivative w. r.t. time
. _. _..-.. .
Unit vec_ur along 1" E (earth-fixed coordinates)
-1pole Unit vector along North pole (earth-fixed coordinates}
tEE Unit vector directed towards local East (earth-fixed coordinates)
iSE
.-, _iGC E
Unit ve_ar directed towards local South (earth-fixed coordinates)
•, :-.:-'.;_,: .<,r:'"'_ .-,- - ,ng desired great-circle heading direction (earth-
hx ed_!:-'-_-,=_ ):iuates }
i
J
iRDE
- va
iXA
:: _iyA
i HOR
Unit vector along desired terminal position (earth-fixed coordinates)
Unit vector along v R (stable-member coordinates}
Unitvector along vehicle longitudinal axis (stable member
_.oordinates)
U_'f v¢;:!.::"_ ,_ong vehicle lateral axis (stable-member coordinates}
Unit vector normal to plane of vehicle's position and reiative
v:docity vectors
k r_ _:::: z._r_able used for reference-trajectory lookup
• s44-5
1
_4
kc_
_i kcrTC
kopc
Sensitivity factor in angle-of-attack relation
Value used for k
C/
Value used for k
(/
ref. traj. mode
in thermal control portion of ref. traj. mode
in final position control portion of
Q
k¢0,k01
1"-¢2, k_3
k
£AD
£OD
MSM-E
Coefficients used in roll-command relation
Fraction of _ at which roll angle should be reversed
Desired latitude at the end of entry
Desired longitude at the end of entry
Transformation matrix from stable member to earth-
fixed coordinates
nl }.lass of vehicle
nma ch.
r
Index for computation-cycle time
Maeh number
Vehicle position (st:tble-member coordinates)
@
r DE
r
e
Target-point position vector (earth-fixed coordinates)
Earth radius (nominal)
r E
r G
rG D
rG.
q
Vehicle position (earth-fixed coordinates)
Range to go to target point
Desired value of r G at current v R (from stored trajectory)
Desired range to be covered in the constant heating-
rate mode
0
S44-6
i!
4|
®
rGRE F
rG A pp
rGMI N
@
r G
Nominal range to be covered in the reference trajectory mode
Nominal range to be covered in approach phase
Lower limit for r in angle-of-attack computation
c_
Range-to-go used in reference-t_ajectory mode guidance
computations
rGN Stored array of reference-trajectory range-to-go
s_
Dummy variable used in roll-reversal logic
S _
q
Switch used to start constant heating rate mode
®
SREF
s V
t
Switch used to start reference-trajectory mode
Vertical component of specific force on vehicle
Desired vertical component of specific force
Current time
v
V
VF_
Vehicle velocity (absolute in stable-member coordinates)
Speed factor used in angle-of-attack command relation
RelaHve velocity at which constant heating-rate mode
is terminated
_v N Reference-trajectory array of vehicle speed w. r. t.
air mass (22 elements}
v H Horizontal component of vehicle's Velocity (absolute)
@
SM+-7
!_vR
XRE
Vehicle velocity w. r.t. air mass (stable-member coordinates)
Vehicle velocity w. r.t. air mass (earth-fixed coordinates)
Q
VRIIE Horizontal component of XRE
VRL O Lower limit on v
_C Angle-of-attack command
C
LMAX
CMAX
Angle-of-attack corresponding to maximum c L
Maximum permissible value of _C
CMIN Minimum permissible value of cs C
_D Desired value of _ at current v R (from stored trajectory)
Maximum permissible angle-of-attack in constant heating-
rate mode
MIN.
q
Smallest permissible angle of attack in constant heating-
rate mode
O
a_N
_c
_T
Stored array of reference-trajectory angle of attack
Roll angle command
Computed vehicle roll angle
Different between current and desired heading of vehicle
w. r.t. air mass
AS 0
Av
Value of AS on first pass
Accelerometec-measured velocity change from previous to
• present computation-cycle time
At Time interval from previous to present computation-cycle time
Local heading (w. r, t. South)
©
S44-8
:7
t @
_D
a_f
¢ MAX'
#
MIN
MAX'
¢
MIN
@OLD
e
L:- 'ed heading (w. r.t. South)
• r-:-,:;__;_.cr in vertical velocity filter
"5
Levels used in _C computations
Levels used in _C computations
D_},,m_ variable used in roll-angle computations
Previous value of _C
Great-circle angle from the current position to the desired
target point
O
OCT
_DR
Cr,,, . track component of B
D_J .... _ange component of e
Ratio of @CT to @DR
?]D Desired value of _ at current vR (from stored trajectory)
_N
P0
Stored array of reference-trajectory _?
Sea-level value of earth's density
P Esti_nated density from specific force measurements
P_
#
Desired density for constant heating-rat e mode
Earth's gravitational constant
Dummy variable used in reference trajectory lookup
O
S44-9
{i _cial Notation( )' A-priori estimated value prior to measure-ment incorporation
( ) Ensemble average of ( )
Q
I( )[ Magnitude of ( )
( )T Transpose of ( )
unit ( ) Unit vector, for ()
sign ( ) Algebraic sign associated with ( ). Value is
+1 or -1, with sign (0) =gh +l
®
s_-1o
0
@®
_XA
INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIA]3LI!S
Input Variables
Unit vector along vehicle longitudinal axis
iyA Unit vector along vehicle lateral axis
MSM-E Transformation matrix from stable-member to
earth- fixed coordinates
r Vehicle position (stable-member coordinates)
v R Vehicle velocity w.r.t, air mass (stable-
member coordinates)
V Vehicle velocity (stable-member coords. )
_V IMU-measurement velocity change
Time interval over which Av is taken
Output Variables
Angle-of-attack command
Roll angle command
@
l
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DETAILED FLOW DIAGItAMS
This section contain-: ,,,i: .i-7_ "low diagrams of the Entry Guidance Routine.
PROGRAM C 7),':-;i, J:'._
tAD' rOD' vN't-_N'rGN'_N'
-_N'P0' c0' ,C_l, co, CD_IA_ X,
F(-;
rye ' hFpr°g', 7,:_T:F INPUT V:M_.IABI_ES
LMA X
rGApp I1 , _tD,( l/a;, I
VFq" ' a'F' VRI'O'. c_Cl,,_ _.. ' re, --'r Av,_ MSM_E : _v ]
CDMIN,rGMIN, k = i-. - k_l,k 2' _t, v R '--_XA' _YA 1
c_CMAX, k I], @M_7.4 .... E_ilN '
_MIN. ' °'MAX. ' ' '
* q ,., q k_T C kr* PC
¢MIN' O MAX'OMAX
' No
rDE = (sin 2AD,COs "gAD'e°s _OD'
cos gAD" sin _OD ) re
iRD E = umt (rDE)
Jpole = (I, O, O),k=O,_)OL D = 0.
s_ = 0, SRE F = 0
@
Figure 2a. Entry Guidance Routine, Detailed Flow Diagram
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O
_EE
iSE
-VRHE
!WILE
iGCE
_D
Figure 2b.
v E
v H
v H
= MSM-E Z
= v-(v E.iRE)!a_
: IZ_l
i
r E = MSM_E r
VRE = MSM.E v R
Av E = MSM.E Av
iRE = unit(xE )
vRE IX_EI
s v -- (Av E • iRE)/At
_, va. i._
= unlt(ipole × !RE)
= i EE × iRE
= VRE- (VRE- _iRE)iRE
= unit(vRH E)
: [cos-l(ivRHE • "isE_sign(iVRii E • lEE)
= unit[(iRE × iRDE ) x iRE ]
= [cos-l(iGCE • iSE)]sign(iGCE' iEE)
= _-_b D
• _" Yes
Yes
No
\ 7
i
. i
Entry Guidance Routine, Detailed Flow Diagram
!
I
0 = cos-1(iRE . _iRD E)
0CT = sin (sinACsin 0)
0Drt = cos-l(cos e/cos 0CT)
: 10CT/0DR I
rG = re0
I Compute Altitude w. r. t. 1
Fischer Ellipsoid I
Input: r E [
Output: h [
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CLOSED FOPB{ _NTRY GUIDANCE LOGIC FOR
THE HIGH CROSS-RANGE ORBITER
i. 0 SUM_iRY
®
Entry guidance logic has been developed for the space shuttle which
controls the entry trajectory by roll modulation while using a preselected
angle of attack profile_ which is a function of velocity. Range predictions
are based upon an analytic solution to the equation of motion for equilibrium
glide and constant load factor profiles. Inplane range errors are hulled by
changing the magnitude of the roll angle and cross-range errors are hulled
by roll reversals.
The basic guidance concept consists of three phases: a constant
temperature phase, an equilibrium glide phase, and a constant load factor
phase. The constant temperature phase is entered first and is designed
to control the trajectory to a constant temperature profile until an
inertial velocity of 25 000 fps is reached. At this point in the trajectory,
the initial descent rate has been controlled and near equilibrium flight
conditions exist. At this point, the equilibrium glide phase is entered and
entry range predictions are intiated. These range predictions are based on
an equilibrium glide trajectory until a load factor of 1.5g is reached,
followed by a constant load factor trajectory of 1.5g until transition.
The roll angle during the equilibrium glide phase is selected to
null the inplane range errors. When the resultant equilibrium glide
trajectory intersects the constant g trajectory required to reach the
target_ control is transferred from the equilibrium glide phase to the
constant g phase. At _,_ch 6, the entry guidance is terminated and control
is transferred to the transition guidance.
=
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Analysis of entry trajectory shaping studies of the high cross-range
orbiter has resulted in an understanding of the relationship between tra-
jectory shaping and entry constraints and objectives (such as temperature
limits, minimum TPS weight requirements, and load factor constraints).
This analysis indicated that all know orbiter constraints and objectives
could be met through proper entry targeting, and therefore, direct con-
trol of the trajectory to minimize constraint parameters is not necessary.
This analysis also indicated that ranging could be accomplished early in
the entry with negligible effect on the trajectory shape. In fact, indi-
cations are that delaying ranging until after the major aerodynamic heatir_
has been passed could cause an impact on other constraints, such as load
factor, later in the entry.
The analysis further indicated that several simple Control modes can
be used to satisfactorily control the orbiter trajectory. Analysis of
these modes indicated that a combination equilibrium glide and constant g
mode will not only produce a satisfactory trajectory but can also be used
as a basis for closed-form guidance logic. This document presents an
analytical guidance technique based on this concept. Roll angle is used
to control inplane ranging and roll reversals are used to control cross
range. The angle of attack profiles are predefined functions of velocity.
Section 4 discusses the guidance concept and subsequent sections present
a description of the guidance logic. Equation derivations, guidance flow
charts, and a detailed description of the guidance logic are presented in
the appendixes.
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3.0 SYMBOLS
m
A vector pointing at target
4 projected into EFT
ATZ
components of_ T
i $59-2 _
,'°°-
" •: 3
J
A_7* d_-i!3 _ factor for constant g,range prediction
C1 Cb_-;_;i_;2_c: "-gain on drag term.
controller gain on R termC2
CD* _r_,_ ;-,'/,.f_ _ient
CEFT t._._2_ -_'_r,t._on matrix from EFF to EFT frame
E_:. . , : _ .
°.
CF---*NM conversion, from feet to n. mi.
conversion from radians to n° mi.C
rnm
CTH cos sine 0
D* drag
D
cg
u::;_ _;_'g level for constant g range prediction
drag _-<" " required to reach targetD
o
drag referenceDref*
gravity acceleration of earth
drag limitG2*
altitudeH
altii_;_": fate
_T.
atmo_I_h-_:ic density altitude constant
!_"::.-;_rector orientation flag ro preentryH 96
up
These sLm_b_;Is appear in the guidance flow charts in appendix D
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IFT*
IG*
ISTP*
KIO*
K2ROL*
L
L/D
L
Dvcommand
L
Dvref
IATSW*
flar for first pass through range prediction
flag to transfer to constant g phase
flag to determine se_ence in range prediction
constant in Dre f equation in constant heat rate
roll direction indicator
lift force magnitude in the vertical plane
lift to drag ratio of the orbiter
commanded L/D in the vertical plane
reference L/D in the vertical plane
flag to inhibit roll reversals through 180 °
L/D cormT._nd for 5° deviation from lift vector up for
cross-range control
LOD* vehicle L/D
LODI* desired inplane L/D.
m
N
vehicle mass
total load factor
Qc*
R*
stagnation point heat rate
eonunanded
radius vector "
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These symbols appear in the guidance flow charts in appendix D
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altitude rate
predicted constant g range
predicted equilibrium glide.range
predicted trsnsition range
total range to target
conversion from radians to degrees
total range to transition point
reference
flag to determine guidance phase
thermal protection system
unit position vector
unit target vector
velocity
time derivative of velocity
inertial velocity to enter constant g phase
relative velocity
inertial velocity at entry interface
inertial velocity
relative velocity tostart transition
inertial velocity to start transition
©
These symbols appear in the guidance flow charts in appendix D
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VB*
Vsat
VS+,,_
XE
YE
ZE
XT
YT
ZT
e
y*
Y
YEI
0
6
local satellite velocity
local satellite velocity
velocity to start range prediction
velooity to start transition _ modulation
earth fixed frame (EFF)
earth fixed topocentric frame (EFT)
earth rotation rate
vehicle weight
lateral deadband switch point
angle of attack
angle of attack command
flight-path angle
time derivative of
inertial flight-path angleat-entry interface
central angle to target
®
J
These symbols appear in the guidance flow charts in appendix D
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P
Po _
Ps
¢
Ce*
OT*
05GSW*
7
pl
density
density at sea level
density at sea level
roll angle
roll angle command
relative azimuth
relative azimuth to target
flag to begin guidance
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These symbols appear in the guidance flow charts in appendix D
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The entry guidance must keep peak acceleration levels, maximum
temperatures, and heat loads within limits while maintaining ranging
capability. The guidance must operate over a wlde.range of initial con-
ditions and vehicle llft to drag ratios with a minimum of changes to the
guidance software. The guidance must also be insensitive to navigation
system errors. One means of accomplishing this is to develop a set of
analytic trajectory prediction equations based on a flight profile that
satisfies the objectives previously mentioned. Trajectory shaping
studies shoved that two control modes can be combined to satisfy the tra-
jectory limits and objectives, and would also be amenable to analytic solu-
tions of trajectory parameters for constant and near optimum angle of
attack profiles. These modes are equilibrium glide and constant g. This
document presents the guidance logic for both a constant and a near
optimum variable angle of attack profile. A detailed description of the
guidance logic can be found in section 5.0, however, a brief overview of
the guidance concept follows.
From 0.05g to an inertial velocity of 25 000 fps_ the guidance con-
trols the trajectory to a constant temperature profile. This profile
controls the initial descent rate and stabilizes the trajectory prior to
initiating ranging at an inertial velocity of 25 000 fps. Between an
inertial velocity of 25 000 fps and a load factor of 1.5g, the entry
trajectory is controlled to an equilibrium glide flight mode. During
this phase the roll angle for equilibrium flight is analytically computed
to satisfy the entry ranging requirements. The res_tant equilibrium
glide trajectory is maintained from the point in the trajectory where
the equilibrium glide drag level is greater than the constant heat rate
drag level (point 1 in fig. l) to the point in the trajectory where the
constant drag level required to reach the target is equal to the drag
level resulting from the equilibrium glide trajectory (point 2 in fig. 1).
From this point until transition, the guidance Commands the roll angle
required to maintain the constant g level required to reach the target.
At Mach 6, the guidance transfers to the transition guidance mode.
@
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@ 5.0 GUIDANCE LOGIC DESCRIPTION
The basic guidance logic must perfoz_ three primary functions,
these are trajectory parameter prediction, targeting, and attitude
command generation. The guidance first performs trajectory and range
predictions and then the controller converts these data into attitude
commands which are provided to the autopilot for execution. An analytic
reference trajectory is recomputed each computer cycle to correct for
range errors. Based on this recomputed reference trajectory, a refer-
ence llft to drag ratio (L/D), drag level, and altitude rate are
analytically computed and provided to the controller.
The total guidance logic can be divided into four major phases as
depicted in figure 2. These phases are preentry, constant heat rate,
equilibrium glide ranging, and constant g ranging. Several service
routines are used during each phase such as targeting, lateral logic,
roll command, and controller. The major phases are described in
sections 5.1 through 5.h, and the service routines are described in
section 5.5. A complete derivation of the range prediction equations
and math flow is presented in the appendixes.
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. , 5.1 P1-eentry Phase
The prima" , ;_',_ti_; _ of the preentry phase is the computation of
the attitude hc, _.}:,_,_ _:,_sprior to the atmospheric entry and the be-
ginning of the cc'_v_ation of the entry targeting data. This computa-
tion defines a total range to target (RT) and the current heading to
target _T" The equations used for targeting are discussed in
section 5.5.2, U_til 0.05g, the spacecraft will be in a three axis
attitude hold mo_ . At 0.05g, rate damping will be initiated and the
guidance will transfer to the constant heat rate phase.
•" }.2 Constant Heat Rate Phase
During the constant heat rate phase a stable trajectory is estab-
lished at an acceptable temperature prior to the initiation of ranging.
A roll command is generated which will control the spacecraft along a
desired constant temperature profile through pullout (y = 0). This
phase is required to stabilize the trajectory prior to entering the
equilibrium glide phase. The equilibrium glide ranging phase is entered
after pullout at an inertial velocity of 25 000 fps. Appendix A pre-
sents the derivst_on of the guidance equations for the constant heat
rate phase,
O
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5.3 Equilibrium Glide Ranging Phase
At an inertial velocity of 25 000 fps, the guidance enters the
equilibrium glide ranging phase. During this phase entry range pre-
dictions and reference trajectory parameters are computed which are re-
quired by the trajectory controller to eliminate range errors. However,
trajectory control is not transferred to the equilibrium glide mode
until the drag command from the reference equilibrium glide profile is
greater than the drag command from the constant heat rate phase. This
control mode transfer prevents a discontinuity in the total drag refer-
ence trajectory, thus eliminating an undesirable transient in the tra-
Jectory.
Closed form solutions of the equations of motion are used to pre-
dict the entry range and the reference trajectory parameters. These
parameters are based upon an equilibrium glide flight at constant bank
angle. If the equilibrium glide profile is flown at 10w speeds, higher
than desired load factors may result; therefore, the trajectory profile
is based upon a constant load factor starting when the load factor
reaches 1.5g. The range prediction is accomplished by analytically
$59-I0
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predicting the inertial velocity at which the equilibrium glide tra-
jectorywill reach a total load factor of 1.5g (VcG), and then
analytically predicting the range from the current orbiter velocity
to VCG based upon an equilibrium glide trajectory, and anal_ically
predicting the range from VCG to transition by assuming a constant
l.Sg trajectory. The equilibrium glide roll angle is selected to make
the resultant range prediction equal to the current range to the target.
Once the desired equilibrium glide roll angle has been determined,
a reference trajectory is analytically computed and a reference vertical
L/D, a drag reference, and an altitude rate reference is computed and
sent to the controller. The controller then computes a vertical L/D
command based upon the difference between the reference drag and alti-
tude rate commands and the actual trajectory drag and altitude rate.
This vertical L/D command is converted into a roll command in the
ROLL COMMAND service routine (section 5.5.&).
A new equilibrium glide roll angle is computed each pass through
the guidance logic until the constant g ranging phase is entered. In
addition to the equilibrium glide and constant g reference trajectory,
a constant g reference profile is analytically computed based on the
constant g level required to reach the target from the current spacecraft
velocity. This constant g level is compared to the g reference level
from the equilibrium glide trajectory. When the equilibrium glide drag
reference is greater than the constant g reference profile required to
reach the target, the equilibrium glide phase is terminated and control
is transferred to the constant g ranging phase. Appendixes B and C
present the derivation of the equations used in the equilibrium glide
ranging phase.
5._ Constant g Ranging Phase
The constant g phase predicts the constant g level required to
reach the target and then computes the reference parameters required by
the controller to fly the desired constant g profile. The range pre-
diction' is based on an analytic solution of the equations of motion which
predicts the range flown from the current velocity to transition (assumed
to start at Mach 6). The L/D reference, the desired drag reference, and
the altitude rate reference is computed and sent to the controller. The
constant g phase iB terminated at the velocity for beginning transition.
Appendix D presents the derivation of the equations used in this phase.
@
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5.5 Service Routines
Four service routines are used by the guid_uce system: controller,
targeting, lateral logic, and roll co_and.
5.5.1 Controller.- The controller generates an L/D command in the
vertical plane based upon the reference L/D, the reference drag level,
and the reference altitude rate computed in the guidance phases pre-
viously described. The basic controller equation is defined as follows.
L L
D--vCO_nand = _vref + CI(D - Dre f) + C2(R - Rre f)
(1)
The constants CI and C2 vary depending on the particular guidance
phase.
5.5.2 _.- The targeting program computes the total range
to target, the spacecraft heading to target, and the initial roll direc-
tion. These computations are made in the earth relative coordinate
system. The total range is computed as the great circle range between
the present vehicle position and the target position. As shown in
appendix E, the current heading to target _T is computed based upon
the current position and the target position. Knowing the heading to
target, the initial roll direction is chosen to reduce the angle be-
tween the present heading and the heading to the target.
5.5.3 Lateral ioig_.- The lateral logic consists of a lateral
deadband about the spacecraft heading. When the magnitude of the
difference between the spacecraft heading and the heading to the target
exceels the lateral deadband and the roll direction is such that this
difference will increase, the guidance commands a roll reversal. The
azimuth deadband method of cross-range control was chosen because a
cross-range deadband technique will cause a high L/D vehicle to spiral
above Mach 1. Direct control of azimuth eliminates the spiral. For
vehicles with a low roll response, it may be necessary to prevent a roll
through negative lift at high g levels. This capability has been in-
cluded in the guidance logic as presented in appendixes E and F.
5.5.4 Roll and alpha con_nand.- The roll and alpha command subroutine
generates angle of attack and roll commands for the autopilot. This
subroutine also converts the vertical L/D command from the controller into
a roll command. The direction of the roll com_nand is determined by the
lateral logic.
O
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6.0 CONCLUSION_
@
An entry _lidance logic for preselected angle of attack trajectories
has been developed and initial stadies using this guidance demonstrate
excellent performance. This guidance logic combines control of load
factor and temperature with ranging by means of an analytically computed
reference trajectory. Analysis of this guidance concept has indicated
the following:
a. Closed loop ranging can be provided by an analytical guidance
logic while implicitly controlling temperatures and load factor.
b. The guidance system affords at appropriate times close control
of all critical constraints (i.e., temperatures, load factor, and heat
load).
c. The closed form range predictions afford fast computational
capability which is desirable for an onboard guidance system.
d. Preliminary navigation error analysis indicates that this system
is sensitive to navigation system errors.
@ $59-13
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APPENDIX A - CONSTANT HEAT RATE PHASE
The constant heat rate phase computes a reference trajectory which
is used until the ranging solution from the equilibrium glide and constant
g phases is valid. The purpose of the constant heat rate phase is to
stabilize the trajectory at a constant temperature during the initial
entry into the atmosphere prior to the initiation of ranging which begins
at an inertial velocity of 25 000 fps. This reference trajectory con-
sists of a vertical L/D reference, a drag level reference, and an alti-
tude rate reference. These reference trajectory parameters are used by
the controller during the constant heat rate phase•
Stagnation point heat rate for a 1-foot radius sphere is defined as
3.15
(AI)
O
Specific aerodynar, ic drag is along the negative velocity vector with
the magnitude computed as follows:
PVECDS
D = (A2)
2m
Solving (AI) for p
Q2p o
o =  A3>
(17 600)2(VE/26 000) 3'15
Substituting (A3) into (A2) gives
26 0006'3_oCDSQ2
(A_)
D = Dre f = (2 x 17 6002)mVE4"3
Equation (A&) Provides an expression for constant heat rate in terms of
a reference drag force. The reference drag is used in the controller.
The altitude rate reference term used by the controller can be derived
as follows: @
2_
-_IHS
p =pe
- _(_ _
_t
PVE2CDS
D z_
2m
(AS)
O
2rod
Then taking the derivative assuming that
CD is a constant gives
_mD_ 2_
- V E D
(A6)
Since V = -D
o
i _,D
p =V E
Since
P
(A7)
Hs(2Dref + Dr efh (A8)
R_ef=- \VE D_ef/
O '_ $59-15
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Equation (A4) gave
Dre f =
25
26 0004"3poCDSQ2 -4.3
= K!0V E
(2 x 17 6002)mVE4"3
+
(A9)
@
where
26 ooo6'3PoCDSQ2
no---_ x 1v o_- !AIO)
SDref BV
ref SV St
Dref = -4"3KIOVE-5'3V
4.3Dref 2
Dref = 4'3KIOVE-5"BDref = VE
Substituting (A4) and (All) into (A8) gives
_Hs(2Dref Dref_
Rref = \ VE + Dr%7/
[2Dre f 4"3Dref _
.-_%:_ + _ /
(All)
®
= 3HS Dref
firef -6.
L
The nominal L/D required to fly the desired profile, --
Dreference
is derived in the following manner:
(A12)
V72 cos Y
+L-gcosyVy = R
S59-16
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O
or
Vy = + - g cos yR D
therefore,
L
m
Dv g V_ cos y
cos Y -' R
Assume cos y = I, Rg = Vsat 2
Since
_v= v,atJ
h = V sin 7 = V¥
h- V,_÷ _
Vy=h - y
(A].3)
(AZ_)
(A_5)
for constant heat rate
= -6.3HS D
h = •3HS
therefore
(_6)
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Since Y " V
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i,y. T- : 6.3HS - - 6._z
Combining (AI6) and (AIT) gives
¢,)
(_7)
(AIS)
Therefore
However, since
_v'_ v_/-6'_v+
D2
I) = b.3_- for constant heat rate
(A_9)
(A20)
O
or
Therefore
L--= g IiDv D
(A21)
_z_/i_ v_ h .^,oDre_
= Dref \- Vsat2/ - 39.o_n_
(A22)
Evaluating the second term in the
Dref equation for the constant
L
angle of attack case produces a maxlmumchange in DV of 0f0097 Units
and for the variable angle of attack case 0.0216 units. Since this term
is negligible
S59-18
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Equations (i:_;,'<_2), and (A23) provide the D reference, R ref-
erence, and L/D reference that are required by the controller to maintain
a constant heat rate trajectory° Figure A-I shows a time history of the
commanded and actual heat rate during the constant heat rate phase.
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APPENDIX B - EQUILIBRIUM GLIDE PHASE FOR
A CONSTANT ANGLE OF ATTACK
The purpose of the equilibrium glide phase is to predict the range
capability of the spacecraft and to compute a reference trajectory which
will terminate at the target point. This is accomplished by predicting
analytically the range flown from the current orbiter velocity to the
velocity at which a load factor of 1.Sg is reached. Then the resultant
range for a constant 1.Sg trajectory is predicted in the remainder of
the entry. The initial range prediction assumes an equilibrium glide
trajectory with a roll angle selected to correct for range errors. Once
the equilibrium roll angle has been predicted that will satisfy the
range requirements, a reference drag trajectory is commanded that will
correspond to the desired equilibrium glide trajectory.
The basic equilibrium glide equation is
V_ cos y '
V_ - R + L - g cos Y (BI)
For equi_'ibrium glide, _ = O; therefore
V2T cos y
0 'J-
R
Assuming
Since
cos y = i, equation (BI) reduces to
O=g I_ +L
Rg = Vsat 2, this equation reduces further to
" g_'aatv_VI--_ I) "0 - + D
(B3)
$59-21
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Solving for D gives
i
DV
Since L/D in the vertical plane = L/D × cos _, equation (B_) becomes
©
Iv7D_ L cos _ sat
Using equation (B5), it is possible to predict the range that will
be flown during the equilibrium glide phase by means of the following
equations.
Assume that the equilibrium glide trajectory will be based on a
constant roll angle, ¢, and will be flown to the inertial velocity at
which the predicted trajectory reaches 1.Sg (VcG). VCG can be predicted
by solving for VI in equation ('BS).
Vc G = sat 2 , __CIL__$_J___.g (B6)
Where Dcg is the drag along the velocity vector equivalent to 1,5g
®
Equation (B6) is valid for all equilibrium glide roll angles that result
in trajectories that reach 1.5g. However, trajectories based on small
equilibritun glide roll angles do not obtain 1.5g. For this class of
trajectories, the guidance can determine this by checking for a negative
square root in equation (B6). When this occurs, the guidance must assume
that the constant g phase is eliminated and the equilibrium glide trajec-
tory required to reach the target is flown all the way to transition at
Mach 6.
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The range f_ _ u,_. :_gthe equilibrium glide phase can be predicted
by the following c_ io,:3:
VI
__AR _R _T V = _-- (B8)
_v = _-__-V= - _ Dref
Using equation (P_"..,, f
•";-"_!i" _ _ cos ¢ Vsat 2
- . _r " g _
(Bg)
CG VI
(L/D) cos ¢ Vsat 2 dV (BI0)
R = .... E " V_ - Vsat z "
VI
Integrating equa_ :-,i.,:, __;,,0)
(',/DI cos ¢ Vsat 2
R=
2g
VcG - Vsat2_
LN -__ -'V---_.2""=
_" z-sat / REQ (Bn}
The range from VCG to transition can be analytically predicted by the
equations
v.G.._ISR = _R L.T= _ Z = _ (BI2)
BV _T _V D D
cg
V
R = i [TRAN
- -- V dV=
Dcg )
VCG
VCG 2 - VTRAN 2
2D
cg
(B13)
@
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Therefore equations (Bll) and (B13) represent the total predicted @ange
for the entry from the current orbiter velocity to transition.
Rp=R Q+RcG . (Bl )
A comparison between Rp and the actual range to the target
(assumed to be the transition point) will produce a range error which
can be nulled by changing ¢, the equillbriumglide roll angle.
Figure B-1 presents the range correction capability as a function of the
equilibrluzL glide roll angle. This figure shows that for an equilibrium
glide roll angle below 43.5 °, the equilibrium glide trajectory will not
intersect 1.5g. Thus for targets that require these roll angles, an
equilibrium glide trajectory will be flown throughout entry. This figure
also shows that for large equilibrium glide roll angles (to the right of
the llne marked VCG greater than VI in fig. B-l), the desired equilib-
rlum glide roll angle will intersect 1.5g prior to the current velocity.
So for these cases, the guidance will immediately transfer into the
constant g ranging phase whenever VCG is computed to be greater than
VI•
Once the equilibrium glide roll angle has been determined, the con-
troller reference parameters must be computed in order to fly the desired
equilibrium glide trajectory. The controller requires a L/D reference,
a drag reference, and an altitude rate reference. The drag reference
term is simply equation (B5).
vs t/
The L/D reference term is simply
L ref = L
Dv
L L
where _ cos ¢ is the inplane _ required to reach the target.
(BIS)
The altitude rate reference can be derived as follows:
From equation (A8)
Rref = -HS D-E-tel
@
@
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Dref L
_cos
Taking the derivative of Dre f
2g DrefV I (BI6)
Dref = L 2
cos $ Vsa t
Combining equation (A8) with equations (BS) and (BI6) gives
[Iv°,]_ - v--'_.2__ .sat _ VlRref = - L V E - +V---_. (BI7)
S cos ¢ sat
Equations (BS), (BI5) and (BIT) are sufficient to establish an equilib-
rium glide trajectory.
@
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APPENDIX C - C0_STAI_2 g PHASE
The purpose of the constant g phase is to predict the cgnstant g
level required to reach the target and to generate a Dref, Rref, and
L
a -- for the controller.
Dref
Equation (_lJ) presents the equation that analytically predicts
the range that will be flown if a constant g profile (Dcg) is flown
between VCG and transition. This equation is as follows:
VCG 2 - VTRAN _
RCG = 2D
cg
The range to the transition point is obtained from the targeting logic
and is equal to the total range to target minus the desired range to
the target at transition
RTG = RT - RpT
The constant g level to reach the target becomes
D - VCG2- VTRA 2- tl)
o 2RTG
The constant g trajectory is controlled by means of the drag controller
where
Dre f = Do
For constant g
ref = 0, therefore
Rref - VE
(C2)
@
@
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As was the-case for constant heat rate, a L/D reference term can be
derived from the equation of motion
V2c°s_]_ + L - g cos yV_ = R
or
_ V2 V__
L =g l- + D
DV D
and from equation (AI5)
V_ = H - VY
For constant g
D_IH = -2HS V
(__ D2-z s
- -2_ - v2j" Vz
(AIL)
(c3)
D2 (c4)
_y _ - -2Hs v2V
(05)
D2
v_ - -h_Sv-_-
:(C6)
©
Therefore,
SO
" - v---z,- _-V_
EV sat
_vre f = _ _Dre f Vsat2/
C7)
(c8)
S59-29
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Relative velocity _as assumed for the constant g phase because of the
requirement to s_rltch from inertial velocity to relative velocity late
in the entry _hen velocity is approximately _qual to Vsat/2.
Q
J
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A"i_Ai_!,-_X.D - MATH FLOW LOGIC FOR THE CONSTAT_r
:; -.- . ANGLE OF ATTACK GUIDANCE
All necessar_,.-._:_+.ions have been developed in the main text and
in appendixes A t_J__.o;_ C. The final step is to connect these equations
with decision logic to convert trajectory data from the navigation into
a commanded roll _qC]_ _nd a commanded an_le of attack for the autopilot.
This appendix pr[,-._,:_,::_the guidance flow logic and all necessary equa-
tions and consta_,-:, "'_:_the constant angle of attack case. Table D-I
presents the constants and initial variable values for the guidance.
Flow charts 1 through 15 presents the math flow logic for the guidance.
_J
1
T__BLE E-I.- CONSTANTS A_TD INITIAL VARIABLE VALUES
AI24N 1.5 g
CD 0. 336 n.d.
CFh_4 0. 000164578836 n. mi./ft
CRN M 3437.7468 n. mi./rad
g 32.2 ft/sec 2
G2 2.5 g
HS 28 500. fps
H 1 n.d.
up
IFT 0 n.d.
IG 0 n.d.
ISTP 1 n.d.
LATSW 0 n.d.
LOD I. 497 n.d.
_C 80. Btu/ft2/sec
R 21 041 776. f{
RPT 182.4 n. mi.
RTD 57.2957795] rad/deg
SELECT i n.d.
VQ 6443. fps
VS 25 766.1976 fps
VSW 25 000. fps
Vxx 6443. fps
WE .72921149 E-4 rad/sec
WT 140 000. Ib
Y 20./RTD rad
3 .Ih159265 n.d.
P 0.076474 Ib/ft2
O .m
05GSW 0 n.d.
©
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Approach Guidance Routine presented here is designed to take the orbiter
vehicle from the end of the entry phase (altitude _ 100,000 ft) dox_m to the start of the
terminal guidance phase 5.9 n. mi. from the runway at an altitude of 6900 ft. and a
velocity of 480 ft/sec. It is based on the ideas of Rcfs. (1) and (2).
The guidance routine consists of six modes: Acquisition, Energy Dissipa-
tion, T_rn-in, IniIial Approach, Heading Alignment, and Final Approach. The
horizontal geometry is illustrated in Figure 1 in which the circled numbers refer
to the various modes. The Acquisition h,Iode begins at 100,000 ft altitude, contains
an angle-of-attack transition maneuver, and ends when the vehicle is within about
15 n. mi. of the _umway. Energy dissipation involves flight in the vicinity of the runway
around a cylinder of radius 13.5 n. mi. Duringthis mode the vehicle descends from about
50,000 ft altitude to 26,000 ft. This helical flight usually comprises less than one
half of a revolution around the cylinder, The next three modes, i.e. Turn-in, Initial
Approach, and tIeading Alignment, constitute a two-turn maneuver to place the ve-
hicle on the appropriate final approach path. The Final Approach Mode establishes
th_ proper interfaces with the Terminal Guidance Routine for the final maneuvers
required to land on the runway.
Energy Dissipation
Cylinder
Runway
Heading
Alignment
Circle
O
Figure 1. Horizontal Geometry, Approach Guidance
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2. FUNCTIONAl, FI,O_V DIAGIIAM
The basic flow of the Approach Guidance Routine is shox_m in Figure 2,
After the routine is entered and initialized, targeting computations are made
to obtain the current values of position and velocity, and direction parameters of the
vehicle relative to the desired touchdpwn point. Next, the mode is selected based
on the current trajectory conditions, and quantities unique to the specific l:node
are computed.
The angle-of-attack command is used for vertical control and is computed
during the first part of Mode 1 so as to accomplish a constant (-0.3 deg/see) angle-
of-attack transition maneuver. During the remainder of Mode 1 and for Modes 2
Ib
and 3, an angle-of-attack which will yield a constant (210--_) dynamic pressure
ft
is commanded. Finally, during the last three modes, the angle-of-attack which
will cause the vehicle to fly at a constant flight path angle (-11 deg) is commanded.
The roll-angle command is used for horizontal control and is computed for
the various modes as shown in the following table.
Table 1
Geometric Criteria for Roll-Angle Command
Mode
1
2
3
4
5 "
6
Geometric Criterion
Tangent to Energy Dissipation Cylinder (EDC)
Fly on EDC
Turn toward center of EDC
Tangent to Heading Alignment Cylinder (HAC)
Fly on HAC
Align into vertical runway plane
Finally, the rudder flare or speed brake is deployed during the last three
modes in order to achieve a speed of 480 f/s at the end of approach guidance,
Q
®
:=i]
O
@
No d First
[h_tializatbon]
l Mode Selection and Computations 1
-of-Attack Command ]
i Roll-Angle Command I
I Rudder t_ l!r'e Command']
Figure 2. Functional Flow Diagram,
Approach Guidance
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NOMENCLATURE
Notational Conventions
Upper-case letters represent matrices
Lower-case and Greek letters reserved for scalars and vectors
Vector quantities are underlined, e.g. x
Vectors are assumed to be column vectors unless explicitly noted
©
Symbols
a Effective aerodynamic area of vehicle
a Acceleration (RW coordinate)
c£ Coefficient of lift
c_
0t
d c
dRT
fturn :
g
h
h 1
h R
fir
_(c _ )/_(a)
Rudder-flare command
Distance between touchdown point and F,,D center
Turning factor
Gravity
Altitude
dh/dt
d£/dt
Altitude at beginning of Initial Approach
Reference altitude
d( )/dt
0
@
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O
k 1
k 2
k 11
ID
• rll
rn
V
MR-NED
q
qold
qD
qv
rad
Co.. ,,_, gain
' ,:-: ol gain
. .
L, eit or right tIA ._elector
L ._,.,,u ,iiL specific force
elucte mass
Math no.
"if
Run2way to NED Coordinate Transformation Matrix
L;:,! if.e:: i, pressure
Dynamic pressure at last guidance call
Desired dynamic pressure
dq / dt
rDME Distance from vehicle to Tacan
rED Radius of ED cylinder
rNED
.rRT
Horizontal component of vehicle position vector (NED-Taean Coord. )
Horizontal component of position vector (RN-Tacan coord. )
SHE Integration of steady state heading error in Mode 2
S
m
t
C
Mode selector
Clock time
S58-5
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]
At
u 1
u 2
u 3
V
VNED
v R
VRT
Y
f,
o' c
Time interval between guiaanc, updates
Unit vector (1, O, O)
Unit vector (0, 1,0)
Unit vector (0, 0, 1)
Vehicle velocity w. r.t. air mass
Horizontal component of vehicle velocity (NED Coord. )
Vehicle velocity.vector (R. W. Coord. )
Horizontal component of vehicle velocity (R. W, - Tacan Coord.)
Cross range to runway
dy/dt
Current angle-of-attack
Angle -of- attack command
Roll angle command magnitude
©
C
Aa D
AS C
0
¢c
SRW
OItA
Roll angle command
Desired angle-of-attack change
Desired azimuth change
Azimuth ( 0 ~ 360 ° )
Azimuth command ( 0~360 ° )
Runway azimuth
Azimuth of (--PHAR) vector
$58-6
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}© @
e N
0 T
P
Pp
-PIIAN
2HAR
-P_tAR
_DR
2HAT
Angle to Tacan w, r.t. north (from vehicle) ( 0- 360 ° )
Angle to Tacan w. r.t. velocity (from vehicle) ( 0- 180 ° )
Air density
Predicted range to go to key point
Vector from proper HA to vehicle (NED Coord. )
Vector from proper HA to vehicle (RW-Tacan Coord. )
Vector from other HA to vehicle (RW-Tacan Coord. )
Vehicle position vector in (RW Coord. )
Distance to touchdown point
Vector from Tacan to proper HA center (RW-Tacan Coord. )
@
Coordinates:
(RW Coord, )
Runway coordinates, centered at touchdown point
z in runway landing direction, i. e. directed down-range and forward
x up
y x, y, z from right hand orthogonal
coordinates
(RW - Tacan Coord.)
Runway coordinates, centered at Tacan or center of EDC
(NED Coord. )
Local North, East, down coordinates at point of Tacan
O
Angle Measurements
(0,360 °) or (0<- e<360 °)
{} between 0 and 360 °, measured clockwise
(0,180 °) or (-180 ° < @ <-180 ° )
e between ( 0 180 ° ) if measured (clockwise)
( 0 -180 °) if measured (counter clockwise)
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0
-Pr_
v R
a
_RW
At
INPUT AND OUTY'!!T V;'qIABLES
I nAmt Va';iables
Vehictc " _ .:,nvector (RW Coord,)
Vehicle _,_:r.-z :% -.- rtor (I%W Coordiriate)
4 .
Vehicle ,t-.cv_ _-,_t_ _n vector (RW Coord. )
Runway azimuth ( 0 - 360 ° )
Time inh,-, : _ :-_:ween guidance updates
_c
Ou+.r_ut Variables
Commana _-_ -.,
C
d
C
Command angle-of-attack
Command rudder flare
o
@
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5, DETAII,I£D FI,OW D!AGRAXIS
This section contains detailed flow diageams of the Approach Guidance Routine.
UNIVERSAI_ CONSTANTS INPUT VAR1 ABI,ES
M R_NED =
l_n. I --
t 0 ,-sin(_RW), cos(l_RW) \
\" OS (I_IRV_/''i . 00 ,_ln'_]_. ))
I
v = I__RI
h :-PR" Ul
I_ = v R • u 1
i_ = _a. U_l
C[_mpute Density From Table]I Input: h
Output: p
i In (RW-TACAN Coord.)
rRT = --PR + dRT u3 [
I
VRT = v R J
., In (NED - TACAN Coord. )
/
rNE D = MR_NE D r R ]
VNE D -MR_NE D VRT IrDM E ]_r NED ]ORb _OR• u 3
Y _0R" u2,Y: vR " _22
@ ..
'T
b_
,.a
H
I
I
I
I
I
I
_t_
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
F_
0
I
!
I
Figure 4a. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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cos [Ul ' unit(-rNED )] tad
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sgn[-(rNE D XXNED) . u3] cos [unit(-rNE D)
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Figure 4b. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Desired azimuth _ _
-_gn(ST )sin-I(rED/rDME) 1
\7
(Figure 4i )
Figure 4c. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4d. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4e. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4f.
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De%ailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidsnce Routine
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_ILAR = XRT + 2 kllU 2 +2.23623 /
I
l-O_HAR = rRT - 2 kllU 2 + 2. 236u 3
I_HAr¢I- 2]64 g
Yes /I -2_'
fNo
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(Figure 4 i)
Figure 4g. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4h. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4i, Detaile d Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4j. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Figure 4k. Detailed Flow Diagram, Approach Guidance Routine
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Submittal 60: Energz__is_.ipation Rate Guidance for Ap/lro_ach Phass
I. INTRODUCTION
The Approach-Guidance Routine presented here is designed to take the orbiter
vehicle from the end of the Entry Phase (altitude _100,000 ft) to the start of the
Final Landing maneuver (altitude _7000 ft). A detailed description of the guidance
concept along with simulation results demonstrating its feasibility is given in Ref.
(11.
The Approach-Guidance system is a closed-feedback-loop scheme. The
vehicle energy is managed by controlling the rate at which energy is dissipated
during a straight-in approach flight. Energy dissipation rate is controlled by
flying at a constant value of dynamic pressure and varying the vehicle's liftto drag
ratio with the Rudder Flare and or other available drag-increasing devices (e.g.
body flap).
The complete approach flight consists of straight, fixed-length segments
from the vehicle's initial position to the airport's main navigational facility (VOR,
TACAN) or a suitable artificial checkpoint, then to a point in the final approach
plane (intersection point) where the final flight path is intercepted, then straight
towards the runway until the Final Landing Guidance System takes over (Outer
Marker). Constant-bank turns link the straight flight segments,
The closed-loop energy management policy automatically compensates for
any wind component that may affect the energy dissipation rate of the vehicle.
RUNWAY
VOR
OUTER LOCALIZER
MARKER DIR ECTION
INTERSECTION
POINT
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NOMENCLATURE
©
Notational Conventions
Lower-case and Greek'letters reserved for scalars and vectors
Vector quantities are underlined, e.g.
Components of a vector x_ are denoted x 1,x 2'x 3
Symbols
aTAC
dINT
Azimuth of VORTAC
Distance from touchdown point to final approach plane
intersection point
OM Distance from touchdown point to initiation of landing
guidance system
TAC Distance from touchdown point to VORTAC
Current vehicle energy
@
el,e2,e 3
eOLD
Desired vehicle energy at target points
Value of vehicle energy at previous guidance pass
Current vehicle energy dissipation rate
eD
IN
fiOUT
Desired value of vehicle energy dissipation rate
Value of e D at which flyover mode is entered
Value of e D a_which flyover mode is left
$60-2
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r:i_
i
O
@
e MIN
MAX
g ......
i
_iDH
iVH
k E
k L
k
P
Upper limit of preferred &D region
Lower limit of preferred e D region
Gravitational constant at sea level
Current target index variable
Unit vector in direction of difference between horizontal
components of vehicle and target position vectors
Unit vector in direction of horizontal component of velocity
w. r. t: touchdown point
Longitudinal channel coefficient
Roll channel coefficient
Vertical (pitch) channel coefficient
Horizontal distances from target points at which target
switching is to occur
Current value of dynamic pressure
qD
rRT
rl,r2,r 3
rDH
Desired value of dynamic pressure
Vehicle position vector w. r.t. the touchdown point
Target points position vectors w. r.t. the touchdown point
Vector difference between the horizontal components
of vehicle and target position vectors
[OLD
sFO
Vehicle position vector at previous guidance pass
Switch indicating flyover mode is in effect
i
O
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SFp
v liT
_vH
_'CMAX
_CI_LIN
Y
6RC
6RCL
A0
Switch indicating this is the first pass
Vehicle velocity w. r.t. the touchdown point
Horizontal projection of velocity vector
Maximum permissible angle of attack
Minimum permissible angle of attack
Flight path angle
Command Rudder Flare deployment angle rate
Maximum Rudder Flare deployment angle rate
Heading error
O
8 C Command vehicle pitch angle
CMINT
CMC
Minimum pitch angle during transition
Current lower limit for command pitch angie
®
OCM
O CMAX
¢C
_CMAX
Corrected minimum limit for command pitch angle
Maximum command pitch angle
Command roll angle
Maximum command roll angle magnitude
Special Notation
Sign { ) Algebraic sign associated with (
with sign (0) -- +1
max()
). Value is +1 or -i,
The maximum of all element enclosed in ( )
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rain ( ) The minimum of all elements enclosed in ( )
@
[( )[ Magnitude of ( )
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2. FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAG_AM
The basic information flow for the Approach Guidance Routine is shown in
Figm'e 1. This is based on the guidance concept of Ref. (1).
The guidance task is made up of three independent channels:
1. Th_ pitch angle command is proportional to the
difference between the desired and measured dynamic
pressure. This command is limited so as to limit
the pitch-do_m during the transition maneuver and
the maximum and minimum angles of attack.
2. The desired energy dissipation rate is computed as
the ratio of energy-to-be-dissipated to the distance-
to-go. The Rudder Flare deployment angle rate is
proportional to the difference between the desired
and the actual energy dissipation rates. A discrete
rate controller is superposed in order to drive the
desired dissipation rate to a "preferred" value
range.
3, The r011 angle command is proportional to the dif-
ference between the horizontal velocity direction
and the horizontal direction from the vehicle posi-
tion to the target point,
The three channels guide the vehicle sequentially to three target points.
Switchover from one target to the next is made at a predetermined horizontal distance
from the current target.
The longitudinal channel (No. 2) is inhibited when the vehicle is initially too
close to the first target (desired energy dissipation rate exceeds the maximum avail-
able). The guidance is then in "flyover" mode, Target switching is also inhibited
in this mode.
@
@
i. Elias, A., "New Approach Guidance Concept for Shuttle",
23A STS Memo No. 58-72, 4 December 1972, MIT/C3DL.
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START ]
.... Preliminary C aleulatio_ns]
I Pitch Angleeommandl.
• @
" 1 No
I Rudder Flare Rate Command I
r "I
I Roll Angle Command 1
Yes
I
r
No Commands,
EXIT
Yes
Yes
No
IOutput Commands, IEXIT
_i=i+l I
No
|
End of Ap- I
proach Phase I
©
Figure 1. Functional Flow Diagram for Approach Guidance
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INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES
Input Variables
Vehicle position w. r. t, touchdown point (touchdown point coordinates:
x-up, z-dowJ_',;,_e y-crosstrack)
• j :
Vehicle velo_ ,! _,,v. r.t. touchdown point (touchdown point coordinates)
Measured value of Dynamic Pressure
Output Variables
Pitch angle command
Rudder Flare _ 'flection angle rate command
Q
¢C Roll angle command
@
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4. 1 InitialTarget Calculations
During the initialpass, the target point horizontal position vectors _re con-
structed from their distances to the touchdown point and the VORTAC azimuth
w. r.t. the loealizer direction:
VORTAC: _rI = (0, -dTA C sin aTA C, -dTA c cos aTA C )
Intersection: r 2 = (0, 0, -diN T)
Outer Marker: _r 3 = (0, 0, -doM)
@
4.2
Also, the following initialization tasks are performed:
I. Flyover mode switch off -- sFO = 0 ,
2. Initialpass switch on -- sFp = I,
3. Pitch limit = transition pitch limit (itis assumed that
the guidance system is initiated with the vehicle flying
on the back side of the L/D curve),
4. The target index i is set to I (VORTAC)
5. The "old" values of e and _rRT are set to zero.
This makes the back-difference algorithm of sec-
tion 4.4 invalid during the first pass, so commands
are not issued until the second pass.
Preliminary Calculations
At the beginning of every guidance pass, the flight path angle and horizontal
vector from vehicle to target are computed:
• _ = tan -I VRT1 / VR2T2 vR_ 3
rDH (0, , r. )
_ = ri2 - rRT 2 13 rRT3
4.3 Vertical Channel
The command pitch angle is:
OC = kp(qD- q)
0
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The lower limit for _he command pitch angle is the largest of:
1. The ,: .rr, _,t absolute pitch mininmm, 0 CMC
2. The iJitch angle corresponding to the minimum
angle c:_ _+_ "_: y+ o-cMIN .
The upper timit for ',.h,_ .,: ,.: ,%:'rod pitch angle is the pitch angle corresponding to
the maximum angle of attack, 7 + a CMAX "
The current absolute pitch minimum is set to 8CMIN T during the tr_nsition
maneuver, and to an arbitrary low value (e. g. -1 rad. ) after the dynamic pres-
sure reaches the deslred value for the first time (i. e. at the end of the transition
pitch-down).
4.4 Longitudinal C_,!_,! ,._ ;_
The current vehicle energy is computed from the position and velocity:
e = rRT (vnT • VRT)/2g
1
The current energy dissipation rate is computed as the back-difference:
e - cOL D
%......... , .... ._--_z _ (r -
rOLD 3
then the values of eOLD and rOL D are updated,
The desired value of'the energy dissipation rate is then calculated.
©
®
and a Rudder Flare rate is commanded proportional to the difference between
desired and actual dissipation rates:
ZC = kE (eD -
this rate is then limited to the -6RCL' 6RCL
riden if the value of e D falls outside of a
if e D > @MIN'
if <  MAX'
@)
range. This cornmand is over-
"preferred" .range:
6RC = .6RC L
8 RC = 6RCL
@
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The "flyover" mode is enabled when eD is lower than e]N, and is disabled when
5D reaches 6OIJT . When the "flyover" mode is enabled, the command rudder
flare rate is zero.
4.5 Lateral Channel
Two unit vectors are computed:
i Vii
VRT
IVRTI
is in the current vehicie heading direction
rDH
i DII : is in the direction from the vehicle to the target
The dot product of these vectors is the cosine of the angle difference be-
tween the desired and the actual headings. In order to resolve the sign indeter-
-1
ruination of the cos function, the single component of the cross product
iDH × iVH = iDH 2 ivtt3 - iDH 3 iVH2
is computed. This is the sine of the heading difference, and its sign is used to re-
solve the indetermination.
This command roll angle is then calculated:
This command is limited to the eCMAX' ¢CMAX range.
4.6 Target Switchin_
The target index variable, is incremented when the horizontal distance to
the current target reaches the targei's switching value. When the last targetis
switching distance is reached, (i = 4), the Approach Guidance is terminated. Tar-
get switching is inhibited during the "flyover" mode (sFO = 1),
Commands are not issued during the first pass.
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DETAII,ED FLOW D1A_"F, AMS
This section contah_s :,)-'i[ _.led flow diagrams of the Approach Guidance Rou-
.r-
i
PROGRAM CONSTAN3:, " :"
aTAC' dINT' doM' dTA_ll.. '
$ -.._
ej, 6IN, &OUT' 6MIN'
6 MAX 'g' kE' kL' k p, _.1'
qD' a'CMAX' _CMIN'
5 RCL ' eCMINT ' 0CMA:iII-! :_
" [rRT, VRT,q I
]_" :
r 1 = (0,-dTA C sin aTA C,-dTA C cos aTA C)
r 2 = (0, 0, -diN T)
r 3 = (0, 0, -doM)
• ? g
SFoi_ c .0, SFp = 1, i = 1
K:-'
0CM C }_0CMIN T, eOL D = 0,
.rOL D = (0, 0, 0)
y tan-1 // 2 2 !
= (VRT 1 VRT2 - VRT 3)
rDH = (0,. ri2 i_RT2, ri3 - rRT 3 )
©
O
Figure 2a. iLpproach Guidance Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
@
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Ye
8CM = max(SCM C, aCMIN +Y)
@CMAX -- 7 + _CMAX
8 C = kp(q D - q)
8 C = rain(8 C, 8CMAX)
e C -- max(O C, OCM)
e = rRT 1 +-_g"
XRT
e- cOL D
OLD (rRT3 )z '
r OLD = rRT' eOLD = e
'_D : (ei-e)/l£DHI
6RC = kg (_D - 6)
6RC = min(6RC' _RCL)
iRC = max(6RC' - 5RCL)
Figure 2b. Approach Guidance Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
@
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Yes
O
sFO =
©
Yes
6RC = - 5RCL
• 5R C = 0
No
=1
Figure 2c. Approach Guidance Routine.
Detailed Flow Diagram
i1
i
@
O
v _ ' )
v H = (0, RT 2, VFtT3
v H : DH
iv,: --Iz_l' i°_: : I:DHI.
A_b = cos -I (iDH" iVH)
A@ = ACsign(iDH 2 iVH 3- iDH 3 iVH 2 )
_C = kL A _b
OC = min(OCMAX' max(_c' -OCMAX))
sFO = 1
No
_lo
(Figure 2a)
Yes
I
Figure 2d. Approach Guidance Routine,
Detailed Flow Diagram
®
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Submittal 29. Fi. at \t,proach G,didance
Jnt rodueti<,-
These equ']ions are submitted as candidates to fulfill the unpowered Final
Approach GuidaF,o' c,_,;:;> _. 2nts for the space-sh'uttle Orbiter. They include
Autoland lateral _qr: ]on;_t,,_inal guidance equations. The scheme is allinertial;
navigations aids a:-:-',:,-,, ',: :ly to update the navigated vehicle state. Pitch rate
and speed-brake eornmands are computed and issued to control in-plane approach.
Lateral position error and its integral plus heading-angle error are used to form
the vehicle roll command. (There is no deerab or wings level maneuver; the
assumptiouis mad: • hat the gear is deMgnedto accommodate the stress of crab-
bed landings in design winds).
Functional D',: c;,n_.
Figure 1 is "_'unctional diagram. Figure 2 is a block diagram. (For gen-
eral information, the autopilots being used in simulation runs are included in
Figure 2. )
Inputs to the Guidance module are from the Final Approach and Guidance
Navigation module; the inputs are the navigated state in the Earth-fixed landing
coordinate system. From this are calculated the range to touchdown target,
altitude, velocity magnitude, flight-path angle lateral position and heading angle.
Outputs are pitch cate command, speed-brake position command and vehicle roll
command to the a::, i',pilot. The guidance roll command drives a roll-rate aileron-
autopilot inner loop with-roll attitude outer loop. Roll rate command is intercon-
nected to a rate command rudder autopilot with turn coordination and normal
acceleration inputs. The acceleration and heading-angle signals are instrumental
in holding the orbiter to the final approach plane in erosswinds.
Coordinate System
The aut0]and guidance uses vehicle position and velocity relative to a run-
way coordinate system, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 also indicates longitud-
inal sign convention for the equations. The "altitude of the IMU" at touchdown is
represented in the equations as touchdown altitude.
Equations and Flow
Figure 4 presents the detailed guidance equations. Autoland guidance is
initiated with the vehicle established on the final approach path near the plane of
the runway at 3000 to 10000 feet altitude. It is currently entered 8 times per
second although little performance degradation is evideot at half that frequency.
O
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On the first call, an initialization and targeting section is entered. Target-
ing variables are used to define the flare, shallow glide, pull up and steep sections
of the reference trajectory. A steep reference flight path angle is calculated such
that the trajectory passes through the initial vehicle position. If, during the steep
phase, navigation updates cause large vehicle altitude errors, the steep portion
of the reference trajectory is retargeted to pass through the new vehicle position.
A linear desired velocity profile is also computed from the vehicle's current
velocity to a target value at the beginning of pull up.
Reference and actual values of h and > are differenced and drive the guidance
loops shown in Figure 2. Since altitude is approximately equal to the integral of
\r_ , the velocity term in the denominator of the altitude error gain makes that
loop insensitive to velocity variations. The inner loop controls > which is pro-
portional to h and provides damping for the outer loop. It is compensated with a
second order digital filter which effectively cancels two undesirable pole-zero
pairs arising from the autopilot-vehicle dynamics. This allows stable operation
of the inner loop at a higher gain level and tighter closed loop control. The
accuracy of the autoland maneuver is improved by injecting the open loop pitch
rate commands _r and qcop" The qcop signal is composed of three parts (qcv"
qcm' .qcge ) all of which are tuned to the specific vehicle being flown. The qcm
term is a sinusodial pitch rate term added during pull up and again, with a
different amplitude and period, during flare to lead the vehicle through these
maneuvers. The qcv term ramps up to a constant value after the pull up maneuver
and provides the increasing angle-of-attack necessary to maintain lift as the
vehicle decelerates along the shallow slope. The qcge tern] ramps down to a
constant value during the flare maneuver which helps the vehicle drive through
the ground effects and minimizes runway float. Typical plots of these terms are
sketched in Figure 2.
Latera] Guidance
The lateral guidance is all-inertial. A decrab maneuver was not studied;
the assumption being that the gear is stressed for crabbed landings in design
winds. The roll gain is halved during flare which levels the wings somewhat
in steady-state crosswinds.
©
@
i The lateral guidauce equations are presented in Figure 4. On the initial
pass, the roll gain, crossrange integral gain, and the heading gain are stored.
_1 On a normal pass the crossrange gain, Ky, is calculated as a function of velocity.
6 to 3 over a 2-second period. The roll command is the sum of a crossrange, O
lili! When altitude becomes less than 50 ft, the roll command gain is decreased from
$29-2 .-_
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integral of crossrange, ;,.nd velocity heading angle tc'rm. It is limited and issued
to the autopilot.
Velocity Co_,_ tel
The speed brake is commanded to a position,proportional to tile sine of the
velocity error. Ze>, errm" is at 30 degrees brake fro" bi-directional control. At
the beginning of pull :-p the bre, ke is completely retracted to eliminate pitch rates
from transients near touchdown.
Constants/Variables Summar 5,
Figmre 6 summarizes variables and constants.
O
@
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SubmJ.ttal 6: CONIC STATE E]fTP_APOLAT!ON
. INTROI)I_CTION
The Conic St,ate Extrapolation Routine provides the capabil-
ity to conically extrapolate ally spacecraft inertial state vector either
backwards or forwards as a function of time or as a function of
transfer angle. It is merely the coded form of two versions of the
analytic solution of the two-body differentiaI equations of motion of
the spacecraft center of mass. Because of its relatively fast compu-
tation speed and moderate accuracy, it serves as a preliminary
navigation tool and as a method of obtaining quick solutions for tar-
geting and guidance functions. More accurate (but slower) results
are provided by the Precision State Extrapolation Routine.
O
ac I
c2
c3
c(_ )
E
f
H
i
i
max
i
--r 0
i
--v 0
P
PN
P
r 0
r_o
r
r(t)
s
°
,. biOMENCLATURE
Scmi .... _ ,r axis of conic
Firsl con;7 .t_.aram eter{(r 0 • Y-0)/,,t'-_ )
. ,
- " 2
Secor,.i _¢_;:.._parameter (r0v 0 /#,- l)
Third conic -parameter ( r 0 v02 / _ )
Power series in { defined in text
Ecc ent ri. "-_ ;omaly
True anomaly
5 , "
.- , :._
Hyperb,,:_i,_"analog of eccentric anomaly
Counter
Maximum permissible number of iterations
Unit vector in direction of r 0
Unit ve,:te.r in direction of v 0
Semilatu:i ],ectum of conic
Normal.ized semilatus rectum (p] r O)
Period of conic orbit
Magnitude of _r_0
Inertial position vector corresponding to initial time
t o
Magnituf _ of r (t)
Inertial i:_b'sition vector corresponding to time t
Switch used in Secant Iterator to determine whether
secant method or offsetting will be performed
G
@
@
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9
tic
@
0
0
t o
t
err
v o
v(t)
x
X |
x
c
xm in
X
max
Power series in ¢ defined in text
Final time (end of time interval through which an
extrapolation is made)
Initial time (beginning of time interval through which
an extrapolation is to be made)
Difference between specified time interval and that
calculated by Universal Kepler Equation
_lagnitude of -V-o
Inertial velocity vector corresponding to initial time
t o
Inertial velocity vector corresponding to time t
Universal eccentric anomaly difference (independent
variable in Kepler iteration scheme )
Previous value of x
Value of x to which the Kepler iteration scheme con-
verged
Previous value of x
c
-The "i-th" value of x
Lower bound on x
Upper bound on x
Reciprocal of semi-major axis at initial point -_0
Normalized semi-major axis reciprocal (a r O)
Angle from _r.o to Y-O
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At
At
C
At '
C
(i)
At
C
Atma x
AX
c t
Specified transfer time irAe_wal (t - t 0)
Value of the transfer time interval calculated in the
_lO[l c'lS al_niversal |<el)le! Equ"" function of x and the
:,,- . _ic parameters
Previous value of At c
..St _: ' i-th" valub of the transfer time interval calcula-
"-_:d in the Universal Kepler Equation as a function of
the "i-th" value x. of >: and the conic parameters
1
Ma×imum time interval which can be used in computer
due to sealing limitations
Increment in x
:;,}_rimar.y convergence criterion: relative error in
transfer time interval
0
¢t' Secondary convergence criterion: minimum permis-
sible difference of two successive calculated transfer
time intervals
{:X
Tertiary convergence criterion: minimum permis-
sible size of increment Ax of the independent variable
®
0 Transfer angle (true anomaly increment)
Gravitational parameter of the earth
Product of a 0 and square of x
Coe/ficlents of power series inversion of Universal
Kepler Equation
Q
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2, FUNCTIONAL FI_OW DIAGRAM
The Conic State Extrapolation Routine basically consists of
two parts - one for extrapolating in time and one for extrapolating in
transfer angle. Several porlions of the formulation are, however,
common to the two pa_'ts, and may be a.rranged as subroutines on a
con_ purer,
0
2.1 Conic State Extrapolation as a Function of Time (Kepler
R outin e )
This routine involves a single loop iterative procedure, and
hence is organized in three sections: initialization, iteration, and
final computations, as shown in Fig. i. The variable "x" is the in-
dependent variable in the iteration procedure. For a given initial
state, the variable "x" measures the amount of transfer along the ex-
trapolated trajectory. The transfer time interval and the extrapolated
state vector are very conveniently expressed in terms of "x". In the
iteration procedure, "x" is adjusted until the transfer time interval
calculated from it agrees with the specified transfer time interval
(to within a certain tolerance). Then the extrapolated state vector
is calculated from this I_articular value of "x".
2.2 Conic State Extrapolation as a Function of Transfer Angle
( Theta Routine )
This routine makes a direct calculation (i.e. does not have
an iteration scheme), as shown in Fig. 2. Again, the extrapolated
state vector is calculated from the parameter "x". The value of"x"
however, is obtained from a direct computation in terms of the conic
parameters and the transfer angle 0. It is not necessary to iterate
to determine "x", as was the case in the Kepler Routine.
®
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I(NTER
Initializ ation
(Comlmtc Various Conic Parameters)
(Compute A Rough Approximation To "x", Or Llse Previous Value
As A Guess )
©
I Compute Transfer Time Interval Corresponding [To The Variable "x"
Final Computations
(Compute Extrapolated State Vector Corresponding
To The Variable :'x")
EXIT
®
Figure 1. Kepler Routine, Functional Flow Diagram
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@
]
@
@ ENTER
Initialization [(Comput. Various Conic Para_eters )
Compute "x" Corresponding To The Specified
Transfer Angle 0
Compute Transfer Time Interval Corresponding
To The Variable "x"
@
Final Computations
(Compute Extrapolated State Vector Corresponding
To The Variable "x"i
1,
EXIT
Figure 2. Theta Routine, Functional Flow Diagram
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3. INVIIT AND OttTPIIT VAR, IAB.+J,_S
The Conic Stute l<xlrapotation Routine has only one tJnivorsal donstant:
the gravitational paramotev of tile ¢.arth, Its principal inDut var[at)les are the,
inot'tiul st:de voetor whiclJ is to he extrap_)lated and tin, tr._in._|'er tirnr' int_'rv;Jl or
Iransfer angh' through wllich the extrapolation is to t)e made. Several opti_mal
input variables may b(, supplied in the lransfer time ca so in o)'d(,r to speed tho
e()mputation. The principal output variable of both cases is the extrapolat(M in-
(.rtial stato vector.
3. l Conic State Fxtrapolation as a Function of Transfer Time
Interval (Kepler Routine)
Input Variables
(_to, )
&,t
At v
c
X !
c
Inertial state vector which is to be extrapolated
(corresponds to time to).
Transfer time interval through which the extrapola-
tion is to be made.
Guess of independent variable corresponding to soIu-
tion in Kepler iteration scheme. (Used to speed con-
vergence). [If no guess is available, ]set x = 0, and
the routine will generate its own guessJ.
Value of dependent _ariable (the transfer time inter-
val) in the Kepler iteration scheme, which was
calculated in the last iteration of the previous call to
K eple r.
Value of the independent variable in the Kepler itera-
tion scheme, to which the last iteration of the
previous' call to Kepler had converged.
O
®
Output Variables
(r_ v) Extrapolated inertial state vector (corresponds to
time t ).
0
-'i S6-8
O £,t
x
C
Value of the dependent variable (the trafisfer time
interval) in the Kepler iteration scheme, which was
calculated in the last iteration ( should agree closely
with /i t ).
Value of the independent variable in the Kepler itera-
tion scheme to which the last iteration converged.
3.2 Conic State Extrapolation as a Function of Transfer Angle
( Theta Routine )
Input Variables
Inertial state vector which is to be extrapolated.
Transfer angle through which the extrapolation is to
be made.
@
(r, V)
At
c
Output Parameters
Extrapolated inertial state vector.
Transfer Time Interval corresponding to the conic
extrapolation through the transfer angle 8.
O
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4. DESCRIPTION O.i. "QUAT_ION.S_
4. I Conic State Extr:J.'b [;_n as a Function of Time (Kepler
Routine )
fo_-,.- :-__i :,m of Stumpff-H errick -Battin inThe universal * :
terms of the universal eccentric anomaly difference is used. This
variable, usually denoted by x, is defined by the relations:
where a is the semi-major axis, E and H are the eccentric anomaly
and its hyperbolic analog, p is the semi-latus rectum and f the true
anomaly. The expressions for the transfer time interval (t - t 0)-- At,
and the extrapolated position and velocity vectors ( r, v) in terms of
the initial position and velocity vectors (-_0' X0 ) as functions of x
are: "_ _
( Un ;'_.,'!=,). Kepler Equation)
At = i _0 " _0 x_:'C(aoX 2) + (l_r Oa O)x 3 S(a Ox 2) + r0 x
0
[' I [ 1r(t) = 1 -x----C(a0x2) f_0 + (t -t0) - X3-S(a0x2) ZOr 0 x_ "
©
wh e re
and
2
1 2 v0
a 0 r 0
s(_) = / [ +_-
3! 5! 7!
_2
c(+) = I [ + ___
2! 4! 6!
0
Since the transfer time interval At is given, it is desired to
find the x corresponding to it in the Universal Kepler Equation, and
then to evaluate the extrapolated state vector (r. v) expression "
using that value of x. Unfortunately, the Universal Kepler Equation
expresses At as a transcendental function of x rather than con-
versely, and no power series inversion of the equation is knowr_ which
has good convergence properties for all orbits, so it is necessary
to solve the equation iteratively for the variable x.
For this purpose, the secant method (linear inverse inter-
polation/ extrapolation) is used. It merely finds the increment in
the independent v_riable x which is required in order to adjust the
dependent variable At to the desired value At based on a
linear interpolation/extrapolation of the last two points calculated on
the At vS X curve. The method uses the formula
C
Ate (n) - At (X - X )
(xn+ l - xn) = n n-I
Atc (n) -Atc (n-l)
@
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where At (i) denotes the evaluation of the Universal Kepler
c
Equation using the value xi. In order to prevent the scheme from
taking an increment back into regions in which it is known from past
iterations that the solution does not lie, it has been found convenient
to establish upper and lower bounds on the independent variable x
which arc continually reset during the course of the iteration as more
and more values of x are found to be too large or too small. In ad-
dition, it has also been found expedient to damp by !0% any incre-
ment in the independent variable which would (if applied ) take the
value of the independent variable past a bound.
TO start the iteration scheme, some initial guess x 0 of the
independent variable is required as well as a previous point (X_l,
/_ t (-1)) on the At vs x curve. If no previous point is
c c
available the point (0, 0) may be used as it lies on all At c vs
x curves. The closer the initial guess x 0 is to the value of x corres-
ponding to the solution, the faster the convergence will be. One
method of obtaining such a guess x 0 is to use a truncation of the
infinite series obtained by direct inversion of the Kepler Equation
(expressing x as a power series in At ). It must be pointed out
that this series diverges even for "moderate" transfer time inter-
vals At ; hence an iterative solution must be used to solve the
Kepler equation for x in the general case. A third order truncation
of the inversion of the Universal Kepler Equation is;
3
= _._n At nx
41:......--.......J
n=0
where
_0 = O, _'l = _J-_/ro .
r03
,
@
]
with
6r 0 ro
a 0 = 2/r 0 - v02//J
• ( 1 r0 a0)l,(V_0) 2 -
O
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]4.2 Conic State Extrapolation as a Function of Transfer An_le
( Theta Routine )
As with the Kepler Routine, the universal formulation of
Stumpff-Herrick-Battin in terms of the tmiversal eccentric anomaly
difference x is used in the Theta Routine. A completely analogous
iteration scheme could have been formulated with x again as the in-
dependent variable and the transfer angle _ as the dependent variable
using Marscher's universally valid equation:
r0il-a0x2 S(a0x2) ]
cot O_ = + cot 3,0
x 22 X['_x C (a 0 )
®
where
and
P = (r 0v 0)2 sm 2 "Y0
T0 = angle from _-0 to _v0.
However, in contrast to the Kepler equation, it is possible
to invert the Marseher equation into a power series which can be
made to converge as rapidly as desired, by means of which x may be
calculated as a universal function of the transfer angle O. Knowing
x, we can directly calculate the transfer time interval A t and
c
subsequently the extrapolated state vectors using the standard
formulae.
The sequence of computations in the inversion of the
Marscher Equation is as follows:
Let
PN = P/r0" aN = a r 0
and
S6-13
7
2
--)
If
Let
or
Let
or
Let
Wn+l
V
n+l
W = ,[-_ ( sin 01
I - cos O
cot %'0)"
WI]'>I letV I : I.
J'+: II II: + +a N + W n ( W I K_l)
= +
_Vn2 +a N (IltWI_)2i+v n ,l,q>_>.
= tw+l_on W n ( <i)
li_n: <1I/Wl I>/Vn <lw_l>_>.
0
-'> )j _ "2n _. (-i (z)3.
Vo 2j+l_n " = ('°I'I
where n is an integer -->4; Then
2 Z (W l > O)• 7r/\V _ - Z "(wl<01
The above equations have been specifically formulated to avoid certain
numerical difficulties.
,?,6-14.
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5. DTC.TAILED FLOW DIAGRAMS
This section contains detailed flow diagrams of two Conic State Extra-
poIation Routines (Kepler and Theta} and the subroutines used by them.
Each input and output variable in the routine and subroutine call state-
ments can be followedby a symbol in brackets. This symbol identifies the nota-
tion for the corresponding variable in the detailed description and flow diagrams
of the called routine• When identical notation is used. the bracket symbol is
omitted.
@
5.1
UNI_rERSA L
CONSTANT
V
Conic State P_xtrapo/ation as a Function
of Time (Kepler Routine)
PR (X."I1RA M
CONSTANTS
[ _t, 't', ¢x. 'maxl
1
i
r 0
c1
INPUT VARIABLES
[£0. v0,At , x, &t'c, x'_
C 2
= 0
:1_ol
ro'Zo
tr_
zo'x0
= r0
P
-I
<_ = (i - c2)/ r o
@
O
X
I
7/
27r
p
No
I Xmax : ',,I- 5ot <_
Figure 3a. Kepler Routine, Detailed Flow Diagram
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1ili
J
]
!
Xmi n = _ .Xma x
x = 0
max
AX --X - X' ]
C I
Call Universal Kepler F.quation Subroutine
Input: e l, e 2, x, _,.r 0
Output- At e , S(g), C(_)
i : lter r At At c
No_ Yes
]
/_ Yes
Figure 3c. Kepler Routine, Detailed F]ow Diagram
@
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@
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li
@
@
•.__:;I! '..cant Iterator
I_l,_. o[s] Atc., At' e '
• , '_X, X,[ :"I F
s - ,- ,,,_n max
Out: _::o:" :' : ;, ""_;min ' x max
"' : " ' " " Yes
.... , = At c
At C
X=x+Ax
i=i+l
, S
Call Extrapolated State Vector Subroutine
Input: £o' Zo, x,_, s(_),
c(_).At
C
Output: r, v
[
OUTPUT VARIABLES I-
r, v, Atc
Figure 3d. Kepler Routine, Detailed Flow Diagram
@
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5.2 Conic State Extrapolation as a Function of Transfer An 1K_
UNIVERSAI,
CONSTANT
r 0
v o
INPUT
VARIABLF-S
t
_0' 20
<'0
3_
= l__d, L,,o = r-o!"o
: Iz4" !%--zo/_o
• ° -
cos 70 = !r 0 [_Vo
: ' x _i_oIsin 7 0 I ±r 0
cot 70 = cos 70/ sin 70
c 3 = r 0 v02/
a N = 2 - c 3
2
PN = c 3 sin Y0
if-4---o I
Yes_
# No
l 0 = 0 - sign (0) 360 °n=n+l
Figure 4a. Theta Routine, De[ailed Flow Diagram
@
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O O
O
Call Universal Kepler Equation Subroutine
Input: _, x, c 1, c2, r 0
Output: Atc, S([). C (D
i
.Cal.__lEx____trapo_._late____dState Vector SubroutineInput. -_0" Y-O' x, _, S(_), C(_)
Output: r , v
Yes
p --
2_
(_N r0 )3/2
Figure 4b.
At = At + n P
e c
Theta Routine, Detailed Flow Diagram
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JJ_
V
>0
OUTPUT VARIABLES
r_ v_
_0
Atc ]
At
V = -V
=- At
¢
0
®
Figure 4c. Theta Routine, Detailed Flow Diagram
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5.3
5.3.1
_broutines Used t_y_ The Transfer Time or Transfer Angle
•C<,-,ic Extr,q polation Routines
' "Universal Kepler Equation Subroutine
UNIV'} :, qA L..
CONSh.., :v:_'' .
E]
\..-i..-
INPUT VARIABLES
s(_) =!-!+---
31 5! 7!
C (_) = 1 _ + _2
2! 41 6!
]i Ate = _c!x2C(_) +x'c2. x2S(_) +ro)]/
IOUTPUT VARIABLFS
I Ate, S(_),C(_) 1
Figure 5. Universal Kepler Equation, Detailed Flow Diagram .
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5.3.2 Extrapolated State Vector Subroutine
UNIXrERSA L
C ONSTA NT INP UT V A R IA B LES
2 3
r = (1-X--c(_:)) + (At -Xs(_))y.0
-- % r_o e .,--,
V
2
x(_:s(r.)-l)_+(t- x--_--c(_))y_o
r0r(t) r(t)
OUTPUT VARIABLES
Figure 6. Extrapolated State Vector Equation,
Detailed Flow Diagram
3- :9
i't
1
© 5.3.3 Secant Iterator
L
INPUT VARIABLES
s Ate At ' t , Ax, x, "' ' . C' erF Xmin' Xlllc'IX
=0
t
err
At C- At'c
AX
Ax = sign (ter r
s=0
>0
1
Xma x - Xmi n)
I Xmi n : x [
No Yes
-x)
•OUTPUT
VARIABLE
1
,r r
AX, Xmi n, Xmax', Sl
Figure 7. Secant Iterator, Detailed FLow Diagram
J,
}
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5.3.-I M-_vschor Equation Invel'sion Subroutitm
Wn+ 1 = + + o N + !
[NPIJT VARIA BI,lr-S
O, cot-r O, r O, o N, PN l
= pp-p--77-i/ sin 0
Wl _]vN "l--:----g_-O-- cot _0 )
n = 1
_..<0 /f-,,, __ <0
Yes.No.
1/_'ll:lsu,el ,l-7-_N<_+oo_0- sin Ocot 70) I
V I = t
y_n=n+l
es
_7
Figure 8a. Marscher Equation Inversion, Detailed Flow Diagram
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iO
O
4 W4 1
I 27; , ; + ,k'j
xN .... x., i
j----=t i,_._.
_N i ":
x N -
<0
---3
iv,,,,-+_+°"<'l_"x'?'+"nl
1/_4 : (Illv,'ll)l v4
__[n = n+l
+
7
aN
+4 j:O 2j+l 4
7
2
= aNX N
x = k_O XN
e 1 = _ cot %'0
C = 1 - _N
• " 2
I
OU'I_ L:i VARIABLES
Cl' c 2
-v
X,
Figure 8b. Marscher Equation Inversion, Detailed Flow Diagram
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SUP PIJ_MENTARY INVOR MATION
The analytic expressions for the Universal Kepler Equation
and the extrapolated position and velocity vectors are well known and
are given by Battin ( 1964 ). t3attin also outlines a Nev,4en iteration
technique for the solution of the Universal Kepler Equation; this tech-
nique converges somewhat faster than the secant technique but
requires the evaluation of the derivative. It may be shown that ff the
derivative evaluation by itself takes more than 44% of tile computa-
tion time used by the other calculations in one pass through the loop,
then it is more efficient timewise to use the secant method.
Marscher's universal equation for cot 0/2 was derived by
him in his report (Marscher, 1965), and is the generalization of his
"Three-Cotangent" equation:
©
O r0 (E - E 0 )
cot - cot + cot 70
2 p,_-_l 2
Marscher has also outlined in the report an iterative method of ex-
trapolating the state based on his universal equation. The inversion
of Marscher's universal equation was derived by Robertson (1967a).
Krause organized the details of the computation in both
routines.
A derivation of th.e coefficients in the inversion of the Uni-
versal Kepler Equation is given in Robertson (1967 b ) and Newman
( 1967 ).
@
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Submittal 24: Re uu_eci y72 .,cit2_ Detem_ ination, Come-:a:}_:"_a :"
1. INTtIO1)UCTI ,_N
Tile Conic R,".,v£ ; 1Velocity Determination Routine provides
the capability to solve tile following two astrodynamic problems:
"The Multip!L-. !I_ , o.,.,_,_,'-n.'"':Lambert Required Velocity Determination
Problem": ;,"._,_,,-_:{_ "!_e velocity vector required at an initial posi-
tion to transfer through an inverse squareeentral force field from
the initial position to a specified target position in a specified
transfer time interval by making a specified number of complete
revolutions ( ' " :zc,_,,e fraction of another one). Also optionally
compute the velocity vector at the target position and various
parameters _'f (!:_ vvnic transfer orbit.
"The De-orbit il--'qu/{'ed Velocity Determination Problem": compute
the velocity vector required at an initial position to transfer through
an inverse square central force field from the initial position to a
specified target radius (which is less than the initial radius) with a
specified flight-path angle at that radius in a specified transfer time
interval. Also optionally compute tile velocity vector at the target
position and various parameters of the conic transfer orbit.
The Conic 1R', .... i I,_;e Velocity Determination Routine basically consists of two
major parts--one 1 ":'-_'_ ;,"ing the multi-revolution Lambert's problem and one for
solving the De-orbit p,.oblem--which are quite similar. In fact, certain subsections
of the parts are identical as well as being identical to certain subsections of the
Conic State Extrapolation Routine (Ref. 7) and these may of course be arrangectas
subroutines on a computer.
The Conic Lambert and De-0rbit Required Velocity DeterminationRoutines
each involve a single loop iterative procedure, and hence are organized in three
sections: initialization, iteration, and final computations, as shown in Figure 1.
The independent variable in the iteration in both routines is the cotangent of the
fligl_t-path angle a ;:.. -,litial position measured from local vertical, or equiva-
lently the cotangen: ; .' '--e angle between the initial position vector {extended) and
the as yet unknown required velocity vector. The dependent variable is the trans-
fer time interval; it is a function solely of the independent variable and certain
other qum-ttitie_ which depend explicitly on the input and which are thus constant in
any one problem. In the iterative procedure, tile independent variable (denoted by
F0) is adjusted betw: _:_ upper and lowei" bounds by & secant technique until the
$24-1
!t.,._u_,sfertime interval computedfrom it agreeswith the specified trmlsfer time in-
terval (to within a certain tolerance), Thenthe velocity vector at the initial posi-
tion (i.e., the required velocity), as well asthe velocity vector at the terminal
pc_sition,is c_culated from the last adjustedvalueof the independentvariable.
In the less-than-one-complete revolution casein boti_routines, the upper and
lower boundson the independentvariable are e>:plicitty computedsince the depen-
dentandindependentvariables are monotonically related. Ftowever,in the multi-
revolution case in the Lambert routine, there are two distinct physically-meaning-
ful transfers which solve the problem, andan iterative procedure (entirely separate
from, andnot containing nor containedin the previously described iteration schc'me)
must beused to solve for the value of the independentvariable whichseparatesthe
two regions in each of whichexactly onesolution ties so that upper andlower bounds
maybe established correspondin_ to the uniquesolution desired. The multi-revo-
lution case for the de-orbit problem is not consideredin this document.
0
@
®
i
1
Q
@
" : ENTER
l
Initialization
• ",4 _
i C_mpute various constant parameters.
-. .... !_ :_tabh_h range over which independent
: , , -]':ariable may vary. Establish first
alue of independent variable.
Iteration: ._.
"" ' --iCompute Transfer Time Interval eor- ]responding to the independent variable.
i
I ,
I
i
I
I
l
I
J
l---I-
I:iual Computations: Compute
ltequired Velocity correspond-
ing to independent variable.
EXIT
c_m_ed_
/ Transfer_
Yes (. Time -- "_
Specified /
_ No
Adjust independent variable
by Secant technique.
O
Figure 1. Conic Lambert and De-orbit Required Velocity
Determination Routines Functional Flow Diagram
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1
a
cI
c2
C or C(,9
NOMENCI_ATUR E
Semi-major axis of conic
First conic parameter [ c 1 =-_r 0 PN
Second conic parameter [ c 2 = 1 -a N
Power series in _ defined in the text
2
= ro V o / _E -1 ]
0
E Eccentric anomaly
True anomaly
H Hyperbolic analog of eccentric anomaly
Iteration counter ®
i
_e-
i
max
_iN
i
-r 0
i
-r I
The negative unit chord vector connecting r 0 and
r [ i = -unit (r 1 - ro) ]
--I " --C- -- "
Maximum allowable number of iterations
Unit vector in direction of angular momentum
vector of the transfer and normal to the transfer
plane. In the Lambert Foutine the vector i N
always determines the direction of the transfer,
and will also determine the plane of the transfer
=
when either the switch Sproj i, or the switch
Sproj = 0but the initialposition vector _r0 is
inside one of the cones. In the Ee-orbit Iqoutine,
the vector i N always determines the plane and
direction of the transfer.
Unit vector in direction of r 0
Unit vector in direction of r I
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kbg
k
sm
m
m !
merr
nrev
Intermediate variable equal to either kbg or ksm
Constant establishing by what fraction of its permissible
(rmax - Fmi n) the independent variable Fo willrange
be biased in the first iteration when no guess F_ues s is
available, in order to establish a second point for the
secant iteration
Constant establishing by what fraction of its permissible
range (rma x - l'_min ) the independent variable I" 0 will
be biased in the first iteration when a guess _uess is
available in order to establish a second point for the
secant iteration.
The slope of the line joining two successive points on the
transfer time interval vs. independent variable curve.
Previous value of m
Difference between desired value of the slope m (namely
zero) and the value calculated on most recent iteration.
Loop counter in the Marscher Equation Inversion
Integer number of complete 360 ° revolutions to be
made in the desired transfer. [Hence the transfer
will be between n and n + 1 revolutions].
rev rev
Intermediate vector variable normal to transfer plane
P
Pl
Semi-latus rectum of conic
Intermediate variable in the Lambert problem equal
to 1 - cos 0
@
P2
PN
Intermediate variable in the Lambert problem equal
to cos 0 - (r 0 /.r 1)
Normalized semi-latus rectum of conic transfer orbit
(PN = P/rO)"
Intermediate variable equal to k/sin 2 T 1
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_79
r 0
r 1
r 1
Initial or current inertial position vector (corresponds
to time t ).
0
Terminal or target inertial position vector (corresponds
to time t }.
1
Radius at terminal or target position (corresponds
to time t ).
1
0
Switch used in Secant Iterator to determine whether
secant method or offsetting (biasing} will be performed.
S
cone
s guess
S
proj
Switch indicating whether the outcome of the cone test
involving the tolerance criterion econe was that initial
position r 0 lies outside both of the cones around the
positive and negative target position vector r (s
--1 cone
0), or inside one of these cones (Scone = I ). [See
Section 4.7. ]
Switch.indiCating whether the routine is to compute its own .
guess of the independent variable I" 0 to start the iterative
procedure (Sguess = 0), or is to use a guess rguess
supplied by the user (s = 1)
guess
Switch indicating whether the initial and target position
vectors, r 0 and rl, are to be projected into the plane
defined by the unit normal "_N before the main Lambert
computations are performed. If Sproj 0, no projection
will be made unless the initial position r 0 is found to
lie within one of the cones defined by econe, in which ease
=
Scone will be set equal to 1. If Sproj 1, the projections
wilt be carried out immediately, and no cone test will
be made.
®
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@
O
s soln
s180
S or S(_)
terr
v O-
v I
n
(n:l. 2..)
W
]1
(n--l, 2.. )
Switch indicating which of tile two physically possible
solutions is dcsh-ed in the multi-revolution case.
[ Not used in the less-than-360 ° lransfer case] . In
particular, Ssoln = -I indicates the solution with the
smaller initial flight path angle 70 measured fro1,-n
= +l indicates the one with
local vertical, and Ssoln
the larger _0 "
Switch indicating whether the central transfer angle
is between 0° and 180 ° (s = +i), or between 180 °
180
and 360 ° (s = -l). The determination of which
180
one of the above two possibilities is desired is made
automatically by the routine on the basis of the di-
rection of the unit normal vector i N .
[In the multiple-revolution case, the number of com-
plete 360 ° revolutions is neglected; i.e., Sl80 is the
sign of the sine of the transfer angle. ]
Power series in _ defined in the text.
Difference between specified time interval and that
calculated by Universal Kepler Equation [ ter r =
at- ].
C
Inertial velocity required at the initial position r 0
to transfer to the terminal point in exactly the
specified time interval At..
Inertial velocity at the terminal position r 1 "
Intermediate scalar variables used in Marscher Equa-
tion Inversion
Intermediate scalar variables used in Marscher Equa-
tion Inversion
---) . $24-7
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I
j
i
X
x N
aN
Universal eccentric anomaly difference corresponding
to the transfer from r 0 torl.
Normalized universal eccentric anomaly difference
--× I-_N-G-2)(×N
Reciprocal of normalized semi-major axis of conic
transfer orbit (o_ N = r 0 / a).
©
%'O Flight path angle at initial position r 0
from local vertical, i.e., angle from
measured
£0 to ZO.
YI
ro
!
ro
r0(i)
F,
Flight-path angle at terminal or target position
measured from local vertical (corresponds to
time tl).
Cotangent of flight-path angle %'0 at the initial posi-
tion _r0 measured from local vertical; i.e.,
cotangent of the angle between r 0 and v 0. [ In-
dependent variable in iterative scheme] .
Previous value of r 0
The "i-th" value of 1-"0
Cotangent of flight .path angle %'1 at the terminal
or target position rl measured from local
vertical
@
rparab
Guess of independent variable I-"0 corresponding
to solution (disregarded when Sguess = 0).
Value of F 0 corresponding to the physically
realizable parabolic transfer
Upper bound on %
Value of r 0 corresponding to tile minimum energy
transfer
O
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Fmin
At
At
e
!
At
C
Lower bound on q
Specified transfer time interval (tI - to ) between I_"0
and r I
Value of the transfer time interval calculated in the
Universal Kepler Equation from the current value
of F 0 and the conic parameters
Previous value of At c
(i)
At
C
The "i-th" value of the transfer time interval cal--
culated in the Universal Kepler Equation as a
function of the "i-th" value F0 (i) of _0 and tbe
conic parameters
O
0
E
C orl_
Increment in i-"0
Increment in A
Tolerance criterion establishing small cones around
both the positive and negative target position direc-
tions inside of which the Lambert routine will define
the plane of the transfer by the unit normal i N
rather than the cross product of the initial and target
and = sin (the halfposition vectors, r 0 r 1" [ ¢cone
cone angle) ].
E t
c t '
Primary convergence criterion: relative error in
transfer time interval
Secondary convergence criterion: minimum permissible
difference of two successive calculated transfer time in-
tervals.
O
c
T
e F
Convergence criterion in iteration to adjust Fmi n
and r'ma x in multiple revolution case: absolute
precision to which transfer time interval minimum
is to be determined
Tertiary convergence criterion:
missible size of increment AI_
variable
$24-9
minimum per-
of the independent
:i
=i
CA
X
A
T
7o_erance criterion in iteration to ad3ust _l_,-nin and
• l" in multiple revolution case: absolute dif-
"'T_, %."
" :2fence of two successive values of independent vari-
able *o prevent division by zero
._-_ :::_' angle ({rue anomaly increment)
Ratio of initialposition radius to terminal position
radius
A_}erage of the two most recent values of _0" [A
is used as the independent variable in the Multi-
r _.:,,} _tion Bounds Adjustment Coding Sequence
i':,',=tion] .
Previous value of A
@
Gravitational parameter of the earth (product of
earth's mass and universal gravitation constant)
".he, dimensionless variable ax 2 = x 2 / a = (_N x2 / @
r::. [ Equivalent to square of standard eccentric
or :'perbolic anomaly difference] .
®
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5.1
DETAILF.D FLOW DIAGRAMS
M ul ti pl e - Revol ut i o n L am b eft FIe___tui red Velocit_
De t 6 r ml__i-_e
This routine utilizes the following subroutil{es or coding sequences,
are diagrammed in Section 5. 3:
• Lambert Transfer Time Interval Subroutine
• Marscher Equaiion Inversion Subroutine
•Universal Kepler Equation.Subroutine
•Secant Iterator
• Multi-revolution Bounds Adjustment Coding
Sequence
• Secant Minimum Iterator
which
O
UNIVERSAL
CONSTANTS
PROGRAM
CONSTANTS INPUT VARIABLES
t'et"¢F'_T'eA' I r 0, r 1, At, nrev, Ssoln , I
! iim_' ksm' % J Sgues_'r_oess'_oo.e' Sproj' ±N
l 1
ro : Izol, rl= I£_1
_ = =£1/rir 0 _o/ro ' _r 1 1
N = i X i
--r 0 --r 1
No
SCOn e =
o
cone
Figure 3a. Multi-Revolution Lambert Routine
Detailed Flow Diagram
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I ro
r I
r 0
sine = s180 Isinel
cos O = ir 0 -_rl
0
), = r 0 r 1
= 1 - cos 0, P2 = cos0-),
Pl
= sin_.__.0_0+ 2_-__1_l"m ax P 1
_]
Perform Multi- revoluti.on-_
YeS 1 . I B°unds AdjustmentC°d'i'ng'Sequence (Sectio 5_
I
Figure 3b. Multi-Revolution Lambert Routine
Detailed Flo_v Diagram
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O
I O
®
I ° _oo_ "_/ • /r0--_r,_+_l k - kbg
--__ %
Call Lambert Transfer Time Interval Routine el
Input: _0' Pl' P2' sin _, cos _, r0, nr
Output: Ate'_N' PN' x, _, S(_), C(_)
ter r = At - At
©
l
Figure 3c. Multi-Revolution Lambert Routine
Detailed Flow Diagram
\?
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JCal_l Secant [terator
Input:
r'min" rmax, k
Output: A_0, rmin ' _'max'
.w
r0_ to+Ato
_t ' = At
C C
i = i+l
S, Atc, Atc'' terr ,,h_O, _0
Yes
©
@
Figure 3d. Multi-Revolution Lambert Routine
Detailed Flow Diagram @
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5. 2 De-orbit Required Velocity Determination Routine
This routine utilizes the following subroutines which are diagram,rned in
Seciion 5. 3i
@
• De-orbit Transfer Time Interval Subroutine
• Marscher Equation Inversion Subroutine
" Universal Kepler Equation Subroutine
• Secant Iterator
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
CONSTANTS CONSTANTS
) ,
ro _t__01, ir o
INPUT VARIABLES
r0' Y l' r l' Ai, s
guess,
rgu_ss'-iN
=£o/ro
Yl = cot Y1
X = r0/,, 1
q = X / Mn 2 Y1
r_ax
Fmin
Figure 4a. De-orbit Rout.ine
Detailed Flow Diagram
O
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iZ.
No
s=l i=O
Yes
ro = ( _,,i,_ + _x )12I
1k : k bfl
.'all De-orbit Transfer Time Interval Routine
Input :
_0._,. q. rl. ro
Output: At aN P xe' ' N ' ' '
"Yes
S({), C(_), sin O, cos
i ....
No _ Yes
No
NO
Yes
Yes
Figure 4b. Dc-orbit Routine
Detailed Flow Diagram
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@
O
D1
!
4t
I
A
. } ",
• F -
.!
f
< "_'" _ _"_ro ro
Output : A_ 0, l_min, Fma x, s
<'i., F o l, ":L. _ '- : -_"
_o
ro ; ro+,,ro
At ' : At
c c
i -- i+1
IV "i.....
1
r I = r 1 [ (cos 0) i + (sin O)
-- --r 0 ,
(ivX ).]
- ir 0
i + i N -r 0V-O r 0 --r 0 - X i
-4-¢-_x
: -- (_s (t;) _) t +
Vl r 1
- --r 0
r 1
OUTPUT VARIABLES
Iv0' VI'I"0' rl'sin 0' e°s 0'aN' PN' x,_, S, C]
De-orbit Routine
Detailed Flow Diagram
.]
I
5.3
5.3.1
J
Subroutin,.-:_ o1" Coding Seouences used by the Conic
___._9_._ '! : _ _e-iermluatlon t_nes
"." . •
Lamber_ 'fransfer Time Interval Subroutine
C6:' :_"_A_;Tg
,. ['4' ' "
I ,
INPUT VARIABLES
I
PI' P2' sin 8, cos 8, r0, nrevl
!
Pl
Y0 sin e - P2
2 - PN (1 +r02)
L
t
Call Marscher Equation Inversion Routine
Output: x, _, Cl, c2,
Ca _ .', _.-:-sal Kepler Equation Routine
Ini'_t. c 1, c2,x, _, r 0
Output:
l_t c = At c
n tc. S(_). (_(_)
Yes
+nre v 2"_r0/_N[3 /P
c, OtN, PN. x, _,
OUTPUT VA RIABLES
s (0. c (,D |
]
@
0
]
Figure 5. Lambert Transfer Time Interval Subroutine
Detailed Flow Diagram
@
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q
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@ 5,3.2 De-orbit Transfer Time Interval Subroutine
INPUT
VARIABLES
IFo: x, q, F1, r o]
o (F0+cot 2 - x_)/(1 x).
= c°PN qX -(1+ 2)
oz N = 2 - PN (1 +1-'o2)
cos 0 = (cot_ -1 / (cot-_ +1
(I - cos 0 ) (cot _)sin e =
Call Ma____rseher E__qu_a_tio,_j_[_nv_e_rsio__n Ro___ut_ine
sin 0, cos 0 , _'0' -r0, _ N' pNInput:
Output: x, _, c i' e2
i
Call Universal Kepler Equation Routine
Input: c 1' e 2' x, g, r 0
Output: Atc, S (_), C(_)
OUTPUT VARIABLES
Atc' (_N' PN'
sin 0 , cos 0
©
Figure 6. De-orbit Transfer "I'ime interval Subroutine
Detailed Flow Diagram
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5.3.3 Universal Kepler Enuation Subroutine
This subroutine is identical to the one used in the Kepler and Theta problems.
UNIVERSAL
CONSTANTS
INPUT
VARIABLES
c 2, x, _, I"01
I ±+i .
s(D = 3-3.- 5! 7! "'"
1 _ _2
c (D - +2! 4! 6! " "
i
At c = [ C I x2 C(_) + x(c 2 x 2
S(_)+r o)] / _/_--
©
OUTPUT VARIABLES
S(_), C(1)At e ,
@
Figure 7, Universal Kepler Equation Subroutine
Detailed Flow Diagram
©
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5.3.4
iII
Marscher EqT"+ion Inversion Subroutine
This subrou:;_: i identical to the one used in the Theta problem.
t
= 1
4>-<0
---0
>0
>0 r
(No
physically
realizable
solution
possible)..
Yes Z _ No
[Wn+l=+ CWn2+aN+ IW nlI " i.,/.,.0,, +0o.0
>;i:..ii.:_ r 0..i. ol-::..::; v 1 --
In--o+, I v
Figure 8a. Marscher Equation Inversion Subroutine
Detailed Flow Diagram
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_4
I
=W4 I
= 2+o _)_/w_i)2+v ]Vn + 1 _Vn N n
[o:o+_]
lm
2
: aN x N
x = _f r 0 x N
c 1 = 4 1_ 0 PN F0
c 2 = I-a N
OUTPUT VARIABLES _
x, _, c 1 , c 2
O
@
Figure 8b. Marscher Equation Inversion Subroutine
Detailed Flow Diagram ®
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5. 3. 5 Secant Iteralor
This subroutine ia identical (when k = 1/4) lo the one used in the Theta
probl e m.
INPUT VARIABLES
,,to.to. train, rmax. k]
=1
>0
f
Yes
_No
-<0
crr ) k (1-'ma x
I
OUTPUT VARIABLES
Figure 9. Secant Iterator
Detailed Flow Diagram
&+ti
:i
q
!
1
5. 3.6 Multi-revolution Bounds Adjustment Coding Sequence
ENTER
k = k
s rn
{From Lambert Rou-
tine Figure 3b)
-_- : -_b--_, c- : I__-I, t_e_:__/o-
i
!
ro
t,t c
ro
: x i -i/(l+i i -)FME Sl801_r0 -c -r 0 -c
= i + i
=to
= &t c
=A+_ A
Figure 10a.
Fparab = _in____0 2_]r2
Pl VPl
F 0 : FME , A:r 0
&A = 2 k (_'max- rmin) '
s = I
i = 0
Call
q
Lambert Transfer Time Interval Routine
Input: r0' Pl' P2.' sin0, cosO, r0,nre v
Output:
A' -- A
A: (ro +ro' ) 12
¢
Multi-Revolution Bounds Adjustment Coding Sequence
Detailed Flow Diagram
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@
®
@
J
@
@
@
,<q- Yes
bQ.',:_ 'I<% .2 -
Yes_
" ._ No
[ m_r--- m1,v: r : _"A = A
Call Secant __M_intmum Iterator_
/
Input: s, m, m', mer r , /
AA, A, Fmi n, Fmax. kl
/
Output: A h, s ]
!
No
[aA-- _A/2 I
Call Lambert Transfer Time Interval Routine
Input: [_0' P I' P2' sin O, cos o.
Figure 10b,
r 0 , nre v
Output: At C
Multi-Revolution Bounds Adjustment Coding Sequence
Detailed Flow Diagram
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,:i[
r_
J
1
. Yes
No
-,_ _2 -_
I_IX = A
l"mi n = max (_min'
_parab)
k = -k
bg bg
k- = -k
sm Sin
EXIT
(to Lambert Rou=
tine, Figure 3b) ERROR EXIT
(No solution possible to
this Lambert problem:
too many revoZutions
for too short a speci-
fied transfer time in-
terval)
0
@
Figure lOc. Multi-Revolution Bounds Adjustment Coding Sequence
Detailed Flow Diagram
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5.3.7 Secant Minimum Iterator
Iterator.
been diagrammed separately here for purposes of clarity.
This subroutine is very similar, though not identical, to the Secant•
They can easily be combined into one routine, although they have
INPUT VARIABLES
s, m, m', met r, AA, A' _min'r'max, k ]
Yes
f"
nq
aA ----_-- aA
m - m I
.,A=sign (m_r,">I"AI
No
IN = sign (merr ) Ik ( rma x - rmi n )
= 0
OUTPUT VARIABLES
[ aA. s]
Figure 11. Secant Minimum Iterator
Deta_iled Flow Diagram
©
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Submitta_ 27: Required Velocity Dctermin'ttion, Precision
i, INTRODUCTION
Calculation of the precision required velocity which satisfies terminal
position and time-of-flight constraints in a non-Keplerian gravity field is a com-
putation time consuming process, especially in an on-board computer. There-
fore, targeting calculations prior to a maneuver are customarily used to predict
and compensate for the effects of the perturbations from a conic gravity field,
so that during the maneuver onty the much simpler conic related computations
will have to be performed.
For Lambert aim point maneuvers (described in Reference 2) an
adjustment to the terminal (target) position vector will suffice to provide this
compensation. This adjusted terminal position, referred to as an offset tar-
get, must compensate for gravity perturbations throughout both the maneuver
and subsequent coasting flight. Then the required velocity determined by the
Lambert routine to intercept the offset target in a conic gravity field is
identical to the velocity required to intercept the true target in the non-
Keplerian field.
The .traditional technique of predicting the effects of gravitational pertur-
bations over the trajectory invoives approximating the maneuver by an impulsive
velocity change, and hence assuming a coasting trajectory between the initial
(ignition) and target positions. However, due to the non-zero length of the maneu-
ver, the actual trajectory will not follow the path predicted by the impulsive
approximation, but rather a neighboring path. The difference in the perturbing
acceleration between the two paths accumulates over the entire trajectory, re-
suiting in a miss at the target. Since the coasting portion of the trajectory is
generality much longer than the thrusting portion, it is important to accurately
predict the perturbing effects over this portion of the trajectory. This is accom-
plished by determining the initiaI conditions for a coasting trajectory which is
coincident with the actual trajectory after thrust termination. A detailed deriva-
tion of this technique can be found in Brand (1971) (Reference 1), and a functionai
description of the procedure follows,
Q
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2, FUNCTIONAL FI_.r_W DIAGRAM
A functional flow diagram describing the calculations necessary to
determine the precision rr:_.'; .'_,! -.eiocity and offset target is presented in Figure
1. Since this technique cc.',-/_,-.;_ :s for the non-impulsive nature of the maneuver,
it requires an estimate off:,, ,"i _:te8 thrust acceleration. Then the initial
position can be offset froi2i "c,.£ac_dal position such that a coasting trajectory
which is coincident with the actual trajectory after thrust termination can be
defined. Figure 2 illustrates the concept.
The calculation oi the coasting trajectory initial position requires an
estimate of the required velocity change, and therefore two passes are made
through the Lambert roul_, ,.co: _e numerically integrating to determine the
effects of gravitationalpe_u)bacions. The first Lambert solutionis used to
determine the impulsive velocity change required. Based upon this, an estimate
of the initial position for the coasting trajectory can be calculated. Then the
second Lambert soIution determines the velocity required from the adjusted initial
position, thus defining the coasting trajectory.
For transfers angles which are odd multipies of 180 °, Lambert's problem
has a partial physical singuVarity in that the piane of the transfer becomes inde-
terminate. A detailed de. _<i,::on of this singularity can be found in Reference 4.
To prevent possible probi_ I,-' "i_ both targeting and guiding a maneuver whose
transfer angle Hes near this singularity, logic has been included in this routine
to determine whether the transfer angle approaches this singularity at any time
during the maneuver. If this is the case, the target vector is projected into the
orbital plane defined by the premaneuver position and velocity, thus preventing
any plane change.
If only conic calculations are desired, the routine is exited after the two
Lambert solutions are completed. If not, stibsequent numerical integration de-
termines the target miss resulting from the effects of gravitational perturbations
over this path. To compc,,_ate for these effects, the target vector for the Lambert
routine is offset from the actual target by the negative of the mtss vector. Since
the adjusted initial position, target offset, and effects of gravitational perturba-
tions are all interdependent, the process is repeated until changes in the offset
target position are small enough to indicate convergence. Three passes (two
ite.fations) are nor'really sufficient to establish the offset within a few feet.
©
@
O
©G
@
ENII_R
Estimate thrust acceleration.
Initialize switches (set Sproj to zero).
b
I Initialize iteration counter.
Set initial value of offset target equal
to actual target.
I Compute adjusted initial position based uponrequired velocity change and thrust accelera-tion (no adjustment on the first pass).
Use Lambert routine to compute velocity re-
quired to transfer from adjusted initial posi-
tion to offset target,
I Set Sproj
J
if transfer angle is near 180 ° during the maneuver.]
Yes
Yes __EXIT
Numerically integrate the required velocity from ]
the adjusted initial position through the.specified
time of flight, including gravitational perturbations.
Figure la. Functional Flow Diagram
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3
1
1
Compute target miss.
Update offset target.
No
?
EXIT
@
i
Figure lb. Functional Flow Diagram
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a T
d
fACS
fOMS
" " NOMENCLA TUB E
?
Estimated m '.:;._.:_. ,: the thrust acceleration
Number of co'_._;,d:, ..... :navigation filter weighting matrix (set to 0 in
this routine since the matrix is not reguired)
Thrust
.._ °
Magnitude of the attitude control system translational thrust
:: ..
Magnitude of ::,_ _-.,:::,-._.nal orbital maneuvering system engine
thrust
O
i N Unit normal to the trajectory plane.(in the direction of the
angular momentum at ignition)
m
n
nmax
nrev
r1
rlc
Current estimated vehicle mass
Iteration count ..... . -
-L-,
Iteration limit
Integral number of complete 360 ° revolutions to be made in
the desired transfer
Initial (ignition) position
Adjusted initial position used to define coasting trajectory
Target positio_ ".:_put to th'e routine)
Terminal position (output of the routine) "
Offset target position
®
S
Cone
Switch set in the Lambert routine to indicate transfer is near
180 ° (see Reference 4 for complete description)
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@
qA @
Seng
sfail
S
guess
Engine select switch
Switch set to indicate non-convergence
Switch set to indicate an estimate of independent variable F
will be input to the Conic Required Velocity Determination
R outine
Spert Switch set to indicate which perturbing accelerations should be
included, in the offset target calculation (Spert = 0 indicates
only conic calculations; see Reference 3 for complete descrip-
tion of other switch settings)
S
proj Switch set when the target vector must be projected into
the plane defined by i N
@
ssoln
t o
t 1
Xo
 -lc
rgues s
Switch indicating which of two physically possible solutions
is desired in the multi*revolution transfer (see Reference 4
for complete description)
Igpition time
Target tim e of arrivil'
Initial (ignition) velocity
Initial (and required} velocity on the coasting trajectory
Terminal velocity of a conic trajectory
.-. Terminal velocity (output of the routine)
Guess of the independent variable r used in the Conic Required
Velocity _Determination Routine
@
Ar
Arproj
Target miss resulting from perturbations
Out-of-plane target miss due to projection of the target
vector
$27-7
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.)
Transfer time (t 1 - t o )
Required velocity change
Magnitude of the required velocity change
Convergence criterion : target miss of the numerically integrated
t raj e ctory
O
COT Tolerance criterion establishing a cone around the minus
r 0 direction inside of which ther. target vector will
be projected into the planei N Le0r-- sin (half cone angle)J
Transfer angle (true anomaly difference) at the start of the
thrusting maneuve r
0 T
01
Approximate central angle traversed during the thrusting maneuver
Approximate transfer angle to the target at the termination
of the thrusting maneuver [0!= 0- 0T]
Approximate orbital rate @
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UNWERSA b
CONSTANTS
PROGRAM
CONSTANTS
INP UT
VA R IA B LES
fOMS' fA_
ECOli V' IID-la X'
£
0T
Set f according to s
eng
a T = f/m
at = t I -t o
= I__ol/t__ol
iN = unit _0 × -%)
d =0
Ar = 0
proj
Sproj = 0
Sfail = 0
Sguess = 0
n =0
rlc = rI
•._ =_r0
CaII Conic Required Velocity Determination
Routine (Reference 4)
,nptlt: E_) [[0] , rlc [rl] ,At, nrev, Ssoln,
• " pro:] --_
Fguess, Scone' sin0, cos0
Figure 3a. Detailed Flow Diagram
nre v, Ssoln' Spert' Seng
\7
_=[o -2_-i°- axo
T
f
C
-. $27-9
4No
Yes
No
n=l
[Spro_:Ii
Jy
Sguess = 1
n = n+l
_vo--IA_I
Yes_ No
_v 0
0T = w aT
sin8 T = sin(8 T)
cose T = cos ({)T)
sin(} I = [sin{) cos8 T
P
- cosesin{) T ] sign (sinS)
Yes
\ /(Figure 3a)
(Figure 3a)
Figure 3b,
Yes
n=l
Detailed Flow Diagram
Q
O
O
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O@
O
• /
- <
-_ " t No
Yes
Call Precision State Extrapola't_on
Routine (Reference 3)
,,rt ].
No
Yes
OUTPUT
VARIABLES
-_{:-_Ic
Arproj -- Ar l .. _iN ]
Ar 1 = Ar 1 -i N Arprojl
_'1 Sfail = 1 ]
!
_%,v_, r_, vI, |
rlc, i N • Sproj
_ rproj' Sfail
Figure 3c, Detailed Flow Diagram
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SubF2_ttal 5_: Boost Abort Guidance
Equations and flow diagrams are presented in this Section which
fulfill requirements for abort from boost to an entry path which achieves
satisfactory landing at the latmch site. Constraints and guidelines are
presented in Fig. 1. The trajectory and nomenclature are presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. A general flow diagram is pgesented in Figs. 4 and 5.
As shown in Fig. 2, landing is achieved in four phases: An open loop
phase of powered flight wherein propellant is expended, powered-flight
constraints are observed and conditions are reached where available AV
equals _V required to get on the entry trajectory. A closed-loop phase
of powered flight achieves entry target conditions with very little fuel.
An unpowered flight phase follows where unpowered flight constraints are
/
observed and the trajectory approabh_s the nominal entry trajectory. The
final unpowered phase consists of holding the entry trajectory, i.e.,
controlling to the trajectory through satisfactory landing. These phases
and their Guidance Equations are presented in Figs. 6 thru ll.
Figs. 12 thru 18 are the detailed program flow diagrams. Thereafter
follows a definition of terms used in this section.
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Figm'e 3
PLANAR REPRESENTATION OF ABORT MANEUVER
-<------ POWERED _---_-_ UNPOWERED >-
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ALT
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10
i
iI -
@
]
-- _--- _ NO
__--
I YES
.I ..... S
I NO
r t ",NO
(,,K';O.LJlS = i._
1 CRDIT J) I
CCNTI NUE
NCP.I HAL
ASCENT
! ABORT INITIATICN
:f_ ,,P/,-,S = 1 KPROP1 = _ 1-0. DT1 P2
YES
Ng-(_TIME LESS THAN T4 SEC? ")
I ,-,,,,LY,,,o,,,; ,,,,,uv,R_
I KPHASE 1
• 1GRBITER ALONEINITIAL CONDITI O;;S
AND STATE VECTOR
_YES
Fi_e4
@
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J 0
O
0
Yg
=--
t
Xg
• _ ,-- BURNOUT
s - '\
TARGET
RP
TO
I
EARTH [;ENTER
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RLSP
BURNOUT TARGETING
SP,LS=RZ. COS-1 (R_P.R_ =(._,FI l=LSF]
SR_O = 0
VZBD,_J = O
:..REST = SRLS - SRIO I
I
VZeO = 61 * (C2 + C3"SRCST)'SRCST i
DVZBD = VZBO - VZS'3t_
VZBD = VZ30 - DVZBC/2 I
VZECN : VZB_3 1
_RB_ = (rE(3) +VZBO).T-SO/2 i
3YZ_CM )
__IYES
I VDG(3) = VzBD I
_LANDING SITE
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-._-_PHASE I GUll:lANCE
RADIAL :PLATFORM X)
ATg(1 ) - KI(RI]G - RG)
EQUATIONS
+ K2(VDG(I ) VG(1)) GEFi
0 RETURN TO LAUNCH
ATC(2i = 0
ATC(3) = AH
SITE
AH = (AT 2 - ATI::;(I )2){
@
0 DOWNRANGE
AGO(2) = 0
AGO(3) = AH
V]]G(3) > VBOZD
0 DOWNRANGE VDG(3) <
AGC(2) = AH o VG(2)/IVG(2)I
AGC(3) -= 0
o TRANSFORMATION
ATC(2) = AGC(2)UYGP(2)
ATC(2)- AGC(2)UYGP(3)
VBOZD
+ AGC(3)UZGP(2)
+ AGO(3)UZGP(3)
@ SS_-?
AGC(1 )
AGO(3) =
ATC -
!i_re 8
Pl-i-:_._,: 2 GU] DANCE EQUATI ONS
.. .
6 2
TBO_. (RDG(!)) (VDG(1) +;:_, .. TBO
(VDG(3) - VG(3))/TBO
YSIGN(A i'_::.... AGC(1 )2 _ AGO(3)2)½
":- L-
AGC(1)UXGP + AGC(2) UYGP .+ AGC(3)
2VG(I ))
UZGP
- GEFF
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PHASE III GUIDANCE EQUATIONS
Q
_c - (_D -_" gn < gn LIMIT
@
C gn > gn LIMIT
BUT
°_MIN <_ _ c _<°_MAX .
,_'VC = -15° " VG(2)/IVG(2)I
_VC = -7"50 " VG(2)/IVG(2)I
"_V > "'{/1
"_1 > "_'{/V> "_/2
_VC - 0
RATE LIMIT - .5°/SEC IN PITCH
_V IS TBD
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S._4
ACC
Z_,:-..qJ.
AL?.;L&C
}-Lz2,_K
DVA
DVZBO
G
C i.."r.':-,_
OP_'P
6£111
GLAT
O,,.-TD1
G:;OF_-!
_]
DFF]:[I_ (": 07" ....... '"._ .,. O.L _'.;.,<, J ,,3
T.nt.ry _-'id:-nee t.-_kc-sver
So.lld r_c'_et,zctor
V___iab]cs
Thr_:i% acceleratic_ eo:'_-_=_din _aidzn_.cecocrdlr,ates, _PgS
Y.orl zozt.zl acccl£r{-'.tton, _SS
Am.glc-.of-_.ttack, deg
Co::-m-andedanal.e-of-attack) deg
pla_-.o._ coo_'dinat,e_, FPSSTI_:Lst acceleration ccr_rm--zn:] in _ _ "'"
Bank anglE, roll about velocitj vector, dec
.Bank anz].e coznand, deg
Delta-V aveilnblg, FPS
Delta-V required, velocity to bc gai_ed, FPS
P:_.dicted Zg component of burnout v_iocity ndnus previeus
val'd
Acce]eratien due to gravJ.ty, FZSZ
Rel'aLi_e flight .,_.thangle, deg
Effective gra'__ty acceleration, P?SS
Prediete_ effectiv4 gravity accel_r_tLon at t_rr.inus of
powe='e_ phase, FPSS
Latltude'cf abort land_n_ _ite, degrees
id_:gltude "of abort !_-_n.,_ng_ite, degrees
Time rate of e_::ge of norz.al acceler-ztioz, YPSS
:;o:=al accc).-..r.'-._ion,_L"'ZS
Altitu_e, ft
Altitude. rate, FPS
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T _'r
l .*_...._
S,,.,_T
S_,Tc
IP_O
[_O
I.,O-
DEF! K[ T]O 'J OF S}2<}K_LS
Varl abics (c£nti nued)
Velocity he_ding _::_i].e_ degz'ee_
Launc}: azinulh, de S
.).iachnumber
P!atforn pitch, degrees
Platfo_: pitch co_:_.nd, degrees
Interme_iate va__ab!e
Intermedi ate variable
Intermediate va:iable
Dynamic pressure, PSF
O
Time rate of chan£e of dyn_uic pressure, PSFS
Altitude used _n _'-'_"-_ Ft
YosiILon vector to abort landing site in _ -- _ _ I"" _ _ "_ a 0 __: ._eal
coo_ilnate s, Ft
Pcaiticn vector to abe. o far,cling s_te in inertial (_,.o_=_o.-, _)
ooorG.,_&les, _t
Position v_c_+_o._ to _ - __....,.,,, coor.al:._.*.es.,'". r._a o.t l_-_.ding site in - ,c,_ _
Pcsition vector to vel_cle in p!atfo._m ceorii:-_,ies, Ft
L,
Surface range to burnout, Ft
Su'.-fac:e _'_ng_ i:o_ burnout to abort le.)ai,,g site,
Surface range fro- current veb_ic]e position +o_ abort _a_.ca""'_'n.S
site, ft
Time-to-go um.tl! buff.out (fuel depletion), See
Time to relate from current acceleration vector %o ca-_--ended
acce!er_.tl ^_
®
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VP -
vz30 
VLBOD 
i-4
AT
/:TC
i<
U!
_.:a_nltuct@ oF thrust acceleration, F,_SS
Prer-.ent thw_&t._Cce]eratlo:: vector_ FPS3
Coeff!ciens used in de-er-_ini=_ when to c?,a:_._Ze from
l:hase I to ._:-_e Ii __,_dance (.70)z;
Unit vectors of an orr_ho_on=-! _ria5 u=_-d _: _'--__"_:,
ar.£!e coms,l;a;io:; "#?_n _"_'.'#-:.eL',:eer,cc:'_anic:5.-;-_--e_
vector al?_. p_esanr, t_usL vector is =tea-or tl_:.an?;_.J__.'-D.
. : .,..' -
2 -
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ALIM
A_,_X
_<iN
AS_
BA.'_KO
B AL_KI
BDOT
BDOT2
BSEP
Cl
C2
C3
DTI
DT2
GLATI
GLAT2
G'_'LIM
K901
_02
}_03
p
___ ,_ -.
DEPD_T!O_; OF S_._OLS
Var_ ab!e Conste.zt s
Thrast acceleration ll--it, FPSS
_'nc_zum angle-of-attack li__it, radlan
F_ninum a_ngle-of-attack l_mq t radian
Desired e-ugle-of-attack for orblter-tar2_ separation
Bank.a,:gle cozmanded during orbltermaneuver away from
tar:}:(45 deg)
Possible magnitude of bank angle corona.ridurlng phase III
guidance (15 deg)
Possible magr_Itude of bank angle co_.d during Phase III
_._idauce
Bank _ngle rate limit during orbiter-tank separation
Bank a1_gle rate limit during entry (phase III)
Desired bank angle for orbiter-tar_< separation
• Coefficients used in burnout "targeting routine
Powered guidance (p.hase I and II) cycle time, 1.sec
Unpowered g,'-£dance (phase II.[) cycle time, .2 sec
[_titude of lec_dlng site near lau_ucn pad
Latitude of a do_mrange landing site
Longitude of !e_uding site near launch pad
Longitude of a downrange landing site
!.or--alacceleration limit ( 1.8 G)
Bu_out altitude fcr return to the launch site, 2C0,C50 ft
Eurnout altitude for "do_._.-a_._.._. l_-_r.d!ngslte, 2._0,030 ft
oes_._ barn.cut altitude, '_D
S51-23
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.]
-]
HF_.:.D1
F_AD2
KG..'.','T
H_YU
IP
KI
K2
K3
K4
PDOT
PDOT2
PITCH1
PITC}_.
PQFJ_IM
Q_.',!t.[
P,DG
RE
S_KFTI
SHIFT2
S'/Fi3
Sh_fFT4
Variable Constants (continued)
If F__-AD F_3,DI 3° , BPTK C = BA_;K1
g "t 't*"If ._.EAD2 (I°) F___D 1-_I, B__,_.C = BTC$K2
Height of g_ntry
Distance from I,'CJto tail of orbiter
Inertial to platform transformation matrix
Altitude gain used in p_hase I guidance
Alt'.tude rate gain used in phase I _-_idance
Altitude gain used in final portion of ph_.se fI g_id_uce
Altitude rate gain used in final portion of phase II _dance
Eax%h gra_Itatlonal cons¢_nt
Pitch rate limit during orbiter tank separation
__tch rate llm[t during orbiter reentry
Platform pitch .required to. clear gant_._, for orb.[tot Fad ._.,_-_^_
Dos!red _.ug!e between X body axis and local }'o._zontal plane
during entry after powered abort mmueuver
-Attitude rate limit during powered abort ,,
D}T_ZlC pressure limit used for guidance p_u_poses cnly
Desired burr.out altitude, ft
Radius of the earth, ft
Shi_t in latit.ude, degree
Shift in _ *'_loa_ _..e, degree
Sb;-ft in _itude, (,_a,=e,
Shift in longitude, degree
Acceptable _m...7!e-of-attack error for o ,,_'÷_- tan> _;_...._:-
0
Aceeotab!e_ E-_zk_ _-""_'--e._--error ,_or _-_'_*_'-_-., . tanh _ nF..ar._,.,c::'-'
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V_02
Desired _" -"a.,_ _*_;derate at burnout for retu__n to the launch
site (0) I_IL "
Desired a]fiCude rate at burnout for downrange landing
site (0) ;_%'_':
Desired altit'_._e rate at booster burnout orbiter TBD
DesAred orbiter bun_nout weight weight, TBD
Angular rotation rate of earth, deg/sec
Angular velocity of earth in platform coordinates, deg/sec
Orbiter liu '_._ff weight, ib
(for .... _.r' n weight of orbiter _ter ._ep__.ration_,'o-
booster;, _, _i, , ,variable)
-. ,- ..! _
x'.- •
@
],%
1
K_;JgT
KI,'KT
KOR_I T
}_;.SS
}jH;.SE
I[_"ROPi
_'.OP2
}._ICRIT
Set to I when booster is attachd
Set to I if initial conditions for booster-orbiter are.used
Set to i if nor_nal _ssion can not be continued
Set to I if orbit c&n be achieved
Flag used to insure one pass through _. loop
Flag indicating guidance phase
Set to S when booster propellant is depleted
Set %0 1 when orbiter propellant is depleted
Set to I for return. %0 the launch site foLlq,_n g an abort
Set to I if abort is ti_e-crltical
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